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Abtract
Evidence indicates that significant physiological changes and
improvements in status of health occur consequent to relatively brief
eplsodes of disclosure of distressing experiences. These health-related
bene-

occur unintentionally: they do not appear to occur because of

deliberate actions taken to change the status of one's health. Two
experiments examfned the hypothesis that emotlonal self-disclosure also
leads to improved cognitive processing of verbai information. It was
hypothesized that inâividuais who write in an emotionally expressive
manner about their own persunai experiences of trauma would perform
better on verbal problem-sohring tasks than would lndividuals who write
without emotional expression about a m a l topic. In Experiment One.
male and fernale subjects pertlcipated in Bve experimental sessions. For
the tlrst three sessions. subjects spent thirty minutes writing about

either (a)the& thoughts and feelings regarding the most traumatic
event(s)they had experienced (Disclosure condition). or (b)an objective.
factual description of their activities of the pst 24 hours (Control
conâition). At the fourth and fWi sessions. subjects completed a vaffety
of verbal problem-solving tasks. A multivariate anaiysis of variance of
the seven verbal problems with the wrïting assignment as a between-

subjects independent varfable was not statisticaüy signiflcant. A
significant result on one task analyzed with an analysls of variance was

consistent with the hypothesis that test merences would reveal superior
performance for Disclosers versus Controls on verbal problem-soiving
tasks and therefore was investigated m e r in the second experiment.

In Experiment Two, male and female subjects completed a written
vocabulary test. the Revised Repression-Sensitization Scale (Byrne.

Barry, & Nelson, 1963). wrote for thirty minutes in a Disclosure or
Control condition. and then immediately completed two verbal problemsoMng tasks. Despite controlling for Merences in written language
abîiity. significant dffferences between Msclosers and Controls were not

evident on the two problem-solvingtasks. The Revised R-S Scale
demonstrated oniy limited utüity in predicting dlsclosure. Results are
discussed partlcularly with regard to impJications for iùture research in

this area.
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Introduction
Self-dlscloeure 18 the reporting of one's awareness of the status or
hlstory of one's own thoughts. emotions. and behaviours. It typically
occurs as oral reporting of information about oneself to another person.

Self-disdosure is a valuable part of interpersonal relating which
promotes the development of social relatlonship (Cmby. 19731.
Disclosure increases others' awareness of one's circumstances and
emotlonal status and. as such. increases the iikelihood of receMng
support h m othem. One important setthg in which self-dlsclosure
occurs is in psychotherapy (Jourarrl. 1971: Rogers. 1961: Truax &
Carkhuff. 1965). The purpose of self-disclosure in psychotherapy is not
to develop a reciprocal interpersonal relationship: rather. it is to increase

a client's awareness and understanding of his or her own beliefs.
emotlonal reactions. and behaviours (Ridley. 1984).
Self-disclosure generates information about the self which can be a
commodity of exchange in interpersonal relationships and which adds to
an individual's knowledge and understanding of the self. There appear to
be at least two other important effects of self-disclosure as well. First.

evîdence suggests that health bene&. as indexeci by improved selfreports of health. decreased use of medical services. and heightened
immune responses. can result from even brief episodes of dlsclosing
personal experiences of trauma (Pennebaker. 1985. 1990: Pennebaker &
Susman. 1988). Second. evidence suggests that dlsclosure of personal
experlences of trauma leads to changes in thWdng processes
(Pennebaker. 1990).such that thlnking is facilitated in processes such as
problem-sohring. This suggests that self-âisc1osure can generate

information about the self but may also alter the way that one thinks
about the information that one has at one's disposal.
Pemebaker and his associates (e.g., Pemebaker & &!dl.

1986:

Pemebaker, Kiecolt-Glaser. & Glaser, 1988)have not defined the term
b.awm as used

in the previous p a q p p h . The individu& who âiscIosed

details of personal traumatic experîences and who subsequently evinced
improved health had not been selected on the b i s of medical or
psychiatric criteria which deflned them as members of a clinicaî
population. Rather. the paraâigm used by these researchers had
undergraduate students reporüng Vie mast distressuig or unpleasant
event(s)"of their own *es.

Subjects defined their experiences as having

been traumatic on the basis of their own subjective distress: objective
criterîa were not used. This sampling suggests that the beneficial
consequences of emotive self-àisclosing are not M t e d to a population of
indMduals who, fkom a psychotherapeutic perspective. mlght be expected
to beneflt from euch dlscloeure. Rather. these results may occur with a
broad range of indMduals when distressing experiences are discloeed to
others (Pemebaker. 1990).
Developing a relationship with another person requires one to
report personal Information to that other person. but one can gain
insight about oneself without disclosing to another person. One can
record thoughts. feelings. and actions in a journal and gain insight as a
result of wrîting expressively. Pemebaker and hts associates frequently
operationahed self-disclosw as writing an essay about oneself (e.gg.
Pemehaker & Beail. 1986: k ~ e b a b e rColder.
,
& Sharp. 1990:
Pennehaker. Kiecolt-Glaser. & Glaser. 1988). It may be that. to benefit
fYom self-âisclosure. one must make the àisclosure to another person: it

may be that Pe~ebaker'ssubjects beneflted fkom writing because they
anticipateci that their essays muid be read by another person at a later
time. However. it appeara that health benefîts can occur when selfdisclosures are written privately and are not explicitiy shared with
another person.
The following àiscussion wili serve two functions. Flrst. the
research s

u

m

.in the prewîous paragraphs will be reviewed in

closer detail. Second. a rationale and procedure wiïl be presented for two
studies which were conducted to further invesügate enects of wrîtten
~e~disclosure.
Rich in implications. the research by Pemebaker and his
associates has primarily addiessed physical and physiological dependent
measures. The two experiments to be reported investigated the impact
of wrîtten self-dlsclosure on cognitive information processing.

SeKDisclosure and Self Knowledge
The research to be reviewed in the following section will support
three main points. First. self-disclosure is important in interpersonal
relationships: indMduaLs beneflt indirectly from their self-âisclosures by
establishing or maintaining social supports. Second. an inâividual who

~ e ~ d l s c l o smay
e s benefit directly by generating Monnation about himor herseif. This statement is important in Ught of the W d point to be
presented: evidence indfcates that individuals do not always have
conscious awareness of the cognitive or environmental antecedents to
their own behaMour.
Self-disclosure in intemersonal relationships. Self-disclosure can
certain@ have social value. Self-disclosure is cited in processes of lildng,
social appnwal. trust. and intimacy. Early research (cf. Cozby. 1973:
Jourard. 1971) explicitîy attended to parameters of disclosure. including

situation dynamics. personalïty characteristics. and specific behaviours.
which either increased or inhibited disclosing behaviour. The inhibition
of disclosure can be a matter of personal diacretion and c m be a healthy.

fimctional process (Kelly& McKülop. 1996: Kempler. 1987). For
exaioplc. homosexual men who test positive for HIV antibodies are more

likely to dLsclose their health stahis to other homosexual men. who are
perceived to tespond in a more helpful manner than relatives and other
colleagues (Hays. McKusick. Pollack. & Hllllard. 1993). Fear of
disruptlng relationships, desire to keep others from worrying. or fear of
censure can Mt the degree of discloaing and thus inhibit social
functloning (Doster & Nisbett, 1979: Hays et al.. 1993). Selfpresentation strateges typicaîly vary so as to make the moet favorable
impression on an audience: people tend to present themselves positively
to strangers but modes*

to the& nlends (Tice. Butler. Muraven. &

Stillwell, 1995).

Self-disclosure and information about the self. Aside fkom the
social benefits of self-disclosure. disclosure can beneflt the individual by
generatîng information about the self. Jourard ( 1971) suggested that
individuals tend to Menti@ with stereotypical roles. such as those
defîned by their professions. by the& social status, or fYom within their
famiUes. and may not attend to ongoing thoughts. feelings. and
behaviours. As such. one can become Wienated" from oneself. having
limited awareness of the cognitive or environmental factors that motivate
one's own behaviou. Jourard ( 1971)suggested that as one reveals
personal information to others. one becomes more aware of this
information oneseîf.

Like Jourard. Bowers (1987)argued that we learn about ourselves

much as another person might leam about us -- by observing our own
behaviour (includingverbal behavlow) and inferring the meaning behind
It. This type of evaluation represents a proceas of what Bowers termed

second~rdera>~~~iousness.
Whereasfùst1order~ ~ ~ ~ ~ b udescribes
sness
the simple awareness of stimuli which impinge on an individual. second-

order consciousness involves the abiiity to reason. to categorize. and to
be critical of one's observations. Self-disclosurecan be a source of
information about oneseîf which becomes avaLlable for consideration:
however. insight and understanding nquire intentional effort to be
achieved. Becoming aware of the fàctors that may influence behaviour
does not ensure our understanding of how those factors influence our
behaviour. Simiiariy. Jourard (1971)suggested that one must be prepared
to consider that the definitions that one has of oneself may be flawed or
incomplete: only then c m new information be incorporated into a new
definition of the self.
An important function of self-disclosure. then. is that it can

increase the accuracy of self-knowledge. One c m assess one's own
capabilities and personal resources: one may also identlfy erroneous or
dysfunctional thoughts (Beck. Rush. Shaw. & Emery. 1979: Ostell.
1991). This knowledge can serve to better equip the individual to

respond effectively to chalienging or threatening situations that arise
[D'Zurllla. 1986: Lazanis & Folkman. 1984). This knowledge may also
serve as an appraisal of one's iimitations and point to the
appropriateness of seeîdng assistance from others (Larson & Chastain.
1990).

Cmnitive roce esses outside of temrtable awareness. Individuals
can gain information about themsehm through self-disclosure. This
statement presupposes that lndMduals can be unaware of some aspects
of the&own thoughts and actions. There is mounting empirical evidence
to suggest that

indMduals may not accurately recognize the antecedents

of thet own thoughts or behaviours (Bowers. 1987). The discussion will
hun brie*

to a consideration of some of this evidence.

Marcel (1983)defined consciousness as the ability to observe one's
own mental and physical behaviours and to base intentional action on
those observations. He argued that the Monnation that is represented

in consciousness is somewhat independent of the perceptual processes
that occur as antecedents to conscious experience. As such. one can
respond to in$ormation in a meaningfiù h y without being able to report

on the nature of that information. He defended his argument with a
series of studies US^ visuai masking. He first showed subjects an
extremely brief (in the order of tens of mllliseconds) presentation of a
printed word which was then repiaced wlth a meaningless graphîc
pattern. The pattern masked the presented word: that is. it ensured that
subjects could not recognîze what the presented word was. Subjects were
then shown a short series of printed letters. The thne that it took
subjects to decide whether or not the letters represented a real Engiish
word decreased if the word was related in meaning to the masked.
unrecognized word presented prevîously. For examp1e. subjects did not
recognize the words PALM or BOOK which were presented brîefly and
were then masked. However. subjects' declsion that HAND was a real
English word occurred more rapidly when it foUowed the presentation of
the word PALM than when it followed the presentation of the word

BOOK* It appears that the meaningful relationship between the words
PALM and HAND facmtated subjects' recognition of the word HAND. It

follows. therefore. that subjects must have processeci the meaning of the
word PALM although they could not recognize that word. Reportable

awareness was not required for this proces9ing to occur. As well.
reportable awareness did not occur automaticaîly as a consequence of
this processing of meaning (Fowler. Wolford. Slade. & Tassinary 1981:

Marcel, 1983).
Nisbett and Wilson (1977)argued that the ability to examine one's

own thoughts and behaviours d a e not nece-

lead to an accurate

understanding of the contingencies among intemal (cognitive)events.
extemal events. and behaviour. To demonstrate this. they had subjects
evaluate four ostensibly dinerent stockings to determine the best
product. Subjects made their choices and attributed their selection to
their evaluation of physical characteristics of the stockings. The
stockings were. in fact. identical products. and subjects tended to prefer
the stocking on the furthest right slde of the display. Subjects did not
recognîze either of these facts. Nisbett and Wilson argue that these
inàividuals clearly developed a preference. a reportable cognition. but did
not recognize the b i s of their preference. which was essentidy a
response bias unrelated to the dlnerential qualities of the stockings.
IndMduals can be aware of their own thoughts and behaviours without

an accurate understanding of the antecedents to those thoughts and
behaviours.
The occurrence of cognitive processes and behaviours outside of
subjects' reportable awareness has been widely reported. It appears in
Merature on self-deception (Sackheim & Gur. 1978. 1979: Taylor &

Brown. 1988). dlstorted judgment of contingencies by non depressed
persons as compared to depressed persons (May& Abramson, 19791. use

of limiteci heuristics in judgment of probabillty (Tversky & Kahneman.
1973: Kahneman & TVersky 1972).rnativated forgetting (Glucksberg&

King. 1967: Glucksberg & Omstein. 1969: Martin. Hawrylluk. Berish. 6r
Dushenko. 1984).and implicit memory (Graf & Schacter. 1985, 1987:
Hasher & Zacks. 1979: Jacoby & Keliey. 1987: Jacoby & Witherspoon.
1982: Schacter & Graf. 1986: TuMng. Schacter. & Stark. 1982). These

studies îndicate that cognitive processing can occur without conscious
awareness or intent. These processes are not pathological. although
processes whïch occur o u M e of reportable awareness could contribute
to dysfunctional behaviour. These processes appear to be normal
occurrences in individuals who are members of the general population.

Summnrv: Self-disclosureand self-knowledg- The discussion in
this section has stated that one profits soci*

by ~e~disclosing
and

that. by disclosing personal information and deliberately appraising and
evaluating the information that becomes available. one can gain

accurate knowledge about one's own motives and behaviour. This is
valuable because evidence incikates that. otherwise, individuals can be
unaware of the antecedents to their own beliefs and behaviours.
Inhibition, SewDisclosure. and Phvsical Healtii
There is evidence to suggest that disclosure of distressing personal
experiences can result in physiological changes which beneflt one's
health. These health-related beneflts appear to occur unintentionally:
that is. inâividuals who have disclosed experiences of trauma have later
reported enjoying health benefîts while at the same time reportîng the
absence of deîiberate. strategic efforts to change the statue of their

health (e-g.. increasing exercise. modifying diet. or abstaining from
smoking). These inàividuals were not taldng advantage of insights
obtained through self-dtsclosure to effect these health-related changes.
Their health a p p e d to benefit h m sewdisclosure through a process
other than intentional change.
Pemebaker (1985: 1990: Pemebaker & Hoover. 19861presents
empirical evidence in a series of stuàies which bullds the argument that
lnhibiting the verbal expression of personally traumatic material is

damaging to one's physical h e m . Conversely. expressing inhibited
traumatic materlal privately or publiciy appears to benefit an individual's
health by stopping the inhibition of immune system finctioning. This
evidence will be presented in the following âiscussion. The h t point to
be made is that stopping a behaviour from occurring (where that
behaviour could reasonably be expected to occur) requires physiological
work. Conversely. stopping thîs inhibition of behavtour reduces
physiologlcal work. The second point to be presented 1s that personal

traumas are associateci wlth long term health problems. Moreover. the
most detrimental effectsto health seem to occur when the trauma is not
reported to others. The Wrd point is the conclusion that self-disclosure
of personal traumas leads to signiflcant improvements in health. These
improvements are indexed by self-reports of symptoms experienced.
number oi nospital visits. and immune system responses.

The term lnhlbüion is used extensively throughout the following
discussion. Pennebaker and Hoover ( 1986) note that the term has a
history of controversy but has been used as a construct to explain a wide
vafiety of mechanisms in psychologkal research. including pain
reception. Pavlovian condltioning. and psychodynamic processes. They

use this term to broadly denote processes in which an event does not
occur which would otherwise occur except for the action of another

.

(inhibiting)event

Inhibition and ~hvsiolos!icalch-.
( 1985)tested

PenneMer and Chew

the proposition that the inhibition of behaviour can lead to

short term physiological changes. Their investigation builds on ddence
reviewed by Fowlès (1980)wtilch links the inhibition of behaviour with
increased electrodermal acthrtty. Pemebaker and Chew had subjects
ch-

one of &re words h m a list. Subjects were then instructed to

respond either Tes* or "Nonto fhre inquiries from an experimenter. "1s
the word [

]?" Subjects did this once. providing accurate feedback to

the experimenter. After this, they were instnicted to say "No" to each of
the experimenter's inquiries and to r e m from making a nonverbal

indication of the word they had chosen. This is known as a guüty
knowledge test. During thte time. changes in skin conductance levels

were monitored. These researchers found that, in the time intend of 2
to 4 seconds after each subject was deceptive (reported "No"to the word
that had actuaily been selected). skin conductance level increased.
Pennebaker and Chew concluded that inhibiting a veridical response was
associated with increased physlological work as indicated by increases in
skin conductance level.

Pennebaker. Hughes and OIHeeron(19871hypothesized that. if
increased skin conductance was associated with inhibition. stopping the
inhibition of a particular behaviow should decrease skin conductance.
They had indMdual undergraduate students speak into a tape recorder
on two separate topics. These topics were traumatic events they had
experienced and a trivial. pre-assigned tapic. While each subject spoke.

heart rate. blood pressure. and skln conductance level were continuously
measured. To varyhg degrees. subjects dM dlsclose personally revealing
information when asked to do so. Some subjects rated themsehres. and
were rated by independentjudges. as having disclosed less personal. less
stressfirl material than others did. Subjects also varied in the degree to

which they had previously dlscusseâ the&distressing experiences with
others. Subjecta who revealed personal materiai that had not been
shared with others prïor to th& occasion had lomr skin conductance
levels while reporting than subjects who revealed less personal. less
stressul material. AU subjects experienced elevated heart rate and blood

pressure when they were asked to disclose. regardless of the degree of
disclœure. Both heart rate and blood pressure decreased after
disclosing. Heart rate and b l d pressure were not elevated when
subjects discussed the trivial topic.
Pemebaker et al. ( 1987)explained their results by refening to
Fowles ( 1980). Fowlesfsrevîew suggested that blooâ pressure and heart
rate are assodated with physiological arousal and are not associated
with behavloural inhibition. Electrodermal actMty appears to be

associated with inhibition. Subjects experienced physiological arousal
when disclosing personal information but did not when speaking on a
trivial topic. This was evidenced by ciifferences in heart rate and blood

pressure when measund while subjects spoke on the different topics.
Subjects d o s e discussions were highly personally reveallng evidenced
less inhibition than those subjects who revealed relatively Uttle. This
was evidenced by a ârop in skin conductance level foliowing emotional.

niweabg disc1osure. For Pemebaker et a h subjects. diaclosing deeply
personal. emotion-laden material was somewhat distressing or

physiologicaUy m ü s i n g . Not disclosing such Lnfomiation when
presented an oppominity to dfsclose invohred similar physiological
arousai plus it involved the physiological work that cornes about from
inhibiting makuig the disclosure.
Pemebaker et &s (1987)evidence suggests that, just as inhibition
of verbal behaviour is associateci with increased skin conductance levels
(Pemebaker & Chew, 1985). disinhibition in the form of selfdisclosure
can decrease skin conductance levels. Both stuâies assume the tenet
that increased sldn conductance level inciIcates increased physiological
work. The implication wNch begins to unfold bs that keeping distressing
information secret requires physiologicai effort that is not required when
that information is expressed. Over thne, this physio10gical effort may
manifest as decreased immunocompetence and increased illness (Selye.
1976).

Trauma and health commomtse. The second point in the
argument king presented is that the experience of severe personal
traumas is comlated with increased long-tem health problems (Bunce.
Larsen, & Peterson, 1995: Pennebaker & Hoover. 1986: Pennebaker &
O'Heeron, 1984; Silver, Boon. & Stones, 1983). Pennebaker ( 1990)
indicates that he pursued this particular question after his early
research correlated high fiequency of distressing physical symptoms with
reports of traumatic sexual experience (such as rape or molestation)
pria to the age of 17. Four hundred male and female college students

responded to a questionnaire. Responses were dMded on the basis of
frequency of distressing physical symptoms. Of respondents categorized

as hi@

in s~mptomatology.14.4%reported traumatic sexual experience:

of respondents low in symptomatology. only 2.5% reported these

experiences. Pemebaker and Hoover ( 1986)sweyed an undegraduate
population and found that respondents who had experienced sexual
trauma. parental divorce. or death of a loved one were more likeiy to
report a high hquency and wlde variety of physical symptoms than
respondents who had not experienced these events. The caveat in
considering these studies îs that the results describe correlations
between variables and as such do not connote a causal relationship
between early experiences of trauma and present health.
Other studies have reported signiflcant relatlonshlps between
sexual trauma and health problems. Sihier et al. (1983) reported that
female survhrors of childhood incest tended to search for meaning
regarding their trauma. To the extent that survîvors lack a sense of
meaning regarding their experîence. they may recurrently ruminate about
it and remain hyperaroused by stimuli reminiscent of the trauma
(Greenberg. 1995; van der Kolk. 1989). Silver et al. ( 1983) found that

this distress included physical distress. evident in signiflcant elevations
of items endorsed on the 90 item Symptom Checkllst (SCL-90).
Kilpatrick. Resick. and Veronen ( 1981) addressed the connection between
traumatic experience and health status more directly in a longitudinal
study of rape survivors. At one. six and twehre months after their
trauma. survivors experienced several negative symptoms. They reported
symptoms related to Somatization (fkom the Derogatis Symptom
Checlùist 90. Revised. or SCL-90-RI and reported less vigor-activlty. more
tension-arudety, and more fatigue-inertia (&omthe Profile of Mood
States. or POMS). They reported significantly more of these symptoms

than dld a comparison group of contml subjects. These two studies

provide m e r evidence to support the thesis that traumatic experiences
are related to the report of signîficant health ~ c u l t i e s .
Beyond the thesis that trauma l a d s to impairment of health.
Pemebaker and Hoover (1986)suggested that trauma is especdeleterious to health when Lt has not been reported to others. They
reportd the results of a s w e y given to an undergraduate cl-

of 75

students. Thirty-nine nspondents indicated that they had experienced a
significant trauma in the past including having been sexualîy
victlmlzed. having had parents divorce. or having had a person close to

them die. Signiflcant ciiffierences in the age of respondents at the tirne of
occurrence of the traumatic event or in the presence of current social
supports were not evident. As a group. sumivors of trauma reported
more frequent and severe symptoms of Uneas than did a control group.
Pennebaker and Hoover analyzed their results m e r by categorizing
subjects înto groups on the b i s of the type of trauma swhred. These
authors found that sunrivors of sexual trauma reported more physical
symptoms and reported seeldng heaith care more frequently than did
survivors of either death or divorce. They also found that survivors of
sexual trauma were less iikely than other trauma suwîvors to have
confldeâ in others about the traumatic event. Intrigued by this result.
Pemebaker and Hoover recategorized subjects on the basis of having
experienced trauma and on whether or not they had confided in others
about their trauma. Survivors of trauma -- without distingulshing Srpe
of trauma -- who did not confide in others reported significantiy more
fkequent and severe iunesses and more m u e n t visits to health care
providers than did trauma survivors who had told others of their

traumatic experience(s). These researchers interpreted their data as

suggesting that the inhibition of conflding by suvhrors of trauma is an
important variable in the etiology of those indIvidualsf illness and
distress.

One cauUon in interpreting this M e r result Ls that Pemebaker

and Hoover (1986)do not report the percentage of the group who had Not
Conflded which was made up by s ~ o rofssexual trauma. Thus. their
reporting does not explicitly rule out that the Not Conflded group was
over-represented by sumivors of sexual trauma. who. as was aïs0
reported. appear to be the least Ilkeiy of the survey respondents to have
told others of their trauma. One damaging aspect of sexual trauma is
that the fear or shame ewoked in its recounting make victims more
reluctant to open up to others (Kilpatrick. et al.. 1981; Süver. et al..
1983).

The research linking health status with the occurrence of sexual
(or. presumably. other types of) trauma allows only tentative conclusions
to be drawn. By necessity, this research is correlatlond or. at best.
quasi-experlmental. The effects of trauma on health cannot be tested
directly in an experimental procedure with random sampiing and
assignment; such a procedure would be an obvious violation of ethics.
The evidence reviewed in t u s section suggests that trauma can lead to
compromiseci health. and inhibition of disclosure of trauma exacerbates
health problems.

Self-disclosureand health. If the inhibition of disclosure results

in deficits in health. removing this inhibition should be expected to
reîieve the individual of those deleterious health effects (Pennebaker. et

al.. 1987). Mdence to support this statement will be reviewed in the
following section.

Pennebaker and Beall(1986)asked generally healthy
undergraduate students to write about traumatic experiences for Bfteen
minutes on each of four consecutive days. Writing was selected as a

meâium of expression to reduce the effects of social feedback. Subjects
were asslgned to write about their experiences Ln three dlnerent ways to

investigate dinerent aspects of disclosure. One group of subjects
discussed the emotions evoked by a traumatic personal experience
without discussing the m n t itself. The second group of disclosers wrote
about the event objective@wlthout reference to their feelings about t .
The third group descrlbed both the event and the emotions it evoked.
Subjects in a control condition wrote on pre-assigned. trivial topics.
such as describing their shoes. Pennebaker and Beall predicted that
disclosing subjects. relative to control subjects. would have fewer
symptoms of illness and would visit heaith care providers less hquently
in the months following their disclosures.

When instructed to. subjects disclosed personal information about
their traumatic experiences and produced more personal. revealing essays
than control subjects did. Subjects tended to report information that

they had not previously dlscussed with others. Disclosers' moods after
each session of writing were more negative than were control subjects'
moods. This ciifference in mood suggests that writing about traumatic
experiences was dlstressing and evoked feelings about that experience.
Four months after the writing sessions. Pemebaker and Beall's
two group of disclosers who had discu&

their emotions reported fewer

health cornplaints than controLs and objective disclosers àid.
Additional&, these researchers contacted the University health centre six
months after the writing sessions. This information revealed that the one

group of subjects who disclosed both details of a traumatic event and
their feelings visited the centre signiecantly fewer times than did the
subjects in the three other conditions. Merences between groupe prior
to the experiment on the health measures and on the number of health
care visits were not signi8cant. Pennebaker and Beall's (1986)subjects

appeared to benefît from their se~disclosure.The beneflts in health
were dependent on the reportlng of emotional material. The strongest
effects on health were found when subjects wrote on both their
emotional reactions and their recounting of traumatic events.
Pemebaker and BeaJl's (1986)findings support the proposition
that disinhiblting the expression of traumatic mernories leads to better

physical health. This study alone is not definitive. Croup sizes in the
writing conditions were small and the results may not generalize to the

general population. Subjects were debrlefed following the writing session;
this may have created a bîas which accounted for differences in heaïth
care usage. Other researchers have had dlfliculty replicating these
results. Murray*Lamnin. and Carver (1989)found trends in their data
that were consistent with Pennebaker and Beall's flndings. but
significant effects on health care usage were not found. Greenberg and
Stone (1992)found a significant effect of dlsclosure on health care usage
but found that it was related to the severity of the subjective dlstress
that a subject reported regarding a traumatic experience. Further
research using this methodology WUbe required to determine the
variables innuencing health following self-disclosure.
It appears that self-disclosure can diminish detrimental health
effects of a curent and ongoing distressing situation. Mendolla and
Kleck (1993) had subjects watch a three-minute video depicting violent

injuries while constantly measuring subjects*skin conductance. heart
rate. and skin temperature as indices of physiological arousal. Aner
each subject viewed the vMeo inàividualîy. they tallced to an
experlmenter for two minutes about the vldeo. Half of the subjects were
instructed to report their emotional reactions during the video wMe the
other half descrlbed the sequence of events in the vkleo. reporling the
factual content without reportlng their emotions. Subjects watched the
vide0 again immediately after talldng to the experimenter. Subjects who
had reported their emotional reactions to the video evidenced greater
physiological amusal (increasedskin conductance levels. reduced skin
temperatures) durlng the second viewing of the vMeo than did subjects

who had reported factually. Groups had not dinered significantiy prior
to talldng to the experimenter. Mendolia and Kleck then had a second
group of subjects view the distressing video and talk to an experimenter.
reporting either their emotional reactions or the sequence of events in
the video. This Ume. however. subjects viewed the video a second üme

after a dehy of 48 hours. After the second viewing. subjects who had
previously reported their emotional reactions to the h t video viewing
evidenced less arousal (indexed by higher skin temperature)and reported
greater positive af5ect than did subjects who had reported factuaiiy after
the flrst video viewing. Subjects were again asked to ta& to an

experimenter about the video after the second viewing. but no
restrictions were placed on the kind of reporting made. At this second
opportunity to talk about the video. subjects who had previousiy reported
their emotional reactions were rated by independent judges as taking

more about their feeiings. experiencing less difltlculty describing

reactions. more animateci, and less tense than their fact-reporthg
counterparts.
Mendolia and Kleck (1993)concluded that taking about one's
emotional reactions to a stressfui event initiaUy caused heightened
physiologcal distress, but that after 48 hours, distress at re-exposure to
that stressor decreased. These levels of arousal were relative to those
experienced by inàivîduals who talked about the same stressfbl event but
who did not discuss their own emotional reactîons to that event.
Investigating one's own emotional reactions to a stressfiil event appears
to reduce physiologlcal arousal to re-exposure to that event.
Pemebaker, Colder. and Sharp (1990)also present evidence that
self-disclosure can help indivîduais to avoid detrhnental health effects of
a current and ongoing distreasing situation. They argued that the

beginning of college is a parttculatly stressfial time for individuals. It is a
time of numerous, varied, and novel demands. At the same time.
individuah may not be able to rely on the social supports wNch had
been avallable to them whiie they were at home or in high school. These
authors hpthesized that if subjects confronted their feelings about
attending college. they would not inhibit their dlstressing feelings. If
subjects were not inhibiting feelings over a perfod of a number of
months. they would have fewer h d t h problems than subjects who
inhibited their feelhgs about college. To test this hypothesis.
Pennebaker et al. ( 1990) had first year undergraduate students write
about their thoughts and feelings about entering college. SubJectswrote
for twenty minutes on each of three consecutive days during either the
f h t . flfth, ninth. or fourteenth week of classes. Regardless of the time
of year of writing. subjects who wrote about their feelings. as compared

to subjects who wrote on trivial topics. made fewer vïsits to health care
providers in the four months following their dlsclosure.

In contrast to studîes reportiag beneflcial effects of disclosing longwithheld secrets. (e.g.. Pemebaker & Beall. 1986). Mendolla and Kleck
( 1993)and

P e ~ e b a k eet
r al. ( 1990)report benefits that appear to occur

when individuals report current and ongoing distress. The critical
feature of disclmure appears to be the reporting of one's personal
emotional experience. AdàitionaUy. it has been suggested that
individuais who disclose incidents of personal trauma experience. pst or
current. enjoy irnproved health relative to inâividuals who apparently
continue to inhibit disclosure of distressing experiences (Pennebaker &
Susman, 1988).
The health b e n e h whlch ha= been reported by the studies cited

in the discussion so f a are either relatively non-speciflc. including
health indicators such as the number of visits to h e m care facilities or
self-reports of symptoms of illness. or are implied by decreases in
physiological arousal. Compelling evidence of the role of self-disclosure
on health also comes Born investigations that have measured changes in
human immune system functioning following written self-disclmure.
Pemebaker. Kiecolt-Glaser. and Glaser (1988a)had gene*

healthy

underg'raduate students write about traumatic experîences for twenty
minutes on each of four consecutive days. Subjects instructed to selfdiaclase did so. They produced essays which were rated by themselves
and by judges blind to condition as more personal and more reveaîing of

emotlon than the trivial essays written by subjects in the control
condition. After each session of Wfiting. self-disclosing subjects reported
more negative mood and higher levels of physical symptoms Isuch as

headache. pounding heart, tense muscles) than did subjects who wrote
on trivhl topics. Pemebaker et al. found that se~dlsclosingsubjects
evidenced a decrease in number of visits to the local student h e m
centre in the six weeks post-writîng relative to the four months prior to
the study. They made fewer vîsits to health care fadlties than the
writers of m
a
lessap. Ail of these flndings replicate Pennebaker and
Beall's ( 1986) flndings. Self-reports of health-related behaviours. such as
fkequency of cigarette smoking. consumption of alcohol and caeinated

beverages. usage of aspirin and sleeping pilis. and strenuous exercise
were not significantly Merent between disclosing and control
conditions. Thus. it appears that intentional changes in health-related
behaviours do not account for imprwed health.
Pennebaker et al. ( 1988a)hypothesized that their disclosing
subjects would experience health benefits at the level of cellular
immune-system functioning. Blood samples were drawn h m aii
subjects at three separate times: prior to writîng essays. immediately
fouowing the fourth session of wriüng. and six weeks later. Samples

were tested for lymphocyte (white blood cell) response to stimulation by
substances which are foreign to the body (mitogens).a measurement
known as bùzsi;ogewsis. An Anaiysis of Variance of blastogenic data

collected revealed a significant Conàition (Disclosure vs. Control) X Day
(baseline. Immediate pt-Wfiting. six weeks post-writing) interaction:
samples from subjects who wrote about the&traumatic experiences
evidenced greater response to mîtogens over time than did samples from
control subjects. Furthemore. poet hoc analyses suggested that
subjects who had previousîy "activelyheld back in discussing with

othersnthe material that they disclosed in the&writing had the greatest

response to mitogens. The extent of mitogen response decreased to the
extent that subjects had diszussed their experiences with others
previousiy.
Interpretation of these results has been chailenged. Neale. Cox.
Vald.imarsdotUr. and Stone (1988)questioned PenneMer et d o ' s
statistical analyses and interpretation of the data and asserted that an
interpretation of causality between brief episodes of disclostue and
Immunocompetence should be avoided. Pennebaker. Kiecolt-Glaser. and
Glaser (1988b)responded to the questions raised by Neal et al. They reanalyzed theIr blastogenic data wîth a covariance analysis suggested by

Neale et al. and found a stronger efFect than prevïously reported. They
also provided an accountlng for effects (apparent decrease in mitogen
response over time in control subjects) which Neale et al. interpreted as
artifactuaî. Consequently. Pemebaker et al. ( 19880)corne away hom the
argument remaining *cautiouslyoptimistic" (p. 639)about the
relatlonship between ernotionally expressive writing and
irnmunocompetence.
Further support for this optlmism cornes h m more recent reports
by Esterling. Antoni. Fletcher. Margulies. and Schneiderman ( 1994)and

Petrie. Booth. Pennebaker. Davison. and Thomas (1995). EsterMg et al.
(1994)noted that the Epstein-Barr vîrus is a latent pathogen carried by

most adults which can be activated by stressfiil Me events. These
researchers had subjects express. ver-

or in writing. either their

emotional reactions to stressfkl events or a trivial topic during three
weebly 20 minute sessions. Blood sarnples were drawn at baseJine and
after these sessions. Participation in emotionaily àisclosing writing or
speaking produced a significant decrease in Epstein-Barr virus antibody

23

titers as compared to participation Ln the control condition. indicating
enhanced immune control over the latent virus.
Petrie et al. (1995)had subjects write about either traumatic
experiences or a control topic for an unreported length of time on each of
four days of writîng. Blood samples were drawn at the completion of the
four days of writing. immeàiately alter which subjects were ghren a
hepatitis B vaccination. Blood was again coîlected prior to one- and
four-month bcmster vaccinations and a six-month follow-up
appointment. While b l d concentrations of hepatitis B antibodies
increased kom basebe at each of one-. four-. and six-months p t inoculation for all subjects. subjects who had been in the dfsclosing
Wfitîng conùitton had higher concentrations of antibodies than did

controls at each pt-inoculation sampling. The eviâence suggests that
immunological response to the hepatitis B vaccine was enhanced by
emotional disclosure.
The evidence revlewed suggests that relative& brief episodes of
emotional self-disclosure Impact on physiological musal. self-reports of
health. usage of health care. and immunocomptence. Collectively. these
results are an exciting step suggesting a linkage between cognition.
emotion. and the maintenance of physical health. The results must be
considered to be tentative. awaiting further replication and clariecation
of the relatlonships between these

-- and perhaps other -- variables.

Summsrv: Inhibition, self-disclosure. and ~hvsicaihealth.
Research evidence indkates that stopping a behaviour fkom occurring
requires physiological work. M e n c e m e r suggests that inhibiting
dlsclosure of personal trauma 18 associated wîth long-term health

problems. Disclosing traumatic experiences leads to significant

improvements in health. indexed by self-reports of symptoms
experlenced. number of visits for health care provision. and immune
system responses. The methodology of havîng subjects participate in
relatlvely brief, repeated episodes of written sewdisclosure Is a promising

means of fiuthering thls investigation.
Future research in this area wilî need to investigate the processes
invohred in emotional disclosure, which appears to be an important
process affecting cognition and physiological iùnctioning. This appears
to be true both in the expression of previously inhibited personal
knowledge or in the response to current and ongoing stress.
Consideration of a broader range of dependent measures of physical
health and health-related behaviour than has already been reported is
likeiy to brlng this research closer to identimg the action of these
processes. Although it is a tniism of research. it must be said: more
work in the area is needed.
Followia Self-Disclosure
Cognitive Changes

To this point in the discussion it has k e n argued that selfdisclosure can benefit the disclosing indMdual by generating information
about him- or herself. The discussion has also argued that selfdisclosure can have another profound effect on an inàividual evident in
changes in phpical health. This effect can occur without an inàividual's
intent to change or awareness of changing (Pemebaker et al.. 1988a).
Changes may occur in knowledge about the self.but it has k e n
suggested that changes in cognitive processing occur during and
following self-discloeun. Pennebaker et al. ( 1988a)speculate that
confronting distressing mernories ailows the individual to better
understand the causes and effects of a traumatic event, which eliminates

need for inhibition. Aîthough physiological concomitants of inhibition
and dlsclosure have been described. the cognitive events involved in the
disinhlbition of verbal exnotional expression have not. inhibition may
prevent certain mernories from being consciously recalled or cause one to
neglect environmental cues. both of which would impinge on the quallty
of one's reasoning.
Just as changes in physiological functioning following emotive
~ e ~ d i s c l o s uhave
r e been reported. changes in cognitive processing
should be expected to occur. The physiologicd changes which have k e n
reporteci have not relied on an individual's conscious intention to change
hem-related behaviours (Pemebaker et al, 1988a). It should be
expected that cognitive changes would occur which are d s o umelated to
a strategic. effortfûl proceas of self-dlscovery. social comparîson. or

receipt of social support (Pemebaker & Beall. 1986). For example.
Mendolia and Kleck ( 1993)reported that subjects who disclosed the&
emotional reaction to a distresshg vldeo expressed themselves two days
later with le- difflculty. more animation. and less tension than àid a
control group who had described the same video only in factual.
nonemotive terms. These ter-

suggest a facilitation in thought and

expression followhg âisclosure of emotional reactions to a novel
stressor. These authors suggest that the npsychologicalprocesses for

talking about highly self-relevant. inhibited traumatic events may M e r
nom processes invohred in talldng about novel stressors" (p. 29 1). While
this suggestion may prove to be accurate. Pennebaker (1990)also reports

observing cognitive changes in subjects who write about their own past
experiences of trauma. He notes that subjects who wrlte wlth emotional
expression about traumatîc experiences develop a 'khange in

perspective." (p. 106)such that "they are able to stand back and consider
the complex causes of the e n n t and the& own mixed emotions" (p. 106).
His observations suggest that his subjects generate information about

g then are able to process the
their mental status h m s e l f " ~ 1 o s i nbut
informaUon in a quaiîtatively different way.
It seems Wely that changes occur in the quality of an individual's

thinking folîowing episodes of emotionally expressive self-discloeure.
These changes îikeîy go beyond the immediate gain of havlng generated
information about oneself. The changes are likeiy to manifest as
facilitated abllity to problem-sohre. These predictions can be inferred
f?om reported observations of nesearchers who primarily have investigated
physical health effects foliowing emothre self-disclosure. For example.
Pennebaker et al.(l990) report a statistical trend suggesting that the
Grade Point Averages of dlsclosing undergraduate students. m e r
controlling for Scholastic Aptitude Test scores. were more likely to be
malntained h m h t to second term than were GPAs of control subjects.
Given the evidence compiled to document the health-related changes
following emothre self-disclosure. investigation of the changes which
occur in thinking foilowing self-âisclosure is an intriguïng endeavour.
Problem-som. The practical expression of thinking. the
"intemal manipulation of symbols in order to process information"
(Martin. 1991. p. 294). is problem-sohring. Problem-sohringis the process

of generating a solution to a situation or event which is undesirable and
requîres change. Problem-soMng is a signifîcant factor determining
successful coping with stressfid life events (D'Zurilla. 1986). in
D'Zurilla's model. pmblerno~ntaëonrefers @O-

to the individual's

cognitive. emotional. and b e h a v i o d motivational set when chailenged

by environmental demands. Problem orientation reflects one's

expectations and appraisal of what wiU Ukely occur in the situation
based on past expiences and obeervations. hblern-solulrigsMUs in

DIZurîila'smode1 include ncognizing and detining a problem. generating
possible solutions. deciding on a course of action. and evaluating the
implementation and outcome of th& solution. Level of social problemsoMng ability has k e n found to signiflcantly predict depression or
dysphoria in college students (Lakey, 1988: Wienbicki. 1984: D'ZuriUa &
Sheedy. 1991).
The effectfveness of one's problem-soiving c m vary. As previously
noted in the discussion. researchers investigating the effects of selfdisclosure on indices of health suggest that changes in thinking also
occur consequent to ernotive âisclosure. Presumably. inhibition of
emotionally charged knowledge interferes with problem-solving. whiie
emotional expression whlch ends the inhibition leads to facilitation of
thinldng processes. Research indicates that the quaiity of thinking can
Vary as a function of a variety of factors. These factors include anxiety.

perceptud set. and self-deception. A brief review of relevant literature
follows.
Anxiety can either facilitate or hinder problem-solving: a
curvillnear relationship exists between these vafiables. A moderate
amount of anxiety can actually facilitate performance. as the inâividual
becomes aroused. alert. and motivated. However. intense anxiety
intederes with problem soMng. For example, Glucksberg ( 1962)supplied
subjects with a box of matches. candles. and thumbtacks and instnicted
them to mount the candies on the Wall. This problem requires novel.
unusual use of the materlals: the problem is solved by tacking the

matchbox to the wall with the candle mounted on or in t . Glucksberg
heightened the amdew of some subjects by m i n g the stakes of the
situation: he told subjects that they would wln $20 (asizable amount of
money in 1962) for correct s01ution of the problem. This group of
subjects fand more poorly in solving the problem than dld a comparîson
group of subjects to whom no reward was offered. It appears that the
raised stakes. and increased anrdety. hindered problem-sohdng. It may
be that problem-soMng whtch requires creative. navel responses is

particulsriy m e r a b l e .
Perceptual set can interfere with problem-solving. A set is 'a weîllearned predisposition about how to perform a specific task or perceive a
particular situation" (Martin. 1991. p. 142). A set represents a sumxnary

of one's experience comprehending and responding to any number of
situations. This s u x n m q functions as a general rule guiding perception
and action. A set can be facilitathre to problem solving to the extent

that one's set is consistent with an effective problem-solving strategy and
"automates" the enactment of the strategy. However. a set is unllkely to
include novel. creative responses which may be required to fhd a
solution to a new problem. Acting on the b i s of the set may interfere
with recognlzing new perspectives of the problem or generating a U s t of

alternative responses to address the situation. Dunker (1945)noted that
individuals can adhere rigidly to a set regarâing the normal or
appropriate use of objects and referred to this asfuncttonalJtredness.
One's expectations regarding the use of an object can limit the ways that
one puts that object to use in a practical situations. potentlally
impinging on effective problem-solving.

Self-deception can hinder problem-solving when the individual
remsiins unaware of his or her intemal status or status of the situation
and does not consider all the information which is at least potentially
available. Selfaeception occurs when an individual holds two
contradictory beliefs at the same time. is unaware of one of +hem. and
the lack of awareness is motivated (Sackeim 8t Gu,1978). IndMduals
can also maintain a consistent bias to their perception. for example.
tending to disregard negative events while overestimating the likelihood
of positive outcomes or events (Ailoy & Abrarnson, 1979). E. Johnson
(1995)found that subjects with a hlgh propensity for self-deception
performed more poorly on an anagram solution task than did typically
non-self-deceptivesubjects after both experienced a failure experience
wîth unsolvable problems. E. Johnson. Vincent. and Ross (in press)

note that high self-esteem which is based on accurate appraisal of
positive attributes or experîences is a predictor of effective coping with a
fdure experience. However, individuals with self-deceptive. falsely
infiated high self-esteem are vulnerable to fallure experiences.
Consequent to a fhilure. they evïnce poorer problem soMng (anagram
solution and word construction using the letters in the word
'buttermilkW)than do inâividuals who are not self-deceiving. This
research suggests that self-deception has a negative impact on problem
solving after an unambiguously threatening event.
Clearly. to the extent that novel. unusual respnses to problematic
situations help to generate a viable solution, creativity is an asset In
problem-sohrlng. D. Johnson (1972)suggests that a solution to a
problem can be considered to be creathre if it is appropriate to the
situation. useful. reflects ingenuity, has breadth of applicability, and Is

novel or uncommon. A creatïve response cm incorporate both divergent
and convergent thinking (Guilford. 1967). such that a range of possible
options. including unusual options. are conaidered but are appïied in a
way that 1s effective. effîcient. and appropriate. Certainly a great deal of

subjectivity enters into determining whether or not any pouticular
response ls creatîve.

In light of the prevîous discussion. seKdisclosure may be expected
to facilitate problem-sohdng to the extent that it (a)decreases amie@
about traumatic events, (b) breaks established sets, and/or (c)decreases
~e~deception.
Moreover. self-disclosure may assist in the generation of
a range of responses to a problematic or distressing situation which then
become "grist for the mill" of a creattve problem-solving process. As
indicated earlier in this section. the problem-solving one engages in as a
coping response to dlstressing iife events can be of great importance for
the individual.
Levels of thtnking. A number of researchers have reporteci
dichotomies of cognitive processing styles or states which can describe

an individual's current level of intellectual functioning. Pemebaker.
Czaka. Cropanzano. Richards. Brumbelow. Ferrara. Thompson. and
Thyssen (1990)draw a distinction between what they refer to as bw leml
t h h h g and h(ghieuel thWdng. Low level thinking is characterized by a

narrow temporal and conceptual perspective. lack of self-refîection. and

lack of awareness of feelings. High level thlnking is characterized as
thinklng which is ~e~reflective.
aware of emotion. cognizant of a broad
specttum of information. and conceptually abstract. This distinction is
similai: to Bowers's ( 1987)contrasting of flrst order consciousness and
second order consciousness. as noted earlier in the discussion.

Langer (1989;Langer & Piper. 1987)uses the terms mlndlessmss in
contrat to mlnd_Flness to describe a similm dichotomy. Mindlessness is
a distinct. molar style of thinking in which the individual responds to

environmental cues in automatic. stereotypic ways. When mindless. an
individual acts according to rules or categories whîch have been learned
but which are not questioned or criticized. Wndfulness is described as a
general style of thinklng in which the individual acthrely evaluates his or
her environment. The indfvidual's intention is to understand
distinctions between. and categorical similarities among. pieces of
information about oneself and one's environment. These dichotomies
are similat in describing two general styles of thinking or reasoning. one
of which is narrow. concrete and stereotypic and the other of which is
broad. abstract. and creative. For simpkity in the following discussion.
these distinctions will be referred to as 'level of thinklrig." which can

present as either low or Wh.
Pennebaker. Czajka. et al. (1990)suggest that level of thlnking can
vary according to the physiological and cognitive state of the individual.

They gave subjects instructions that unpleasant noises presented either
could or could not be stopped. Subjects then mote essays which were
rated by independent. condition-blind Judges. Subjects who believed that
they had control over stopping the noise wrote essays which revealed
hlgher level of thinldng than did individuals who were told that the
unpleasant noises were uncontrollable. Lower levels of thinking were
induced when inàividuals were led to believe that they lacked control
over an unpleasant environmental event. It appears that the global
quality of one's thinking can vary: that 1s. it can decrease in quality

when an individual is distressed.

W e there niay be an adaptive function to adopting a more
Jimited swle of thinklng wNle enduring m e d i a t e . uncontr011able
aversive events. generally one would expect an individual to cope more
effectively with distressing events when employing a high level of
thtnldng. A Ngh level of thinking. as it ha9 been de8ned. should

manifest as effective problem-solving which occura at least parti*

due

to a consideration of a range of available information including one's
own personal reactlons. Although some ewidence exists to indicate that

a higher level of thinking can be inducd through intervention (Langer Br
Piper. 1987).there does not appear to be any âirect empirical evidence to

indicate an influence of emotive sewdisclmure of personal trauma on
problem-solving abiiity.
Summarv: Cognitive
changes followinn self-disclosure.

Researchers studying the impact of emotional self-disclosure on health
have incidentall. noted cognitive changes in the& subjects (Mendolia &
KLeck. 1993: Pemebaker & Beall. 1986). Pemebaker (1990)suggests that

insightfid. emotional self-disclosure induces high levels of thinking. As
such. indivîduals should benefit f'rom self-disclmure because higher level
thinking is enabled: they should be better prepared to identify and solve

problems that they encounter. At this time. however. empirlcal evidence
1s needed to support the vaiidity of thls thesis.

The thesis evaluated in the two experiments reported here is that
emotive self-dlsclœure leads to impnnred performance of tasks which
require verbal problem soMng. In both experiments. subjects wrote
essays either disclosing personal experiences of trauma or describing a
more maal topic. after which written problems were presented. In
Experiment One. subjects wrote on theiï topic for three consecutive days.

and completed seven problem-soMng tasks on the fourth consecutive day

and then again one week after that fourth session. In Experiment Two.
subjects wrote on their topic on only one occasion. immediately after
which they completed a pair of word problems. In this latter experiment.
ability with English language was taken into consideration in evaluating
the problem soMng. and a personaiily dimension. RepressionSensitization. was considered as a factor predicted to impact on selfdisclosure.
EXPERIMENT ONE

In research conducted by Pennebaker and his associates ( 1985.
1990) on the health impact of emotive self-disclosure, &zi&tt&n has been

p i t e d as a mechanism to explain physiological changes concomitant
with. and consequent to. relativeiy brief episodes of disclosure. Verbal

disclœure represents dlslnhibüfon. The concept implies that cognitive
resources involved in stopping behaviour as part of an inhibitory process
become available following self-disclosure. It foUows that individuals
who have dlsclosed previously inhibited personal traumas should have
more cognitive resources available to them. or be more oriented to
approaching and addressing problems. than do non-disclosing
indtviduals. Research subjects who disclose their traumatic experiences
therefore shouid be expected to perform better on tests of problem solving
than do subjects who relate triviaî information lacking emotional

content.
The avallable literature on disclosure does not suggest which
measures of cognitive processing would be the most valid
operationalization of the changes in level of thinldng foîiowing emotive
disclosure. For the present stuàîes. measures were selected which were

presumed to be sensitive to changes in cognitive states or styles rather

than indexing more stable intellectual abiUties or traits. Adàitionally,
objective pmblem-sohring tasks were used rather than considering
individuais' subjective solutions to their own personal dîîernmas. The
intention of this was to produce evidence of faciiitation of problemsoMng abiIity following self-âisclosure which was independent of the
self-knowledge which might be generated h m that self-disclmure.

The research paraàgm used by Pemebaker and B e d ( 1986)and
Pennebaker et al. (1988)were models for the design of Experiment One.
Subjects were randomly assigneci to write about personal material which
they identitied as personaUy traumatic or distressing or to mite about a
less emotionaily revealing topic. Writing has k e n used in the two
stuclies cited above and has been found to be comparable to
psychotherapy in evoking expressions of emotion (L'Abate. 1991 : Murray,
et al.. 1989). After three consecuthre days of writing, subjects completed
problem-solving measures at a fourth and fWi session.

Hmtheses
It was expected that (1)the subjects who were instructed to write

about their own traumatic experiences (Disclosers)would produce essays
which were more personal and more nvealing of emotion than were
essays by the subjects who were instnicted to write about a trivial topic
(Controll. It was anticipated that (2)Disclosers' ratings of the&
emotions immediately after essay Wfjting would indicate more negative
emotions than would Controls' ratings. These findings regarding the
essay Wfiting represent a vaïidity check of the procedures.
It was hypothesized that (3)Disclosers' performance on the group

of cognitive tests presented would exceed that of Controls. This reflects
the more general hypothesis that self-disclosure enables a heightened
level of thinking or problem-soMng. No speciflc predictions were made
for any one of the seven tasks presented to subjects.

Overview
Procedures were based on those outlined by Pennebaker and Beail
( 1986)and Pemebaker

et al. (1988). Subjects pintlcipated in five

experimental sessions. four of which were on consecutive days. the fifth
session occurrîng one week foilowing the fourth session. For three
sessions. subjects spent thirty minutes writing about either (a)the rnost
traumatic evenus) they have experienced. or (b)a trivial topic: objectively
and emotionlessly describing their activîties in the past 24 hours. At the
fourth and Btui sessions. one week apart. subjects completed measures
of cognitive functioning.
Subiects
104 undergraduate students (58female and 46 male)were recniited

from Introductory Psychology classes at the University of Manitoba and
participated in at least one of five experimental sessions. Subjects
consented to participate after king informed that the experiment might
require them to write about extremely personal material and after
assurances that any wrîtten materiai wouîd remaln confldential.
Subjects received credit toward their final grade in the& introductory
Psychology course in exchange for their participation.
Of the 104 subjects who began the procedures. 82 subjects (45
female and 37 male) completed all five experimental sessions. Three
Control subjects (2 female and 1male) were included in most analyses.
having missed only one day of writing each. Nineteen other subjects
were excluded fmm analyses. either (1)because of absence fkom one or
more days of the procedure (9 female and 4 male) or (2) because they
identieed themselves as having Engllsh as neither their Brst language

nor as the primary language of their schooling (2 female and 4 male).
Average age of female subjects was 23.9, average age of male subjects was
2 1.9.

Among the 19 subjects excluded from analyses. there did not
appear to be systematk ciifferences relevant to the current hyptheses.
Of the Males in the Control condition, one was excluded because of
language of orîgin and two did not complete procedures. Of the Males in
the Disclosure condition. three were excluded because of language of
origin and two did not complete procedures. Of the Females in the

Control condiUon. one was excluded because of language of origin and
six did not complete procedures. Of the Females in the Disclosure

condition. one was excluded because of language of origin and three àid
not complete proceduns. One possible Mas may be represented by the
six Female Control subjects who did not complete procedures. While the
Control condition was ostensibly less threatening than the Disclosure
condition. these particular subjects may have found the procedures to be
overly intrusive or. conversely. overly mundane. Informal evziuation of
the& ratings of their e s s a p did not shed signlficant light on subjects*
reasons for dlscontinuing their participation.
Procedure

Subjects partlcipated indMduaUy in the Wfjting procedures and
participated in groupe for the cognitive tesüng. The only exception to

random assignment to a writing condition (Disclosure or Control)was an
attempt to have an equivalent ratio of male and fernale subjects
represented in each condition. That is. when a subject was excluded for
not meeting attendance or language criteria as noted above. a new
subject was assigned to participate in that subject's condition.

At each of the three days of wrîting. scheduled on consecutive days

Tuesday. Wednesday. and ThurSday. subjects participateci individually.
They completed the& wrîting in one of four sound-proofed rooms. each of
which was funilshed with a table. two chairs (including one for the
experirnenter placed at the table o p p i t e the subjects*chair). a desk
lamp with 60 Watt bulb. a box of faciai tissues. pad of lined paper. and
two pens. Subjects were told that they would not be required to submit

the essays that they wrote should they feel the content was too personal
or revealing. though it was stated that their wrîtîng was important for
this research project. Only one subject deched to submit her essay: she

was later srcluded 6rom anaiyses because of absence on other days. Ail
materials collected were labeled by each subject with a unique eight
character code. Each subject generated his or her code using the
foJlowing formula: 'Fn for female or 'Mn for male: last two letters of the
city or town where he or she was born: last two letters of mother's name:
last digit of year of birth: two digits indlcating date of birth (O 1 to 311.
NO duplication of codes occurred between subjects. Subjects were

informed that their writîng would be anonymous and that no attempt
would be made to link their ldentity wlth their essays.
instnictîons were repeated on each day of writing. Following
general instructions. subjects were *en a short questionnaire to assess
both positive and negative &kt. Subjects were then ghren a lined 8.5
inch by 11 inch note pad and a pen and instructed to begin writing about
their topic unül the experîmenter retumed. Subjects in the trauma
disclosure condition were instructed as follows:

-During each of the next three days. 1 want you to write

about the most traumatic and upsetting experiences of your
entire me. You can wrïte on dlnerent topics each day or on
the same topic for aîi four days. The important thing is that

you reaUy let go and explore p u r deepest thoughts and
feelings. Ideaïly. whatever you mite about should deal with
events or experiences that you have not talicecl about in
detail with others. Don't worry about your spelling or

grammar. or if you're wrîting in complete sentences: txy to
-te

contînuously for the nurt thirty minutes." (adapted

from Pemebaker. et al.. 1988. p. 240).
Subjects in the control condition were assigned to write as foîlows:

"Duringeach of the next three days. 1 want you to mite
about what you have done in the previous 24 hours. Your
description should be as detaiîed aa possible. As weîl. you
should try to write about events which have occurred
without writîng about your feelings about them or your
thoughts or opinions about them. Try to write as objectively
as you can. Don't worry about your speîling. or even if you

are Wfiting in complete sentences: &y to write continuous~
for the next thMy minutes." (adapted from Pennebaker. et
al.. 1988. p. 240).

The experirnenter retuned to the subject thirty minutes later to
deliver a pst-writing questionnaire and a large manila envelope labeled

with the subject's appointment time and the date. Subjects completed

the questionnaire and sealed their essay in the m a d a envelope. To
control for contamination between conditions. subjects were asked to
reîkain from àiscussing the& participation in the study with others in
Introductory Psychology. Subjects were informed that the fourth and

fWthsessions would be conducted by a second experimenter in another
location and that they would attend with other subjects fkom this same
expriment. They were not expllcitly informed that they would not be
writing again.
On the fourth and Bfth day of the experiment. Friday following the

Thursdq session of writing and the Friday one week later. subjects were

tested in groups. Group s&es ranged h m 2 to 8 subjects. These
procedures were presented by a second experimenter who was b h d to the
conditions to which subjects had been assigned. The second
experimenter introduced himself to the subjects as an experimenter
invohred in the same. ongoing study. Subjects were informed that they
would not be required to do any writing. Subjects were given the positive
and negative affect questionnaire. After completion of this

questionnaire. the cognitive measures were presented to the subjects.
When these tasks were completed on the fourth session. subjects were
excused wlth reminders to attend the following week. When these tasks
were completed on the Bfth session. subjects completed a postexperimental questionnaire and were debriefed as to the manipulations.

measures. and e-cted

kdings of the experîment. Aithough no distress

resulting h m the experiment was reporteci to the second experimenter

by a subject. subjects were offered the opportunity to speak individually
with the researcher to ask questions or express concems about their

participation. Subjects were notified of a number of counselling
opportunities avaiiable to them both on and off campus.
Measures
Pre- and ~ost-writin~
auestiomaires. The pre- and pt-writing
questionnaire used was the Positive and Negathre A£féct Schedule. or

PANAS (Watson. Clark. & Tellegen. 1988). The 20 Merent mood
descriptors of the scale (e.g.. hostile. excited. active) were selected on the
b i s of fhctor anaiysis as highly rekble markers of hlgh negative a e c t

or high positive Mect and were printed on a single page. After
completing their e w y each day. subjects rated. on a second page. the
extent to which the essay they wrote was personal. revealed emotions.
was stressful to do. and had content which they infkequently shared with

others ("Overall.how much have you told other people about what you
wrote today?"). Ratings were made on seven point Likert-type scales
anchored by the statements n t at all ( 1)and a great deal (7).
=nitive

tasks. Each test was printed on a single 8.5 inch by 11

inch sheet of paper. At the bottom of each page a colour word was
printed (i-es."BLUE. " "ORANGE."and &re others). Seven sheets. the
seven tests. were enclosed in a manlla envelope. The envelope was

arrangeci in front of each subject open toward them with the bottom
portion of the pages extendlng. such that the colour word was visible but
the task. printed on the upper portion of the page. was not. Subjects
completed the thne-Wted tasks under the direction of the experimenter.
A colour was named. to orient the subject to that page. the time dowed

was announced. and subjects were asked to begh. Subjects then
removed the sheet corresponding to the colour which was named. read
the instructions and performed the task to the best of their abilities: no

m e r instructions. explanations. or examples were provided. Labeling
of the seven tasks was varied such that order of presentation of the tasks
could be counterbcilanced across subjects.
Two versions of each of seven Merent tasks were presented to

subjects. Version A of each measure was presented as a set of measures.
and version B of each measure also was presented as a set. Presentation
of version A or version B at session four was counterbalanced across
subjects. and. for each subject. the alternate version was presented at
session me. Order of presentation of measures was counterbalanced
between subjects to eliminate systematic bias inherent in the measures.
( 1) Subjects fîlled in a grià with six letter words.

The words

required for each space are associated with three words given for each
space as clues. The grid is arranged such that production of one word
provides a word stem (1.e.. the tirst or last three letters) as a clue for
completing the subsequent word or words. In total. 27 words can be
produced. Subjects were scored on the total number of words produced
(adapted m m Shortz. 1991).
(2) Subjects listed similarities between two items: two versions

were completed:
(A)

"List as many similarîties as you can think of between

MILK and MEAT. Number your responses. TïME LIMIT 3
MINUTES.

(B) "List as many ~Imilaritiesas you can think of between
AIR and WATER. Number your responses. TIME L M T 3
MINUTESn

Subjects were scored on total number of sîmilarities Hsted minus
dupiications of responses. incorrect responses [e.g.. 'both have 5

lettem"). or relationships other than s i - t y(e.g.. %ter

is found in

air").
(3)Subjects completed the Object Uses Test. The Object Uses Test
(OUT) is a task in which the subject is requested to generate as many

possible uses as can be thought of for a simple item such as a brick or a
paper clip. It is describeci as a task which demands divergent tbinking:
subjects must strfM to think fiexibly to generate ideas and think
creatively to iden*

nwel or uncornmon uses (Lindauer. 1990).Though

associated with iiterature on creatîvity (Mednick. 1962).generation of
novel uses has been cited as a usefiil measure of minâfidness versus
mindlessness (Langer& Piper. 1987).
Two versions of this test were used:
(A)

"List as many possible uses as you can thidc of for a

newspaper. Number your responses. 'MME L M T 3
MINUTES.

(B) "List as many possible uses as you can think of for a
key. Number your responses. TIME LiMIT 3 MINUTES."
Subjects were scored on total number of uses listed minus duplications
of responses.

(4) Subjects completed two versions of an abstract task much lfke

the Object Uses Test:
(A)

"List as many possible things as you can think of that

are difflcult. Number your responses. 'MME LIM;T 5
MINUTES.

(B) "List as many possible things as you can thhk of that
require care. Number your responses. TIME LJMIT 5
MINUTES."

Subjects were scored on total number of responses Usted minus
duplications of responses.

-- reconstructing
English words which have had the letters randomly rearranged -- has
(5) Subjects solved anagranm. Anagram solution

been used extensive& as a task in memory research. but has also been
used as a generic problem task in research on creatMty (e.g.. Shaw &
Conway. 1990). problem-soMng in agoraphobia (e.g.. Broâbeck &
Michelson. 1987).and mood-efiects on problem-sohrlng (Kavanagh.
1987). Anagram solution is a task which is widely used in cognitive

p y ch o l w research. taps general verbal-lexical abilities of word
production and evaluation. and îs easily administered.
FWe each of fîve. six. and seven letter anagrams were used to

provide a range of dlfl8culty. Subjects completed the anagrams in any
order and were allowed to write out permutations before recording their
responses. Subjects were scored on number of items solved within a flve
minute time Mt.
(6) Subjects completed a speculative question: two versions were

completed (adapted from Peel. 1971):
(A)

'Suppose that universal free education through to the

postgraduate University level. or its equivaient. in ail flelds
were made wideiy available in Canada. What might be
consequences of this? List as many possible consequences
as you can think of. Number your responses. TIME LIMIT 5
MINUTES.

"

(B) 'Suppose the sale and consumption of alcohol became
prohibited in Canada. What mlght be consequences of this?

List as many possible consequences as you can think of.
Number your responses. TIME LIMIT 5 MINUTES."

Subjects were scored on total number of responses ïisted minus
duplications of responses.
(7)Subjects performed a word search for woràs hidden in a two

dimensional ma-

of letters. Two versions were completed. Subjects

were scored on total number of words found.
Scoring of cognitive measures was performed by an independent
judge who was unaware of the hypotheses of the study and by the

experimenter who acted as second judge and who was unaware during
scoring of subjects*assignments to experimental conditions. For
measures 2.3.4. and 5 described above. a simple key. based on a
subsample of responses. was deve10ped to assist judges with scoring.
Inter-scorer reliabiîities on these measures. indexeci by Pearson
correlations. were as follows: measure 2, version A. g=.89, version B.

-r=.66: measure 3. version A. g=.6 1. version B. ~=.78:measure 4. version
A. g=.98. version B. ~ ~ 9and
4 :measure 6. version A. p.93,version B.

-r=.95.

Inter-scorer reliabilities on measures 1.5. and 7 ranged fÏom

-r=.97 to 1.W.

All inter-scorer reliabilities were significant at E c .O0 1.

On measure 2. version B and measure 3. version A. lower correlations

(p.66 and g=.6 1 respectively) reflect Merences that arme in judges*

interpretation and scoring of subjects*responses to these tasks.
SpecificaUy. judges disagreed at m e s on the scorlng of responses as

king either repetltious (with repetitions of a unique response receiving
no score)or unique (with each response receiving a score).

Disagreements in scoring were resohred by ciiscussion leading to
consensus between the two judges.

Analyses

Three classes of variables were analyzed: (1)those dealing with the
essays themsehres. Including content and subjects' impressions of the&
own writings: (2)responses to the essap in terms of self-rated mood: and
(3)performance on cognitive tasks presented at the fourth and fifth

sessions.

Data from three Control subjects (2 female and 1 male) were
included in most analyses aîthough these subjects missed one day of
writlng apiece. Data fiom four other subjects

-- the four post-essay

questions fkom a single day of writing each h m two Male Control
subjects and two Female Control subjects -- were missing due to
expetsmenter error. The remaining data fkom these subjects were
included in analyses: hoarever. anaiyses which compared subject
responses to the four poat-essay questions across days of the week
excluded these subjects altogether. This is reflected both in reported ceU
sizes and in degrees of fieedom in repeated measures analyses of
variance.
Content of Essavs
As Pennebaker and Beall(1986)a i Pennebaker et al. (1988)

reported. subjects dlsclosed highïy personal and upsetting experiences
when asked to do so. Topics of essays included experiences of physical or
sexual abuse (40%of subjects reprtlng this as the major theme in one
or more essay). ending of a romantic relationship (32%).death of a niend
(26%)or parent ( 12%).and accident or signifîcant illness ( 10%). Topics

ranged widely and also included issues such as dealing with a parent's
mental illness. struggIes with bulemia. guiit about abortion. and
conflicts with the law. Whiîe female subjects represented 36%of

respondents writing about experiences of phpical or sexual abuse. most
topics were presented by both male and female respondents.

Mean scores for number of words. number of literal emotion words,
number of p i t i v e emotion words. number of negathre emotion words.

and fht-person pronouns pmduceâ in the essays of the Male and
Female subjects in the Control and Disclosing conditions are charted in
Table 1. Separate 2 X 3 X 2 (Wfiting Condition X Day of the Week X Sex)
repeated measures Analyses of Variance (ANOVAs) with writing Condition
(Control, Msclosure) and Sex (Male. Female) as between-subjects
independent variables and Day of the Week (Tuesday. Wednesday.
Thursday)as a within-subjects independent variable were used to
evaluate these &re variables. revealing a number of signitlcant effects.
which are sumxnarized in Table 2.

An interaction eEect between the essay writing Condition and the
Day of the Week. F(2.77)=6.22.p.003.suggests that Controls wrote an
increased amount in the& e s s a . over the three days of Wfiting.
Disclosers. meanwhile. wrote the most on Wednesday (the second day of

writing) and the least on Thursday (the third day of writing).
Disclosers. consistent with instructions. generally used more
literal emotion words than dld Controls, evident in a main effect for
Condition. _( 1.80)=72.20.~ . û1.ûand t h q used more negative emotion
words. main effect F(1.78)=71.92. p.001. interaction effects revealed
that Femaie Disclosers used more literal emotion words. E(1. 78)=4.79.
p.032. including more negaiive emotion words. r(1. 78)=5.63.p.020.

than âid Male Disc1osers or Control subjects.
Disclosers used more personal pronouns than Controls did.
evident in a main effect for Conâition. F(1.78)=8.85.p.004. In a

Table 1: Parameters ofessays: Meam, standard deviations (inparentheses),and ranges
ofscores by Day ofwrifing, writing Condition. and Sex of subject.

Tuesdav

Control
Numôer ofwprds

Male

466.5 (152.1)

n=22

Range: 215to 761

Msclosing
Number ofwords

Male
nt16

Range: 235 to 740
575.9 (165.0)
Range: 254 to 809

Fernale

454.1 ( 124.7)

Female

n=20

Range: 244 to 72 1

n=26

Number of emdîon mrds
Male

n=22

Fe&
n=20

460.0 (164.0)

Number ofemotion wprds

1.3(2.6)
Raqp:Oto ll

Male

4.0 (2.8)

n=l6

Range: O to 10

0.6 ( 1.O]
Range: O to 3

Femak
n=26

6.5 (4.2)
Range: O to 18

Number of posithiro wonb

Number ofpositive words

Male
n=22

0.5 (1.0)
Range: O to 4

Male
nt16

Range: O to 2

Female
n=20

0.2 (0.4)
&n@?:Otol

Fe&
n=26

Range:0 to 5

Number ofnegatfve words

0.4 (0.6)
1.1 (1.7)

Number ofnegative words

Male

0.8 (2.0)

Male

n=22

Range: O to 9

n=16

Fernale
n=20

0.4 (0.7)

Female

5.4 (4.3)

Range: O to 2

n=26

Range: O to 18

N u b e r of selfreferences

Male
n=22

38.7 (17.6)
Range: 4 to 67

Fernale
n=20

Range: 3 to 83

3ô.S (23.0)

3.6 (2.6)
Raage:Oto9

Number of selfreferences
Male

40.0 (19.7)

n=16

Raage: 2 to 87

Fe~uaIe
n=26

62.1 (24.5)
Range: 18to 120

Table 1. Continueci: Parameters of essays: Means. standard deviatïoris (inparentheses 1,
and ranges of scores by Day of wrïting, writing Condition. and Sex of subfect.
Wednesdav

Control
Number of words

476.9 (155.0)

Mscloeing

Numüerofwords

Male
n=22

Range: 186 to 842

Male
a=16

506.3(168.9)
Range: 275 to 80 1

Fernale
n=21

475.8(130.3)

Range: 224 to 679

Fernale
n=26

61 1.1 (124.8)
Range: 396 to 808

Number of emotion words

Number of eniiotion mrds

0.5 (1.2)
R-:Ob4

Male

5.1 (4.3)

n=22

nt16

Range: O to 15

Female
n=21

0.8 (2.0)
Range: O to 8

Female
n=26

6.4(3.6)
Range: 1 to 15

Male

Number of p i t i v e words

Male
n=22

FemaEe
n=21

Nwnber of positive words

0.3( 1.O1
-:Ob4

Male
n=16

0.9 (2.3)
-:Ob6

0.7 (1.5)
Range:Ob6

Fernale
n=26

Range: O to 5

Numbei of negatîve words

l.O(l.4)

Number of negative words
3.8 (3.31

Male
n=22

Range: O to 2

Male
n=16

Range: O to 10

Femak
n=21

0.2 (0.5)

Range: O to 2

Fernale
n=26

5.5 (3.6)
Range:Oto 14

0.2 (0.5)

Number of selfmferences

n=22

4û.8 (20.81
Range: 8 to 89

Female
n=21

Male

Number of selfrefere!nces

Male
n=16

48.6 (27.4)
Range: 3 to 108

38.8 I:19.5)

Female

Range: 4 to 69

n=26

65.0 (20.6)
Range: 34 to 1 13

Table 1. Continueci: Parameters of essays: Means, standard deviations (inparentheses).
and ranges ofscores by Day of writing, writing Condition, and Sex of subjectThlllSdav

Control
Number ofwords

Mscloeing
Number ofwords

525.3(163.6)
m:
206 to 905

Male
n=16

Range: 259 to 680

&
F

504.71 (130.6)

n=20

Range: 248 to 742

Femak
n=26

555.2 ( 131-4)
Range: 286 to 818

hkk

n=21

N u m k ofemotion mrâs

Male
n=21

Fernale
n=20

455.1 (144.1)

Number ofemotion wiords

1.2 (2.4)
O to 8

Male

3.8 (4.1)

Ra-:

n46

Range: O to 17

0.7 (1.2)
Range: O to 4

Female

6.2 (4.8)
Range: O t021

Number ofpositive words

n=26

Number ofpositive words

Male
n=21

0.5 (1.1)
Range:Oto4

Male
n=16

0.7 (1.41
Range: O to 5

Female

0.3(0.8)
Raage:Oto3

Fernale
n=26

0.6 (0.9
Range:Oto4

n=20

Number of negative words

Number of negative words

Male

0.8 (1.4)

Male

n=21

Range: O to 5

n=16

3.1 (3.2)
Range:Oto 12

Fernale

0.4 (0.8)
Range: O to 3

Fernale
n=26

5.6 (4.7)
Range:Oto21

n=20

Nwnber ofseifriefierences

Number ofself references
Uak
n=16

40.8(22.4)
Range: 3 to 93

39.2 (20.9)

F

Range: 4 to 73

n=26

54.8(16.0)
Range: 18 to 84

45.9 (23.5)

Male
n=21

Range: 8 to 96

Female
n=20

d

Table 2: Parameters ofessays: Summary ofRepeated Measures ANOVA results

Number ofwords
Condition
Day ofthe Week
Sex

Condition X Day of the Week
Condition X Sex
Day of the Week X Sex
Condition X Day of the Week X Sex

n.s.

Number ofexnotion mrds
Condition
Day of the Week

se%
Condition X Day of the Week
Condition X Sex
Day ofthe Week X Sex
Condition X Day of the Week X Sex

n.s.

Numôer ofmitive words
Condition
Day of the Week
Sex

Condition X Day of the Week
Condition X Sex
Day ofthe Week X Sex
Condition X Day of the Week X Sex

n.s.

Number of nepative words
Condition
Day of the Week

Sex
Condition X Day of the Week
Conditton X Sex
Day ofthe Week X Sex
Condition X Day of the Week X Sex

n.s.

Number ofselfreférences
Condition
Day of the Week
Sex
Condition X Day of the Week
Condition X Sex
Day ofthe Week X Sex
Condition X Day of the Week X Sex

n.s.

significant interaction between writing Conâition and Day of the Week.
Controls appeared to use more personal pronouns over the three days of

writing while Disclosers appeared to use fewer on Thursday than they
.
Female
had on Tuesday or on Wednesday. I7(2.79)=4.02p.022.

Disclosers consistently used more persona1 pronouns than did Male
Disclosers or Male or Female Control subjects. evident in a Condition by
Sex of subject interaction. _( 1.78)=6.96.p . 010. These objective
measures are consistent with an interpretation that subjects completed
the&Wrftten essays as they were instructed to do. though Female
Disclosexs produced longer e-ys

with more emotional words and self-

references than did Male Disclosem.
Subiects' Ratings of Essavs
Subjects' pt-Wtlting ratings of essay content as personal.
emotional, and stressful. and the degree to which content had not been
disclosed to others. were compareci in four separate 2 X 3 X 2 (writing
Condition X Day of session X Sex) repeated measures ANOVAs wlth

writing Condition (Control. Disclosure) and Sex of subject as betweensubjects independent variables and Day of the Week (Tuesday.
Wednesclay. Thursday) as a within-subjects independent variable. It was
anticipated that analyses would show that Disclosing subjects. who had
written personally traumatic material. would rate their essays as more
personal. more revealing of emotion. more stressful to mite. but perhaps
no less frepuently reported to others than would Control subjects.
Significant main effects of writing Condition on subjects' ratings of their
essays as personally revealing (r(1.74)=74.44.~ç.ûû1).expressive of real
emotions (F(1. 74)=131.40.

.O0 1). and as stressful to write (F(
1.

74)=41.W.
p.001)support these predictions (see Table 3 for means and

Table 3: Suk?jects'ratings ofessays,Tuesday to Thursday: Means, Standard Deviations
(Ln parentheses),and Ranges ofscores by Day of writing, writing Condition, and Sex of
subject.

Male
n=21

2.8 (1.8)
Range: 1 to 6

Male
n=16

4.7 (1.31
Raoge:3to7

5.2 (1.6)
Range: 2 b 7

Femsle

1.7 (1.0)

Femak

n=20

Range: 1 to 5

n=26

Real emotions

Real emotlons

Male
n=21

2.2 (1.6)
Range: 1 to 6

Mak
n=16

5.3 (1.6)
Range:2to7

Female
n=20

2.0 (1.2)
Range: 1 to 5

Fernale
n=26

5.7 (1.2)
Range:3to7

Mak
n=21

2.0 (1.2)
Range: 1 to 5

MaIe
n=16

2.9 (1.5)
Range: 1 to 6

Female

1.7 (1.2)

Female

4.2 (2.0)

n=20

Range:lto6

n=26

Raage:lto7

Told Reviously

Told Prieviousiy

Male

n=21

2.9 (1.7)
Range: 1 to 7

n=16

3.4 (2.4)
Range: 1 to 7

Female
n=20

3.1 (2.0)

Range: 1 to 7

Fernale
n=26

2.9 (1.2)
Range: 1 to 5

Male

Table 3, Continued: Subjects' ratln&s of essays. Tuesday to Thursday: Means, Standard
Deviations (inparentheses),and Ranges of scores by Day of writing, writing Condition.
and Sex ofsubject.

Mate
n=22

2.8 (1.8)
Range: 1to7

F
h
n=20

2.0 (1.3)
Range: 1 fo 5

Real emotions

Male

5.2 (1.81

n=16

Range: 2 to 7

Female

5.5 (1.6)
Range:2to7

n=26

Real emotions

n=22

2.3(1.6)
Raage: 1to6

n=16

5.9 (1.4)
Range:3t07

Male
n=22

1.6 (0.8)

Range: 1 to 3

Male
n=16

Range: 1 to 6

Fernale
n=20

1.5(1.4)

Range: 1 to 7

Fernale
n=26

Range: 1 to 7

Male

Told Previously

Male

3.1 (1.5)
4.1 (1.7)

Told Previousiy

Male
n=22

Range: 1 to 6

Male
n=16

3.3 (1.9)
-:lto7

Fernale
n=20

3.0 (1.7)

Fernale

Range: 1 to 7

n=26

2.7 (1.4)
Range: 1 to 6

3.0 (1.4)

Table 3. Continued: Subjects' r a w of essays. Tuesday to Thwday: Means, Standard
Deviations (in parentheses),and Ranges of scores by Day of writing, writing Condition,
and Sex of subject

n=20

3.0 ( 1.9)
Range: 1 to 7

Male
n=16

5.1 (1.7)
Range:2to7

Female
n=20

2.3 (1.4)
Rarige: 1to5

Female
n=26

5.3 (1.8)
Range:lto7

Mak

Real emotfons

Real emotions

n=20

2.1 (1.7)
Range: 1to7

n=16

5.7 (1.4)
Range:3to7

Fe&
n=20

2.2 (1.3)
Range:lto5

Fernale
n=26

5.5 (1.4)
Range: 2 ta 7

Male
n=20

1.7 (0.9)
Raage:lto5

Male
n=16

2.8 (2.0)
Range: 1 to 7

F
d
n=20

1.3 (0.6)

Range: 1 to 3

Fernale
n=26

4.4 [ 1.81
Range:lto7

Male

Told Prevtousiy

Male

Told FVwiousiy

n=20

2.7 (1.2)
Range:lto4

n=16

2.8 (1.9)
R w : 1to7

Female
n=2O

3.3 (2.0)
Range: 1 to 7

Fernale
n=26

2.8 (1.8)
Range: 1 to 7

Male

Male

Table 4: Subjects' ratlngs of essays,Tuesday to Thursàay: Summary of Repated
Measures ANOVA ipsults.

Reveallnn

Condition
Day of the Week

Sex

Condition X Day of the Week
Condition X Sex
Day of the Week X Sex
Condition X Day of the Week X Sex

11s.

R e d exnotions
Condition
Day of the Week

Sex
Condition X Day of the Week
Condition X Sex
Day of the Week X Sex
Condition X Day of the Week X Sex

n.s.

Stressfiil
Condition
Day of the Week

sex

Condition X Day of the Week
Condition X Sex
Day of the Week X Sex
Condiaon X Day of the Week X Sex

n.8.

Told Prevfouslv
Condition
Day of the Week

Sex
Condition X Day of the Week
Condition X Sex
Day of the Week X Sex
Condition X Day of the Week X Sex

n.s.

Table 4 for summaries of repeated measures ANOVAs). Signiecant
interaction effects indicate that Female Disclosers report that their
essays were more personally revealing (E(
1.74)=5.16. p..O26) and

stressful to write (FJ 1, 74)=6.31. p . 014) than was reported by Male
Discloser or Male or Fernale Control subjects. Disclosers were no more
or less likely than Controls to have told others of the content of their
essays prior to Wfiting about it. Given the dinerent topics of writing,
h o m e r . there may be two dlnerent meanings for the lack of signiflcant
Merence in these scores from the two groups. Disciosers were
instructed to -te

Nstorically about themsehres and to include af8ective

and factual material. gMng preference to material which had not been
reported to others. Mean scores indicate that DWlosing subjects had
some tendency to write about prevfously unreported material though they
clid not mlte exclusively about unreported material. Control subjects

were instnicted to write about ?he last 24 hourswwithout noting their
Mect or opinions. Their ratings

-- the extent to which they told others

about the content of the& essays

-- regard very recent events within a

restricted time fiame ("the last 24 hoursw)which were less stressful to
write about than materid proâuced by Disclosing subjects. Controls had
less time to report to others regarding their topics and less afFect was
attached to writing about it. It appears likely that Control subjects and
Disclosing subjects had dinerent reasons for similar degrees of reporting
of the&essay topics to others.
Subiect Ratings of Affect
Subjects' ratîngs of positive items fkom the PANAS were summed to
form a Positive Affect score (PA) while ratings of negative items were
summed to form a Negative Anect score (NA). Because PA and NA are

identified in the literature as king independent factors. scores were
anaiyzed separately in two 2 X 3 X 2 X 2 (Writing Condition X Day of
session X Pre- W.Post writing X Sex) repeated measures ANOVAs with
two between-subjects variables (Condition and Sex) and two withlri-

subjects variables (Dayand Re-Post). Means and summarles of analyses
of PA are presented in Tables 5 and 6 respecthrely. and means and
summaries of analyses of NA are presented in Tables 7 and 8 respectively.
It was anticipated. as has been found in prevîousiy reported research

(Murray.et al.. 1989: Pemebaker & Beaii. 1986). that a signlf-ant
interaction effect would be found such that subjects who disclose
personally traumatic materid report feeling more negathre &ter writing

than do Control subjects.
PA âid not M e r as a function of writing Condition. but decreased
after writing. F(1.78)=16.78. p.001. and generally decreased over the

week. F(2.77)=34.45.&lû1.

for both Controls and Disclosers (Table 6).

These changes were also evîdent in a significant Pre- vs. Post-essay by

Day of the Week interaction effect. _(2.77)=3.64.p.03 1. A four-way
interaction. Condition by Day of the Week by Pre- vs. Post essay by Sex
was signiflcant. F(2. 77)=3.21. p.046. The meaning of thls interaction

term is uncertain: it may reflect infiuences such as the relative@large
decrease in PA îrom pre- to poet-essay on Tuesday for the Control Males
or the decreasing change in PA over the week for Disclosing Fernales.
NA scores were higher for Disclosing subjects. E(1.78)=9.87.

p.002. and were higher after WTIting versus prior to writing for both
Control and Disclosing subjects. _( l.78)=17.35. pc .ûû1. In addition to
these two main effects. a significant Condition by Pre-Post interaction
effect inâicated conslstently higher NA Post-writing for Disclosing

Table 5: Positive Aiièct Ratings (PA), Tuesciay through Thursday: Means, Standard
Deviations (inparentheses),and Ranges of scories by Day of writing. writing Condition,
and Sex of subject.

Male
n=22

27.8 (5.9)
Range: 1 1 to 36

Male
n=16

26.5 (7.4)
Range: 12 to 36

Female

28.4 (7.2)
Range: 18 to 43

Fernale

n=20

n=26

28.1 (5.2)
Range: 16 ta 38

Male
n=22

24.6 (7.4)
Range: 10 to 36

Male
n=16

25.0 (9.6)
Range: 13 to 42

Fernate
n=20

25.9 (7.8)
Range: 13 to 41

Fexnale
n=26

24.0 (6.5)
Range: 10 to 36

nt22

Male

23.8(7.9)
Range: 10 to 35

Male!
n=16

23.4(9.1)
Range: 13 to 40

Fernale
n=21

24.8 (8.2)
Range: 14 to 43

Female
n=26

22.2 (5.9)
Range: 10 to 33

Post-essay PA

Poet-essayPA
n=22

22.9 (7.7)
Range: 11 fo 35

Male
n=16

22.3(8.3)
Range: 10 to 35

Female
n=21

2 1.8(7.7)
Range: 1 1 to 41

Fernale
n=26

23.0(7.4)
Range: 10 to 41

Male
n=21

22.5 (7.8)
Range: 10 to 37

Male
n=16

Range: 12 to 39

Female

23.0(8.8)
Range: 13 to 43

Fernale
n=26

22.3(5.7)
Range: 13 to 30

Male

n=20

19.6(8.1)

Post-essayPA

Post-essayPA

19.1 (8.6)

Male
n=21

21.6(10.2)
Range: 1to37

Male
n=16

Range: 11 ta 39

Fernale
nt20

20.2 (8.0)
Range: 10 to 41

Female
n=26

2 1.O (7.4)
Range: 1 1 to36

Table 6: Positive Afièct Ratings (PA). Tuesàay through Thursday: Summary ofRepeated
Measures ANOVA resuits
Condition
Day of the Week
Re-Paet
Sex

Condition X Day of the Week
Condition X Re-Post
Condition X Sex
Day of the Week X Pre-Post
Day of the Week X Sex
Pre-Post X Sex
Condition X Day of the W e k X Pre-Eost
Condition X Day of the Week X Sex
Conâition X Pre-Eost X Sex
Day ofthe Week X Re-Post X Sex
Condition X Day of the Week X Pre-PostX Sac

Table 7: Negative A&ict R a t h g s (NA), Tuesday through Thursday: Means, Standard
Deviations (inparentheses),and Ranges ofscoby Day ofwriting, writing Condition,
and Sex ofsubject.

Male
n=22

14.6 (5.6)

Range: 10 to 32

Male

14.0(2.9)

n=16

Range: 10 to 20

Fe&

14.1 (2.4)

n=20

Range: 1 1 to 19

Feniale
n=26

15.6 (4.3)
Range: 1O to 25

Male
n=22

14.1 (6.4)

Range: 10 to 35

Maie
nt16

Range: 10 to 3 1

Femak
n=20

Range: 10 to 17

ll.O(l.7)

Fernale
n=26

20.0 (7.1)
Range: loto35

hiCale

12.8(4.8)

n=22

Range: 10 to 29

Male
n=16

Range: loto26

Fernale
n-2 1

12.2(3.1)

Fe&

Range: 10 to 21

n=26

13.8(3.9)
Range: 10 to 24

16.2(5.4)

12.1 (4.1)

Mak

13.0(3.9)

n=22

Range: 10 to 23

Male
n=16

Range: 10 to 34

Fe-

12.2 (3.0)
Range: 10 to 21

Femaie
n=26

Range: 10 to 34

13.0(4.3)
Range: 10 to 26

Male

12.3(3.4)

n=21

n=16

Fbnge: 10 to 21

Femde
n=20

12.9(6.0)

Range: 10 tio 35

Fem&
n=26

Range: 10 to 33

16.3(5.4)
Range: 10 to 30

n=21

Male

Male

13.9(5.4)

Male

n=21

Range: 10 to 27

n=16

16.7(6.7)
18.4 (7.2)

13.9 (5.5)

Fernale

12.5 (5.3)

Fernale

18.7(7.9)

n=20

Range: 10 to 31

n=26

Range: 10 to 38

Table 8: Negative Anect Ratiags (NA), Tuesday through Thutsday: Stammaxy ofRepeated
Measures ANOVA results
Condition
Day of the Week
Re-Poet
Sex

Condition X Day of the Week
Condition X Pre-Post
Condition X Sex
Day of the Week X Pm-Post
Day ofthe Week X Sex

Pre-PostX Sex
ConditionX Day ofthe Week X FVe-Piost
Conditbn X Day of the Week X Sex
Condition X Pre-Poert X Sex
Day of the Week X Pre-PoetX Sex

Condition X Day ofthe Week X Pre-Post X Sex

subjects. E(1.78)=28.28.
e<.0O1. A significant Day of the Week effect on
NA. a2. 77)=3.28.p.043. indicated vafiation of NA scores over the three

days of writing. with the lowest NA scores reported on Wednesday. It
appears fkom a signlficant R e - to Pmt essay by Day of the Week
interaction. E(2.77)=4.10.
p.020, that the lowest mean NA scores were
prior to writing on Wednesday across writing Conditions and Sexes. NA
increased after essay writing to mean levels which were similar across
Conditions. Sexes. and Days of the Week.
Thus. consistent with predictions. Disclosing subjects report more
distressing feelings (NA) after writing their essays than do Controls. The
two groups report similar decnase of positive emotions (PA) after writing

and over the course of three days of wrîting. but do not signiflcantly
M e r on ratïngs of PA.
Additional analyses were conducted to compare initial mood
ratings fiom Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday sessions with mood
ratings from the Brst and second Mday sessions: means and summarics
of analyses are presented in Tables 9 and 10 respectively. Initial ratings
of PA. including the Pre-writing ratings from Tuesday to Thursday. ciid
not difFer signiflcantly between Control and Disclosing conditions. PA
varied significantiy over the course of the week. h m Tuesday to F'riday
Two. _(4.75)= 18.43. gc.00 1, decreasing Mm Tuesday to Thursday but
increasing to simllar levels on both F'riday sessions. Initial ratings of
NA. incluàing the Pre-writing ratings from Tuesday to Thursday. also did

not M e r signlflcanüy between Control and Disclosing conditions. NA
varied signifîcantly over the course of the week. from Tuesday to Friday
Two. E(4.75)=5.13. p.001. decreasing tkom Tuesday to Wednesday but
increasing to simiiar levels on Thursday and both Friday sessions.

Table 9: Positive Anect (PA) and NegaUve e t (NA)Ratings, F'riday One and M a y Two:
Means, Standarâ Deviatio~(inparentheses),and Ranges of scores by WZiting Condition
and Sex ofsubject.

Male
n=22

24.5 (6.7)
Range: 10 to 38

n=16

25.1 (8.5)
Range: 12 to 37

Female
n=21

24.0(8.3)
Range: 13 to 44

Femak
n=26

23.5(6.1)
Range: 12 tu 34

Male

Male

12.4(2.9)

n=22

Range: 10 to 27

n=16

Range: 10 to 2 1

Fernale
n=21

Range: 10 to 50

13.8(8.7)

Female
n=26

Range: 10 to 20

Male
n=22

24.7 (8.0)
Range: 10 to 39

Male!
n=16

24.1 (8.9)
Range: 12 to 40

Fernale
n=21

23.3(8.9)
Range: 11 to 43

Fernale
n=26

23.4 (4.6)
Range: 12 tu 39

12.2(2.9)

Male

Male

12.7 (4.1)

13.3(3.5)

12.3(3.7)

n=22

Range: 10 to 20

Male
n=16

Raage: 10 to 25

Female
n=21

Range: 10 to 19

1 1.5(2.3)

Fernale
n=26

Range: 10 to 29

13.3(4.6)

Table 10: Positive Anect (PA) and Negative Afkct (NA) Ratings, Friday One and Friday
Two: Suxmnary ofRepated Measures ANOVA results
Poeithre m
t

Condition
Day ofthe Week
Sex

Condition X Day of the Week
Condition X Sex
Day of the Week X Sex
Condition X Day ofthe Week X Sex

n.s.

NeizativeAfkct
Condition
Day of the Week
Sex

Condition X Day of the Week
Condition X Sex
Day of the Week X Sex
Condition X Day of the Week X Sex

n.s.

Performance on Cognitive Tasks
Because it was not known a priori to what degree the cognitive
tasks were correlateci. scores îrom the seven cognitive tasks were
analyzed with a 2 X 2 X 2 multivariate anaiysis of varlance (MANOVA)
with writlng Condnion and Sex of subject as between-subjects

independent variables and Session (Le.. the b t session of cognitive
testing versus the second)as a within-subjects independent variable.
Because the order of presentation of version A of the seven measures and
version B of the measures was counterbalanced between subjects to
ellminate systematîc biases inherent in the measues. scores on each
measure were transformed into 2-scores. This transformation allowed
comparhon of performances on the two dinerent versions of each
measure. Statistical significance found (p<.001)in Bartlett's test of
sphericity indicated that it was appropriate to reject the hypothesis of
independence of vafiables. Means for the seven cognitive performance
measures for Friday One are presented in Table 11. while means for

Friday lïm are presented in Table 12. A summary of results of MANOVA
and repeated measures ANOVAs 1s presented in Table 13.
The hypothesls that test Merences wouîd reveal superior
performance for Disclosers versus Controls on cognitive tasks was not
supported by the MANOVA. Thls analysie revealed oniy a statistically
signiflcant ciifference between subject's performance on the group of word
problems on the flrst and second Frîday testing sessions. E(7.74t3.53.
p.003. Test performance was generaily stronger for all subjects on the

second Friday of testhg relative to performance on the flrst Friday of
testing.

Table 11: Cognitive perfbrmancevariables pmsented on Friday One: Means. standard
deviations (in parentheses), and ranges of scores by writing Condition and Sex of

su-.
Control

Msclosing

Measure 1:

Version A
Version B

FeInale
Version A
Version B
Me88urie2:

Male
Version A

Version B

FeInale
Version A
VersionB
Measu~e3:

Male
Version A
-

-

VersionB

Fernale
VersionA
Version B
Measure 4:

Male
Version A
Version B

Fernate
VersionA
VetsionB

n=22
5.4 (6.4)
Range:Ot021
4.5 (4.9)
Range: O to 15

Vetsion A
Version B

n=21
5.0 (7.0)
Range:Ot019
4.1 (3.8)
Raqp:Oto12

Femabe
Version A

n=22
7.0 ( 1.91
Range: 4 to 1 1
4.5 (2.1)
Range: 2 to 7

Male

n=21
6.9 (2.4)
Range: 4to 1 1
3.6t1.7)
Range:lto7

Fanale
Version A

n=22
8.2 (3.61
R&ge:3to14
5.3t2.8)
Range:2to11

Male

Version B

Version A
VersionB

Version B

n=16
4.1 (4.7)
Range:Oto 13
4.1 (4.5)
Range: O to 1 1
n=26
2.5 (3.5)
Range: O to 12
6.2 (5.6)
Range: O to 16
n=16
4.1 (1-8)
Range: 2 to 7
6.1(1.61
Range: 4 to 9
n=25
6 .O (2.7)
Range: 3 to 13
4.5 (2.1
-:Ob8
n=16

Version A

8.3 (4.41
R . :3to 17

Version B

6.1 (2.0)
Range: 3 to 10

n=21
7.3t1.9)
Range: 4 to 10
4.3(3.0)
Range: 1 to 12

Fernale
VersionA

n=26
6.1(2.1)
Range: 4 to 12
5.313.1)
Range:ltoll

n=22
12.4(4.0)
Range: 7 to 18
15.3(5.8)
Range: 7 to 27

Male
Version A

n=21

Fernale
Version A

13.7(5.91
Range: 7 b 2 5
15.7t6.2)
-:
7to26

VersionB

Version B

Version B

n=16
14.4(5.2)
Range: 6 to 22
19.1 (5.9)
Range: 12 to 29
n=26
13.0(5.9)
Range: 6 to 24
15.5(5.8)
Range: 7 to 30

Table 1 1. Continueci: Cognitive performance variables presented on Friday One:Means,
standaFd deviations (in parentheses).and ranges of scores by writing Condition and Sex
of subject.

Msclo8ing

Contml

Meas-5:
Version A
Version B

Female
Version A
Version B
Measurie6:

Male

Version A
Version B

Fernale
Version A
Version B
Measure7:

Male
Version A
Version B

Female
Version A
VemionB

n=22
3.9 (3.51
~a*: 0 to 10
4.3 (2.1)
Range: 2 to 8

VersionA
Version B

n=21
5.3 (2.3)
-:Ob9
3.0 (1.3)
Range:lto5

Fende
Version A

n=22
7.5 (2.7)
Range: 4to 13
8.8 (3.2)
Range: 4 to 15

Male

n=21
6.1 (3.7)
Range:2to 14
8.2 (2.3)
Raage: 5 to 12

Fende

n=22
4.3 (2.7)
Range: O to 9
13.3(6.0)
Range: 1 to 25

Male

n=21
5.5 (2.1)
Range: 1 to 8
11.5(5.1)
Range: 4 to 22

Fernale
Version A

VersionB

n=16
2.9(1.1)
Range:lto4
3.0 (0.9)
Range:lto4
n=26
4.8 (3.0)
Range:Oto 10
4.1(2.f1
Range:2to8

Version A
Version B

Version A
V-ion

B

Version A
Version B

n=16
7.3(2.4)
Range: 5 to 1 0
10.0(3.41
Raage:5to13
n=26
7.3( 1.7)
Range: 5 to 9
9.3 (3.5)
Range: 4 to 18
n=16
3.9 (2.7)
Range: 1 t09
13.6(5.7)
R a . : 6 to 21
n=26
5.4 (2.8)

Range: 1 to 11
Version B

12.1 (5.2)

Range:3 to 18

Table 12: Cognithre performance variables presented on kiday Two: Means. standard
deviations (in parentheses).and ranges of scores by writing Condition and Sex of
subjEct.
Megsurel:

Contriol
Male
VersionA
Version B

Femak
Version A
Version B
Measure2:

Male
Version A
VersionB

F

d
Version A
Version B

Measurie3:

Male!
Version A
Version 8

Female
Version A
Version B

Measure4:

Male
VersionA
Version B

Fende
Version A
Version B

Discloeiag

n=22
7.5I7.1)
Rangc:oto21
10.5(6.8)
Rangt:4to27

Male

n=21
6.6 (6.5)
Range: O to 19
5.5 (3.7)
-:Ob
14

Female

n=22

Male

5.2 ( 1.6)
Range: 2 to 8
5.7[2.5)
Rangp:Zto12

Version A
Version B

Version A
Version B

Version A
Version B

n=21
4.4 (1.9)
-:Ob7
5.8 (2.8)
Range: 2 to 11

Fernale
Version A

n=22
8.5 I2.7)
Ra1&:5to 15
5.9 (2.1)
Range:3to9

Male
Version A

n=21
8.5 (2.6)
Range: 5 to 13
6.3 (3.5)
Range: 1 to 12

Fernale
Version A

n=22
13.1l7.11
R*:
5-to29
14.5 (5.4)
Range:6 to 26

Male
Version A

n=21
11.5 (4.1)
Range: 8 to 23
16.3 (7.2)
Range: 5 to 31

Female
Version A

VersionB

Version B

Version B

nt16
8.8 (6.2)
Range: 1 t020
8.5 (6.2)
Range: 1 to 18
n=26
7.4 (5.6)
Range: 1 to21
7.3 (7.1)
Range: O to 25
n=16
6.6 ( 1.3)
Range:5 to 8
4.8 (2.4)
Range:O to 8
n=26
5.5 ( 1.6)
Range: 3 to 9
4.8(1.9)
Range:2 to 8
n=16
8.6 ( 1.81
Range: 6 to 12
4.9 (2.4)
Rang?: 1 to 9
n=26
9.0 (4.0)

Range:Qto 16
5.2 (2.41
Range:2 to 11

Version B

VersionB

n=16
16.4 (4.2)
Range: 12 to 25
17.8 (6.1)
Range: 10 to 27
n=26
13.3(6.0)
Range: O to 22
15.3(6.0)
Range: 9 to 29

Table 12. Continumi: Cognitive perBormance variables presented on Friday l'un: Means,
standard deviations (inparentheses),and ranges of scores by writing Condition and Sex
of subject.
Mea8ure5:

Control
Male
Version A
VersionB
Femak
Version A

Dlscl06-

n=22
5.3 (2.4)
Range:2to14
42(2.5)
Rw:Oto8

Male

n=21
4.2 (2.4)

Female

Version A
Version B

Version A

Range: O to 7
Vmion B
Measure6:

Male

Version A
Version B

Female
VeraionA
Version B
Measure7:

Male
Version A
Version B

Fernale
Version A

5.4 ( 1.6)

Range: 3 to 8

Version B

n=22
7.1 (2.5)
Range: 3 to 12
9.6 (2.51
Range: 5 to 13

Male
VersionA

n=21
5.7(1.8)
Range: 3 to 9
7.9 (2.1)
Range:5to11

Fernale

n=22
6.1 (3.4)
Range:Oto 10
12.0 (5.5)
Range:5to23

Male
Version A

n=21
5.5 ( 1.5)

Feaiale

Version B

Version A
VersionB

Version B

Version A

Range: 4 to 9
Version B

9.8 (3.2)

Range: 6 to 16

Version B

n=16
3.9 (4.1)
Range: O to 11
3.6 ( 1.5)
Range: 2 to 6
n=26
4.3 (2.6)
Raage:Oto9
4.8 (2.1)
Range: 2 to 8
n=16
7.5C1.9)
Range: 5 to 11
11.O (4.1)
Range: 5 to 17
n=26
8.8(4.2)
Range: 4 to 20
8.5(3.1)
Range: 4 to 14
n=16
5.5 (3.0)
Range: O to 10
11.4 (4.0)
Range: 6 to 19
n=26
6.5 (2.9)
R a n g e : Û t o 10
12.3(4.8)
Range: 5 to 2 1

Table 13: Cognitive perBormance variables priesenteci on Wday One and Friday Two:
Summmy of MANOVA and R e p e a t d Measures ANOVA results
MANOVA with seven uerfonnance variables

Condition
Session (Flrst versus Second Friday)
Sex
ConditionX Session
Condition X Sex
Session X Sex
ConciMion X Session X Sex

Measlue 1
Condition
Session
Sex

ConditionX Session
Condition X Suc
Session X Sex
Condftion X Session X Sex
Measure2
Condition
Session
Sex

Condition X Session
Condition X Sex
Session X Sex
Condition X Session X Sex
Measurie3
Condition
Session
Sex

Condition X Session
Conditton X Sex
Session X Sex
Conditton X Session X Sex

n.s.

Table 13. Continueci: Cognitive performance variables presented on M a y One and
Friday TWP: S r u n m q of
~ Repated Measures ANOVA results

Measure4
Condition
Session
Sex

ConditionX Session
Condition X Sex
Session X Sex
Condition X Session X Sex
Measlue5
Condition
Session
Sex

Condition X Session
Condition X Sex
Session X Sex
Condition X Session X Sex

Meure6
Condition
Session
sex
Condition X Session
Condition X Sex
Session X Sex
Condition X Session X Sex
Measure 7
Condition
Session
Sex

Condition X Session
Condition X Sex
Session X Sex
ConditionX Session X Sex

Performance on the cognitive tasks was probed further with
individual 2 X 2 X 2 repeated measures ANOVAs with WTfting Condition
and Sex of subject as between-subfectsindependent variables and
Session (i.e.. the ûrst session of cognitive testing versus the second) as a
within-subjects independent variable. On one task. the speculative
"suppose" questions (measure 5. version A, Suppose free education..."
and version B. Suppose prohibition of alcohol...").Disclosers proàuced
more responses than were produceci by Controls. E(1. 81)=4.,p.047. as
hypothesized. On Mday One. Disclosers produced scores of 7.3
IS.D.= 1.9) and 9.6 (S.D.=3.3)on version A and version B respectively as
compared to Controls' scores of 6.9 (S.D.=3.2)and 8.5 [S.D.=2.7) on
those same tasks. Likewlse. on Friday Two. Disclosers produced scores
of 8.2 (S.D.=3.4)and 9.5 (S.D.=3.7) on version A and version B
respecthrely as compared to Controls' scores of 6.4 (S.D.=2.3)and 8.8
(S.D.=2.4) on those same tasks.
Individual repeated measures ANOVAs also yielded signiflcant
Session (Friday One va. Friday Two) eflects in the absence of writing
Condition effects. including Measure 1. E(1.8l)=32.96. p.01. Measure
3. E(L.81)=4.19.p.044. andMeasure5. _(1.81)=6.35.p.014. A

signidicant Session by Sex interaction effect was found with Measure 3.
F(1.81)=4.07.p.047. such that Male subjects perfomed better than
Females on this task on Frlday One. though Merences were not
apparent at kiday Two.
Additional ExDloratorv Anahmes
Of data collected. objective essay measurements. subjects' ratings

of their essays. and subjects*ratings of their Mect both prior to and
following the essay writîng have been consistent with hyptheses of the

study. However. flndings h m the cognitive performance tasks provide
little support for the hypothesis that emotionaiiy expressive writîng
about personal experiences of trauma faciütates problem-solving. As
additional exploratory analyses. correlations among variables were
measured within each of 2 X 2 (wrîtingCondition X Sex of subject)
experimental cells. Thus. separate correlation matrices were generated
for Male Controls, Female Controls, Male Disclosers, and Female
Disclosers.
Given the large number of variables present in the study. summary
variables were created to be enter& into the correlation matrices. These
variables were created to represent the four primary categories of

dependent variables. that is. ( 1)objective measurement of the essays. (2)
subjects' ratings of the essay content. (3)subjects' ratlngs of afEect. and
(4) cognitive performance.

To represent objective memurement of the essays. a variable
Number of Words was created. summing total number of words written in

essays h m Tuesday. Wdnesday. and Thursday sessions. Number of
Emotional Words summed total number of literal emotion words
included in the essays written Tuesday. Wednesday. and Thursday.
To represent subjects' ratings of the essay content. a variable
Degree of Disclosure was created. summing subjects' essay ratings
'personally revealing." urealemotions". and Ustresshilto write." Higher

ratîngs on these items is theoretically consistent with greater disclosure.
F'rom this sum. rating of "told to others" was subtracted. Disclosure of
material which has not prevîously been disclosed is an important
element in Pennebaker's discussion of the role of inhibitory processes in
disclosure and health (e.g.. Pennebaker & Beall, 1986). Information

which has not been disclosed to other has presumably been inhibited.
and benefit cornes fkom the disinhibition represented by self-disclosure.
Therefore. lower ratings of 'told to others" contributes to greater Degree
of Disclmure. Values from ratings taken during each of the Tuesday.
Wednesday. and ThUfSday sessions were then summed.
To represent subjects' raüngs of affèct across the three days of
essay Wfiting when pre- and pst-e-y

measurements were taken

(therefore excluding measurement of Mect taken on the Friday sessions).
pre-essay ratings were subtracted h m post-essay ratings to create
Change in A&ct variables for PA and NA. Values from ratings taken
during each of the Tuesday. Wednesday. and Thursday sessions were
then summed.
To represent subjects' performances on problem soMng tasks.
scores from the seven cognitive performance variables presented at the
flrst Friday testing session and the seven cognitive performance variables
presented at the second Mday testing session were summed to form a
single Cognitive Performance variable.
The correlation coefllcients and levels of signifîcance for Male
Controls, Female Controls, Male Disclosers, and Female Disclosers are
presented in Tables 14 to 17 respectively. For Male Controls. Degree of
Disclosure in the essays covaried significantly with changes in NA (p.60.
p.006)
and covaried inversely with PA (p--60.
p.005)over the week of

writing; the greater the Degree of Disclosure. generally the greater the

change to more negative mood. However. as previously reported. Control
subjects generaüy rated their essays as being less personally reveahg.
indlcating less emotion. and king less stressfid to write than did
Disclosers. For Male Controls. neither Change in Anect nor Degree of

Table 14: Pearson product-momentcorrelation coefacients and signiflcance levels:
Within ceil correlations fbr male controls (n=22)

Change in
Ee~fixmmce NA

Changein
PA

Disclosure

2088

.O929

p.364

p.689

-.3250
p.151

.1489
p.543

Cognitive

Emotion
mrds

Emotion
lmxds

Tabk 15: Ramon product-momentcorrelation coefûcients a d signiflcance levels:
Within ceîi correlations for &malecontrols (n=21)
Cognitive
Cbatige in
Change in
Disclosu~ie Emotion
performance NA
PA
uiiords

Emotion

-.O603

wiolds

P=-806

Change in PA 4582
p.518

-2551
pc.292

-.O216
p.930

.4783

p.052

-.O351
~9886

Change in NA -.6489
p.003

4 E a

Nwnber of words: Total number of words written in the essay, siirnmed across Tuesday.
Wednesday, Thumàay
Emotion words: Total number of Uteral emotbn words included in the essay, summed
across Tuesday,Wednesday, Thursday
DLclosure: Degree of diaclosure, summing subjects' Éssay ratings 'persanally reveallng,"
'mal emotiaasw,and 'stressfid ta write," and subtracting rating of "toldto othets:"
summed across Tuesday,Wednesday, Thwday.
Change in PA:Chamge in b i t i v e Affect fmm prior to pst- writing, summed across
Tuesday, W-y,
T h d y
Change in NA: Change in Negaüve Aflect fimm prior to pst- writing, summed a c m s
Tuesday,Wednesday, Thursday
cognitive performance: Sum ofscores from seven cognitivie performance variables
presenttd Friday One and seven cogpitive pufomance variables presented Fnday Two.

Table 16: Pearson proàuct-momentcorrelationcoefacients and sirmlflcance levels:
Within cell correlations B8r male disclosers (n=16)
cO@ttvie
Changein
Performance NA

Emotion
wiords

C m i n
PA

MscEosure

3515
pt.347

-2669

.O406

-.O186

p.318

p.881

P=-945

Emotion
wiords

Table 17: Pearson product-moment correlationcoefiicients and signiticance levels:
Within ce11correlations IOr *male dis close^ (n=26)

Change in
Performance NA

Cognitîve

Emotion
mrds

-.1737

Change in PA

1590
~5.448

-.

.4037
p.041

Change in

Disclosure

PA

.315ô

pc.116

Emotion
wards

.2109
p.301

.2588

~302

Change in NA -.O328
p.876

ks=l

Number ofwords: Total number ofwods written in the essay,summed acfoss Tuesday,
Wednesday,ThUrSdEly
Emotion words: Total number of iiteral emoüon words included in the essay. sutnmed
a
Tuesday,Wednesday,Thursday
Dischure: Degre!e of dlsclorrure,sumrning subjects'essay raüngs 'personally rewealing,"
'mai emotions",and 'streasfiit to write," and subtracting rating of 'told to others;"
sllmmed acroes Tuesâay, Wednesday,Thwsàay.
Change in PA: Change in Pasitive A f k t fiom prior to pst- writing, siimmeâ across
Tu-y.
Wednesday,ThChange in NA: Change in Negative Anect h m prior to post- writing, summed acrtws
'kieeday, W h â q , Thulsday
Cognitive performance: Sum of scores h m sevem cognitive performance variables
presented kiday One and sevencognitive performance variables presented Friday
Two.

Disclosure were related to objective measures of the written essay or
Cognitive Performance.
For Female Controls. greater Cognitive Performance was associated

with demaseci NA fkom pre- to pst-essay, p--65. p.003. This may be a
simple reflection of instructions to obtain Wh scores on the Cognitive
Performance tasks in contrast with the low NA reported by Control
subjects who wrote on (ostensibly)less threatening topics than did
DiscIose~~.
However. bemuse these variables correlate significantly. it
raîses questions about the interaction of mood and cognitive
performance for Female writers of Control content.
For Male Disclosers, Cognitive Performance covaried signiîlcantly

with Number of Woràs wrîtten in the essays. p.53, p.034.The more
that was written. though not associated with use of emotional words.

Degree of Disdosure, or changes in Mect. the greater the performance on

the group of problem-sohring tasks.
For Female Disclosers. Change in Negative Anect covaried
signiflcantly and poaitively with Number of Emotional Words used (g=.40.

p.04 1) and Degree of Disclosure (g=.47. p .O 14). This relatlonship
suggests that as Female Disc10sers expressed themselves emotionaüy in
their essays. and reported doing so in their self-ratings. their self-rated
Negative Mect also increased.
Within the Male and Female Disclosure correlation matrices, there
is interesmg evidence which pertaîns to the hypotheses of interest.
WMe Female Disclosers appear to be wrïting emotionally. reporting that

they are disclosing, and. covaxying significantiy with those factors.
experiencing more negathre aflect. it does not significantly correlate with
Cognitive Performance. Male Disclosers dld not demonstrate this pattern

of disclosure. self-report and &ct.

and yet. the more that they wrote in

their essays. in terms of sheer volume. the better they dld in terms of
Cognitive Performance. These resuits suggest that Males and Fernales
may disclose in di&rent ways. and may benefit Merenüy from their
disclosures in terms of its effecton cognitive problem-sohring processes.
Discussion: Experiment One
Consistent with expectations. it appears that essays were written
by subjects as they were directed. and that the& reactions to writing

either seif-discloshgmaterhl or more trivial material was evident in
theh self reports of affect. However. results large& do not support the
primaxy hypothesis of interest. that self-discloeure leads to facilitated

cognitive functioning evident in the execution of verbal problem solving
tasks. A signiûcant result on one task was consistent with this
hypothesis: however. @en

the number of tasks presented and analyzed

with unhrarlate statistical methods. there is some probability that

Merences in means on that task do not reflect real dinerences in ability
(Le..

1 error). Conversely. a difference in means on this task.

favouring the hypothesls. suggested that f i e r investigation into the
role of self-ûiscloeing on a speculative thinking task was warranted.
EXPERTMENT TWO

Experiment Two was conducted in an attempt to replicate the
Bndings of Experiment One regarding the Werential performance of
subjects on a speculative problem-soiving task as a function of the kind
of writing they were asked to do. In thls second study. three signiflcant

changes were implemented to the procedures of Experiment One.
Flrst. subjects partlcipated in only one session of self-disclosing or
trivial writlng. during which they wrote for 30 minutes. Presentation of

the word problems occumed immedïately after writing. It was
hypothesized that cognitive-based effects of self-disclosingwriting would
be more Immediate and potent than could be demonstratecl 24 hours. or
8 days. later.

Second. an attempt was made to control for individual differences
Ln wrîtlng abWty as subjects approached the written problem solmg
tasks. An adapted version of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale.
Reviseâ (Wechsler. 1981)Vocabulary subtest was presented. in which

subjects wrote responses to a subset of items presented both visually on

the printed page and oraUy. These protocols wwe scored according to
guidelines outlined by Wechsler (1981).and the scores entered as a
covariate in analyses of the dependent measures.
The thlrd change in procedure from Experiment One was the
inclusion of a measure of individual Merences dong the dimension of
Repression-Sensitization. Work by Pennebaker and his associates has

provided a mode1 for the current stuclies: one theoretical underpinning of
that paraam is the concept of 'inhibition." P e ~ e b a k e and
r Hoover
( 1986)suggest that

long term inhibition of behaviour is associated with

increased physiologicai arousal in response to threat. Pennebaker et al.
( 1988)found

that self-report of prior inhibition (reports of having written

about material that had been actively held back from discussion with
others) was associated with particularly large gains in immune
functioning among disclosing subjects. A relathrely stable pattern of
behaviour associated with avoidance of threat stimuli has been termed
repmsslon(Byme. 1961). A contrasting pattern of behavlour for

managing threatening stimuli is to approach the threat and enhance
one's awareness of it, which has k e n termed sensitlzatdon. The

discussion wiN tum at this point to review the Repression-Sensitization
dimension before presentîng the procedures for Experiment Two.
Byme ( 1961)suggests that individuals have a characteristic style
of respondlng to threatening, anxiety-evoking stimuli. and that a
continuum exists between two contrasting patterns of behaviours. At
one extreme of th&continuum is a pattern of behaviours in which
avoidance is used to escape anxiety. Avoidance may be accompiished by
denying or mMmiang threat. faiiïng to verbalize feelings of anxiety. or
faillng to consider the consequences of the threat which is present. This
pattern of behaviour has been termed repmsslon (Bell & Byme. 19781. At
the other extreme of responding to anxiety-woking stimul is the
tendency to approach the threat through rumination. obsessive worry,
and intellectuakation. As opposed to the pattern of behaviour
associated with repression. this behaviow pattern includes maintainhg
a heightened awareness of the threatening stimuli. freely verbalizing
feelings of anxîety or distress. a n d attempting to gain control over the
threat by anticipating potential consequences. This pattern of behaviour
has been termed semitlzat&n(Bell & Byrne. 1978).

This continuum of behaviour has been of research interest since
the 194û's and 50's. when inàividual Merences in perceptual defense
behaviour were initially noted and described in terms of this dichotomy.

Born out of this initial paraàigm of investigation was the RepressionScale (Byme.196 1). Byrne noted that a relationship
Sensitization (R-S)
existed between dlnerential perceptual threshold scores for threatening
stimuli and a range of other behaviours. încluàing rate of recall of failure
experiences. expression of sexuality and hostility on a sentence-

completion task. and fkequency of aggressive themes in Thematic
Apperception Test items. He therefore viewed the RepressionSensitization continuum as corresjmnding to meaningfùl behaviour. and
he set about developing a measurement instnunent which was eas*
administered, diable, and valld.
Byrne ( 1961) built on a previous body of research conducted with
the Minnesota Multiphasic Personallty Inventory (MMPI: Hathaway &
McKinsey, 195 1).whîch identjfied correlations between MMPI scales and
behavioufs describecl as sensitîzing or repressive. The six MMPI scales
most closely associateci with repressive and sensitlzing behaviours had
previously been combined as a measure of repression-sensitization
(Altrocchi, Parsons, & Dickoff, 1960). However, use of the intact MMPI
scales meant that items contributing to more than one of the six scales
were scored more than once and thus were @en relatively greater weight
than other items. Moreover, some items were included in both

Vepreaslng scales and "sensitizing" scaîes, scoring in both directions at
once. These measurement fîaws were remedied by Byrne (1961). who
used the 182 items comprising these six scales, excluding repetitions of
items and items scored inconsistently. to form the R-SScale. This list of
items was m e r refbed by Byrne, Barry,and Nelson ( 1963). They
conducted an item analyses of the R-S Scale, and then retained in the
Revlsed R-S Scale 127 items (plus buffer items) which m a t closely
correlated with the total R S score derived ftom a normative group. This
resulting scale was found to have a .94 coefncient of intemal consistency
and .82 coefficient of stabiiity over a three-month period.

Bell and Byrne (1978)reviewed evîdence supporting the face
validity of the Revised R-SScale. predictive valldity with clinically

obsemed defensive behaviour, and association of the Revised R-SScale
scores to measured dineremes on perceptual defense tasks. Face validity
of the d

e was suggested by the hlgh concurrence of scores among

judges instructed to score the scale as they believed a Repressor would
(Tempone. 1964). Carroll (1972)reported that R-S scores m m a group of
inpatients were signi8canüy comlated with independent psychiatrie

ratings of repressive-sensiüzing defenses as observed in patients'
verbalizattons. This suggests that the scale taps into a pattern of
behaviours which are observable by others. Finally. Bell and Byme
(1978)noted that individuale identifled as extreme Repressors and

Sensitlzers WIth the scale perform di&rentially. consistent with
expectations. on a range of perceptual defense procedures. Thus the
Revised R-S Scale correlates with the procedures fkom which research
interest in the Repression-Sensitization dimension original& a m e .

The Revised R S Scale has been found to be Nghly correlated with
measures of anxîety (Bell & Byrne. 1978: Slough. Keinknecht. &
Thorndike. 1984).and as such has also been characterized as being a
direct measure of psychopathology and has k e n criticized for having
insufïïcient discriminant validity in the meaeurement of coping styles
(Budd & Clopton. 1985: Miller. 1987). That the scale indexes
psychopathology is perhaps to be expected given its historical derivation
ftom MMPI smles. The Revised R S Scale may function as an index of
two Eactors. one being anxiety and psychopathology and the other being
defensive style (Budd & Clopton. 1985). Watson and Clark (1984)
suggest that Merences in defensiue style play a noncentral role in the
brader construct of Negative Anectivity. Howevet. evidence supports the
utility of the scale in explaining variance in symptom reporting. Linden.

Paulhus. and Dobson (1986)note that the RepressionSensitization
scale explained a significant proportion of the variance in physical
symptom reports. with Repressors reportlng fewer psychological and
physical symptom~than Sensitlzers. consistent with expectatlons.
Personaîity correlates and behaviours associated with the
Repression-SensitIzationdichotomy have also been documented. and are
summarlzed by Bell and Byme (1978). Repression-Sensitlzation is
positively related to scores on Rotter's (1966) Locus of Control Scale.
such that Sensitkers tend to make attributions to extemal control of
their behaviour. Sensitizers tend to be lese w d adjusted than are
Repressors on the bas& of comlations with personaiity measures of
sodability. sense of well-being. self-control. tolerance. and achievement.
Sensithers tend to be more seKcritical than are Repressors. They also
tend to report a greater frequency of illness. use of medication. and
contact with a phpician. Sensitizers tend to develop disorders w i t h
psychological components. while repressors tend to be more frequently
diagnosed with purely physical ailments (Bell& Byme. 1978).
The Sensitizer pmfîle outlined by Beîi and Byme (1978)suggests
p r e r adjustment and greater distress among Sensitizers than among
Repressors. However. these authors note behaviour concomitants of the
repressîve style which could impinge on functioning. Repressors respond
to threat wîth greater physiological arousal. as indexed by heart rate and
galvanic sldn response (GSR).than do Sensitîzers: however. at the same
thne Repressors verbal@ report less anxieîy about the situation than do

Sensitizers (Scarpetti. 1973). Repressors generally have less to Say about
unpleasant visual stimuli than do Sensitizers (CarroIl. 1972).
Repressors appear to maintain less reportable awareness of threatening

cues and are less likely to incidentally l e m and then recall threatening
peripheral stimuli (Bell & Byrne. 1978). A repressive coping style has
been found to be a premorbid predlctor of cancer-proneness among male
patients of a Veterans Association hospital (Datton. Shontz. & Coyne.
1980).
Re~ression-Sensitizatlon:
Sumrnarv. Pemebaker et d.(1988)

found that subjects' self-reports of actively holding back personal
material fiom discussion wîth others was associated with parbtcularly
large gains in immune functioning among disclosing subjects. A
relatively stable pattern of avoidance of threatening material has been
termed repression. while characteristic approach and enhancement of
one's awareness of threat has been termed sensitization (Bell & Byrne,

1978).
On the basis of documented Merences between individuals

identifled as Repressors and those identified as Sensitizeis. one could
expect dinerentlal responses by these two groups to the tasks in the
study at hand. First. it was expected that Repressors would simply write
less than Sensitizers when instructed to complete a self-disclosingessay.
To the extent that they were asked to disclose emotlonally revealing
material. it was expected that Repressors would rate thelr disclosures as
having been previously disclosed less Bequentiy than would Sensitizers.
However. individuah described as Repressors stand to benefit h m selfdisclosure to the extent that they attend to information or intemal
emotlonal states that they otherwîse would have tended to avoid. They
were therefore expected to outperform Sensitizers on the word problems
presented to them.

It was expected that (1) the subjects who were instructed to write
about their own traumatic experiences (Disclosers)wouîd again produce
essays which were more personal and more rareaiing of emotion than

were essays by the subjects who wrote about trivial topics (Control). It
was anticipated that (2)Disclosers' ratings of their emotions immediately
m e r essay writing wuid indicate more negathre emotions and fewer
positive emotions than would Controls' ratings. These findings regarding
the essay writing represent a valfdity check of the procedures.
It was hypotheslzed that (3)Disclosers' performance on a Wfitten
problem-soMng task presented Immedlately after one 30 minute session
of writing would exceed that of Controls. Dmerences in performance

were expected to k evident after controlling for written language abiiity
by including a measure of writkn language ability as a covariate in

analyses. This prediction was intended to reflect the general hypothesis
that written. emotive self-disclostue facilitates problem solving. and
would replicate the one finding from Experiment One which was
consistent with predictions.
It was further hypthesized that. among subjects in the Disclosing

condition only. (4a) individuals identitled as Repressors h m their scores
on the Revised RepressionSensitlzation Scale (Byrne. et al.. 1963)would
mite less and (4b)use fewer literal emotion words than would
individuals identieed as Sensitizers on the scale. It was expected that
Mc) Repressors. more so than Sensitizers. would tend to rate their

writing as expressing content previously undisclosed to others. FinaUy.

(4d)Repressors were expected to beneflt from disclosing such that their
performance on two written problem-solving tapks. controlling for written
language ability. would exceed that of Sensitizers.

Method
Ovenriew

Subjects poutlcipated in one experimental session of two hours
duration. Subjects initially completed measures of mood. the Revised

.

Repression-Sensitization Scale (Byme. et al.. 1963) and a written

vocabulary test. Subjects then spent thlrty minutes writing about (a)the
mœt traumatic menas) they have experienced. or (b)their activities in
the past 24 hours. written as an objective. emotionless description. After

a second measurement of mood. subjects pmvlded wrîtten answers to two

specdathre word problems.
Subiects
Undergraduate students were recniited from Introductory
Psychology classes at the University of Manitoba: a total of 131 students
(70 female and 6 1 mak) participated in a two-hour experimental session.

Subjects consented to participate after king informed that the
experiment might require them to write about extremely personal
material and after assurances were given to them that any written
material would remain confldentlal. Subjects received credit toward their

final grade in their Introductory Psychology course in exchange for their
partlclpation. Subjects were not excluded during recmitment on the
basis of their k t language.
Of the 131 subjects who participated. data îkom 101 subjects (51

female and 50 male) were included in analyses. The 30 subjects who

were excluded from analyses identlfied themsehres as not having leamed
Engllsh by age 4 years and did not have English as the prlmary language
of their scholing (19 female and 11 male). The average age of female
subjects was 20.8. while the average age of male subjects was 20.0.

Procedure

Subjects participateci in groupe which ranged in size from 7 to 19
people. Groupa of subjects were randomiy assigned to a writing
condition (Dlsclosure or Control). so that the entire group of subjects at

any one session wrote In the same condition. Assignment of a group to a
writing condition altemated between sessions. The only exception to

random assignment was recruitment of a Bnalgroup of subjects ( 19 of
whom attendecl) assigneci to the Control condition in an attempt to have

an equhralent number of male and female subjects in each of the two
writing conditions.
On their arrivai at the experiment session. subfects were seated at
separate tables. Tables were partitioned with white cardboard dMders
placed on the table-tops such that. seated. subjects*views of others in

front. back. and to the side of them were obscured. Printed experimental
materials were stacked face-down on each desk. and a pen and Uned 8.5
inch by 11 inch pad of paper were provided.
Subjects were greeted. reminded that the experiment rnight require
them to write about extremely personal material. and then given
assurances that any Wfitten material would remain confldential.
Following general instructions. subjects were given a short questionnaire

to assess both positive and negative dect. completed a questionnaire
measufing Repression-Sensitization.and completed Wfitten definitions
of English words. After a brief break. subjects were instructed to begin
writing about their topic untiï the experimenter retumed.

Subjects in the trauma disclosure condition were instructed as
follows:
-During the next thlrty minutes. 1want you to mite about

the moet traumatic and upeetting experience or experîences
of your entire Me. You c m write about a single topic or
about a number of topics. The important thing is that you
reaUy let go and explore you deepest thoughts and feelings.
Idem. whatever you write about should deal with events or
experiences that you have not talked about in detail with
others. Don't wwry about your spelling. or even if you are

writing in complete sentences. Try to mite continuously for
the 30 minutes." (adapted Born Pemebaker. et al.. 1988. p.
240).

Subjects in the control condition were ghren the following instructions:
"Durlng the next thirty minutes. 1 want you to write about
what you have done in the previous 24 hours. Your
description should be as detailed as possible. As well. you
should try to wrîte about events which have occurred
wlthout writing about your feelings about them or your
thoughts or opinions about them. Try to wrîte as objectively

as you can. Don't worry about your spelling. or even if you
are writing in complete sentences. Tqr to write contlnuously

for the 30 minutes." (adapted f3om Pennebaker. et al.. 1988,
p. 240).

After 30 minutes. subjects were instructed to place the pages they
had written in a 9 inch by 12 inch manila envelope. SubJectsagain
completed the positive and negatlve affèct questionnaire.
Subjects then completed two word problems printed on separate
8.5 inch by 11inch pages. Order of presentation was counterbalanced

among subjects. and each task had a Ume Mt of 5 minutes.
When these tasks wwe completed, subjects completed a p t experimental questionnaire and were debriefed as to the manipulations.
measures. and expected flndings of the experiment. Although no distress
resulting fkom the experiment was reported to the experimenter by a
subject, subjects were offered an opportunity to speak indMdually with
the researcher to ask questions or express concems about their
participation. Subjects were notifîed of a number of counselling
opportunities avaiiable to them both on and off campus.
Measures

Pre- and wst-writini~auestio~aires.The pre- and pt-writing
questio~aireused was the Positive and Negative Mect Schedule. or

PANAS (Watson.Clark. & Teliegen. 1988). Aner completing their essay.
subjects also rated the extent to whkh the essay they wrote was
personal. revealed emotions. was stressful to do. and had content which
they infkequently shared with others (nOverall.how much have you told
other people about what you wrote today?"). Ratings were made on seven
point Likert-type d e s anchored by the statements not ut di(1)and a

great &al (7).Ratings were made on seven point Likert-type scales
anchored by the statements not atall(1)and a greut decrl(7).
Revised Remession-Sensitization Scale. Byme et al.'s (1963)scale
includes 1 2 7 scorable items and 55 buffer items, for a total of 182 items.

The items are presented under the heading wHealthand Opinion Survey."
The scale 1s scored such that higher scores indicate a defensive style of
sensiüzation while lower scores indicate repression.
Vocabulaw items. To measun abiïity wlth wrîtten Engllsh
language. 12 items from the Vocabulary subtest of the Wechsler Adult
Intelligence Scale. Revîsed (Wechsler. 1981) were presented to sugects.
Items were prhted on two pages. with 6 words per 8.5 inch by 11 inch
sheet of paper. spaced to d o w m m for subjects' written responses.
Words were aïso presented oralîy by the experimenter at the rate of one
word every.45seconds. This pace allowed virtually ail subjects to

complete writing a response and was based on a previous pilot procedure.
Subject responses to each item were scoreci according to criteria provided
by Wechsler (1981).and scores were summed to form a composite score.

No attempt was made to convert this score to a Scaled Score. given the
divergence of procedures from forinai test protocol and thus W t e d
applicability of the publiske:! mms.
Roblem-soMné tasks. Two tasks were printed on separate 8.5
inch by 11 inch sheets of paper. Subjects completed the time-limited
tasks under the direction of the experimenter. The flve minute Ume Ilmit
was announced. and subjects were asked to begin the task by tuming it

over from the top of the pile of tasks sitting on thelr desks. Subjects
read the instructions and performed the task to the best of their
abllîties: no m e r instructions. explanations. or examples were
provided. Order of presentaüon of the tasks was counterbalanced among
subjects by varying the order of the tasks within the packets of materials

at subject's tables. Half of the packets prepared for subjects presented

task A (described below) first while the other half presented task B first.

Subjects completed two speculative questions (adapted fkom Peel.
1971):

(A)

"Suppose that universaî fkee education through to the

postgraduate University level. or its equivalent. in all fields
were made wideîy auailable in Canada. What mlght be

consequences of W?List as many possible consequences

as you can think of. Number your responses. 'MME LIMIT 5
MINUTES. "

(BI

"Supposethe sale and consumption of alcohol became

prohibited in Canada. What m@htbe consequences of this?
List as many possible consequences as you can thWr of.
Number your responses. TIME LiMïT 5 MINUTES."
Subjects were scored on total number of ideas listed minus duplications
of responses.
Scoring of the two measures were performed by two independent
judges (one graduate student and one undergraduate student). each of
whom scored one measure exclusively. These judges were unaware of the
condition assignments of individual subjects. The experimenter served
as a second judge for both measures and was bllnd to the condition
assignments of individual subjects. A key, based on the sample of
responses. was developed to assist judges with scoring. Inter-scorer
reliabiîities on the two measures. indexed by Pearson correlations. were.
for version A. p.80. and for version B. g=.77. Both inter-scorer
reliabilities were signiflcant at g < .ûû1. Disagreements in scoring were
resohred by consensus between the two scorers of the item in question.

~aiyses

Four classes of variables were analyzed: ( 1 ) those dealing with the
essays themselves. includlag content and subjects' impressions of their
own writings: (2)responses to the essaye in terms of self-rated mood: (3)
performance on cognitive tasks. controlling for vocabulary: and (4)
Merences in writing and problem-solving as a hinction of Repression

and Sensirnation.
Content of Essavs

As in Experiment One. and as reporteci by Pennebaker and Beall
( 1986)and

Pemebaker et al. ( 1988).subjects discloeed Mhly personal

and upsetüng experiences when asked to do so. Topics of essays
included experiences of physicai or sexual abuse (26%of subjects).
ending of. or conflict within. a romantic relationship (10%).death of a

fiiend ( 10%)or parent ( 10%).accident or signiflcant personal ihess
(8%).and illness of a significant other (10%). Topics again ranged widely

and included issues such as d e m g with parental conflict. suffering
racial discrimination. participation in mllltary conflict. and conflicts
with the law. Whlle fernale subjects represented 20%of respondents

Wflting about experiences of physical or semal abuse. most topics were

presented by both male and femak respondents.
Mean scores for number of words and number of emotion words

produced in the essays of the male and female Control and Disclosing
groupa are charted in Table 18. Separate 2 X 2 analyses of variance
(ANOVAs). with writing Condition (Control and Disclosure) and Sex of

subject as between-subjects independent variables. were used to evaluate
these rneans. Summary of ANOVAs are presented in Table 19.

Table 18: Parameters ofessays: Means. Standarâ Deviations (inparentheses).and
Ranges of scores by writing Condition and Sex ofsubject.

Mak
n=25

574.1 (134.1)
Range: 329 to 838

Number of emotioa unords

Fernale
n=25

2.6 (4.31
Range: O to 18

haabe
n=25

545.1(159.4)
R . : 278 to 816

Number of emotion wrds
Male
n=25

Range: 3 to 35

FemaEe
n=26

16.6 (10.1)

13.6 (8.4)

Table 19: Parameters ofessa.: SuxmmuyofANOVA r e s u î t ~
Nwnber ofwords
Condition
Sex

Condition X Sex

Number ofemotion words
Condition
Sex

Condition X Sex

Range: 5 ta 37

Disclosers and Controls did not M e r signiflcantly on number of
words written in their essaF. However. Female subjects wrote more
than Male subjects. _( 1.97)=5.47. p.021. Consistent with instructions.
Disclosers genetally used more literal emotion words than did Controls.

F(1.97k88.58, e< .O0 1. There was no sigdcant main effect or
interaction effect of Sex of subject on number of emotion words used in
the essays. These objective measures suggest that subjects generally
completed thefr written essays as they were instructed to do.
Subiect Ratings of Essavs
Subjects' post-writing ratings of essay content as personai.
emotional. and stressfiil. and the degree to which content had not been
previousïy disclosed to others. were compared in a 2 X 2 ANOVA
with writing Condition and Sex of subject as between-subjects

independent variables. It had been anticipated that analyses would show
that subjects who dlsclosed personally traumatic material would rate
their essays as more personal. more revealing of emotion. and more
stressful to write. though perhaps not less frequently reported to others
than would Controls. The cornparison of means supports these

predictions (Table 20 lîsts means: Table 2 1 summarlzes ANOVA results).
Disclosers rated their essays as more personally revealing (E(1.
97)=102.49. g c . 0 1).expressive of real emotion (_( 1.97)=149.62.

e<.001), and stressfhl to write (r(1.97)=96.24. =.O0 1)than did Control
subjects.

As reported In Experiment One. Disclosers were no more or less
likely than Controls to have told others of the content of their essays
prior to writing about it. Again. there may be two different meanings for

simiiar scores from the two groups. Disclosers were instructed to write

Table 20: SubJects'mtia&9ofe ~ y s Means,
:
Standard Deviations (inparentheses).and
Ranges ofscores by writing Condition and Sex of subject.

Fernale
n=25

2.1 (1.1)
Range:lto4

Male
nt25

5.3 (1.4)
Range: 3 to 7

Female
n=26

5.7 (1.8)
Range:2to7

Real emotions

Real emotions

n=25

5.6 (1.3)
Rangqz2t.07

Male
Female
n=25

2.1 (1.3)
Range: 1 to 6

Fernale
n=26

6.0 (1.2)
Range:3to7

Male
n=25

1.4 (O.7)

Range: 1 to 3

Male
n=25

Range: 1 to 7

F&

1.4(0.8)

n=25

Range: 1 to 4

F&
n=26

Range: 1 to 7

Told Previous&
Male
n=25

3.6 (1.7)

Range: 1 to 7

4.1 (2.01
4.4 ( 1.8)

Told Previously
Male
n=25

3.4 ( 1.9)

Fernale

3.5 (1.8)
Range: 1 to 7

n=26

Range: 1 to 7

Tabk 2 1 : Subjects' ratîngs ofessays: Sumrmuy ofANOVA resuits

-!=!a
Condition
sex

Condition X Sut
Real emotions
Condition
Sex

Condition X Sex
stressa

Condition
Sex

Condition X Sex
Told Reviousiv
Condition

sac

Condition X Sex

Disclosers and Controls did not M e r significantly on number of
words written in the&essays. However. Female subjects wrote more

than Male subjects. J
F 1.97)=5.47. *.O2 1. Consistent with instructions.
Disclosers generally used more Jiteral emotîon words than did Controls.

F(1.97)=88.58. e<.O1. There was no signitlcant main effect or
interaction effect of Sex of subject on number of emotion words used in
the essays. These objective measures suggest that subjects generally
completed their written essays as they were instructed to do.
- of Essavs
Subiect Ratims

Subjects' post-writing ratings of essay content as personal.
emotional. and stressful. and the degree to which content had not been
previously àisclosed to others. were compared in a 2 X 2 ANOVA
plausible that Control subjects and Msclosing subjects could have had
different reasons for producing simiiar ratings of prior àisclosure.
Subiect Ratings of Affect
-

Subjects' ratîngs of positive items fkom the PANAS were summed to
form a Positive Mect score (PA)and ratings of negatlve items were
summed to form a Negativve Mect score (NA). Because PA and NA are

identlfied in the literature as king independent factors. scores were
ané@zed separately in 2 X 2 X 2 (Writing Condition X Pre- vs. Post

wrîting X Sex) repeated measures AVOVAs with two between-subjects
variables (Condition and Sex) and one within-subjects variable (Pre- and
Post- writing). It was anticipated. as had been found in previously
reported research and in Experiment One. that a signiflcant interaction
effect would be found such that subjects who diaclosed personally
traumatic materiaï would report feeling more negative after writîng than
would control subjects.

Table 22: Positive AfkctRatings (PA):Means, Standard Deviations (inparentheses).and
Ranges of scores by writing Condition and Sac of subject.

Male
n=25

FemaEe
n=25

Male
n=25

Fernale
n=25

Mak

26.4 (7.3)
Range: 14 to 39

n=25

27.3 (8.0)
Range: 13 to 47

23.2 (5.3)
Range: 15 to 35

Femde
n=26

28.0 (6.1)
Range: 15 to 37

23.8 (9.2)
Range: 11 to 47

Male

23.8 (7.6)
~aage:13 fo 45

21.8 (8.4)
Range: 11 to 46

Fernale

23.2 (7.01

n=26

Range: 14 to 34

n=25

Table 23: mitive Afncct Ratin@ (PA): Summary of Repeated Measures ANOVA results

Condition
Re-Poet
Sex
Condition X Prie-Post
Condition X Sex
Re-PbstX Sex
Condition X P r e - b t X Sex

n.8.

Table 24: Ne-tive Afsect Ratin@ (NA): Means. Standard Devialions (inparentheses),
and Ranges of scores by writing Coaditionand Sex of subject.

male
n=25

Range: 11 -23

14.1 (3.21

Male
n=25

14.2(4.4)
Ftange: lot023

14.6 (4.71
loto29

Female
n=26

Range: 10 to 22

Male

13.0(3.51

n=25

Range: 10 -23

Mak
n=25

Range: 13 to 45

Femak
11525

1 1.9(2.1)
Raoge: 10 ID
18

Female
n=26

2 1.3(9.9)
Range: 10 fo 38

Femabe
n=25

-:

13.7(4.0)

17.6 (5.7)

Table 25: Negative A î k t R a w (NA): Summary ofRepeated Measures ANOVA results
Condition

Re-Poet
Sex

ConditionX Pre-Post
Condition X Sex
Pre-Post X Sex
Condition X Pre-Poet X Sex

1.97)=5.09.p.026

Consistent with this prediction. signiûcant effects were found with
respect to both PA and NA. PA agaîn decreased after wrîting. E( 1.
97)=16.58. =.O0 1 for both Controls and Disclosers (means are bted in
Table 22; Table 23 siimmatizes ANOVA results): no other effects on PA
were apparent.
NA increaaed after writing relative to an initiai rating*_( 1.

97)=8.17.p .OO5. for both Controls and Disc10sers (see Table 24 for
means: Table 25 summarizes ANOVA results). A signifîcant main effect
meant that NA scores were higher for Disclosing subjects as compared to
Controls. E( 1.97)s16.59. =.O0 1. A significant Condition by Pre- and
Post-writing interaction effect was apparent such that Disclosing
subjects reported signlflcantiy more NA after writing, F(1.97)=34.83.

.

p.00i as predicted. AdditionaUy*a significant three way (Condition by

Pre- and Post-writing by Sex) interaction effect aïs0 occurred: r e g s of
NA by Disclosing female subjects were highest Mer writing, while the

ratings by female subjects in the Control writing condition were lowest:
this effect W S L ~signiflcant.

1.97)=5.09,p.026. Differences between

Controls and Disclosers on NA measured prior to writing were not
signiflcant.
Consistent with predictions. Disclosing subjects. particularly
Females. reported more distressing feeîings (NA) after writing than did
Controls. whik ratîngs of positive emotions (PA)decreased for all
subjects m e r writing the assigned esaays.
Performance on Canitive Tasks
Performances on the two cognitive tasks presented to subjects were
anaiyzed wlth indMdual2 X 2 analyses of covariance (ANCOVA)with

writing Conàition and Sex of subject as the independent variables and

Table 26: V-buîary
measure: Means, standard deviations (inparentheses).and -es
ofscores by writing Condition and Sex ofsubject.

12.4 (4.3)

Male
n=25

Range: 3 to 21

Fe!mak
n=25

Range: 4to 17

11.2(3.9)

Tabk 27: Vbcabdary rn-ure:

Condition
Sex

Condition X Sex

S w m m y ofANOVA ~iesults

Table 28: Cognitive performance measures: Means, standard deviations (inparentheses),
and ranges of scores by writing Condition and Sex of subject.

Control
'Education" Question

Female
n=25

Male

lUb!?

5.8 (1.6)

n=25

Range: 3 to 9

5.9 (2.1)
Range:Oto9

œAl~hol"
Question
n=25

Mscloeq
"Education"Question

4.8 ( 1.9)
Range:2to9

œAl~holœ
Question

n=25

4.5 (2.0)
Range: 2 to 8

Female
n=26

-:Ob8

Male

3.9(2.2)

Table 29: Cognitive perZormance measures: Summary of ANCOVA results
'Education" Question
Condition
Sex

Condition X Sex

Vocabuîary task as c o m t e

-F(1,96)=5.3,p.023

"Alcohol"Question
Condition
Sex
Condition X Sex

Vocabulary task as covariate

n.s.

score on the written vocabulary measure entered as covariate. No
signiflcant Merence on the vocabuiary task was evident as a hinction of
Writliig Condition or Sex of the subject in a prior evaluation with an

ANOVA (Tables 26 and 27 present means and summary of ANOVA

results. respecthrely).
Means for performance of the problem-sohrlng tasks for Male and
Female subjects in the Control and Disclosure conditions are presented

in Table 28. Table 29 summarizes the results of the ANCOVA: no
statisticaUy signifîcant dlfferences were found on either of the two
speculative %uppoee" questions. On the Tciucation" question. score on
the written vocabulary measure was significant as a covariate. F
( 1.96)=5.35.e.023.as such accounting for

a statisticaily signiflcant

portion of varlabillty in 'Education" scores. Score on the written
vocabulary measure was not a significant covariate in analysis of the
nAlcohol"question.
It had been predicted that Disclosing subjects identîfied as

'Repressors" on the Revised RepressionSensitization Scale (RSS)would
write less. use fewer literal emotïon words in their writing. rate their
essays as expressing more previously undlsclosed content. and would
pedorm better on problem-solving tasks. controiling for language abiiity.
than would individuals identified as "Sensitizers." Mean RSS scores
were initiaily anaiyzed as a dependent variable in a 2 X 2 (writhg

Condition X Sex of subject) ANOVA to see if ciifferences pre-existed
among the groups defined by the other independent variables of interest:

means are Usted in Table 30. wMe a summary of ANOVA results is listed
in Table 31. Unexpectedîy, a signiflcant main effect was found for

Table 30: Revised Repreasion-SensitizationScale scores: Means, standard deviations (in
parentheses),ami raages of scories by writing Condition and Sex of subject.

mscl08ing
RSS

Control
RSS

Male
n=25

53.7 (17.0)
Range: 24 to 92

n=25

44.9 (20.7)
Range: 10 to 87

Femak
n=25

53.2(18.5)
Range: 6 to 88

Fernale
n=26

41.O(23.7)
Range: 12 to 97

MaEe

Table 31: Revlsed Repression-SensitizationScale scores: Su-

Condition
Sex

Condition X Sex

ofANOVA results

writing Condition. _(1.97)=10.32.p.002. Disclosers had lower scores

on the RSS than did Controls; as such, Disclosers endorsed fewer items
on the RSS and as such would tend to be Identified with a Repressor
defensive style. Control subjects endorsed more items on the FtSS and as
such would tend to be identifieci with a Sensitizer defensIve style. It is
important to hjghlight that the RSS was completed prior to the essay
writing and so causallty cannot be implied. Subjects dfd not differ on
RSS scores as a function of Sex of subject as either a main effect or an

interaction.
To preserve Repression-Sensitizationas a continuous variable.
rather than convert it to a categorical variable (e.g.. Low RS vs. High

RS). evaluation of the essay parameters. subject ratings of their essays.
mood measures. and performance measures were evaluated using

multiple regression analyses. RepressionSensitization (RS).writing
Condition. Sex of subject. and the& interactions. dong with Vocabulary
were entered wîth the criterion variable into each regression equation. A

stepwise procedure was used. wherein each independent variable is
entered into the regression equation and assessed for its ability to
predict the criterion variable. Variables were removed fkom the equation
on the basis of diminished predictive power given the entry of another
predictor into the equation (Tabachnick & Fidell. 1983). The results of
these analyses are presented in Table 32.

Among the regression anaiyses conducted. numerous outcornes are
consistent with results from prevfouslyconducted analyses. For
example. number of essay words was predtcted by Sex of subject. which is
consistent wlth a signiflcant ANOVA result reported earlïer in which
mean number of words written in the essays dinered for Male and Fernale

Table 32: Multiple regmssionstatistics for predictingessay parameters, essay ratings,
mood ratings and cognitive mrmance variables fmm umiting Condition. Sex of
subjects. &pression- Sensitkatbn, and Vbcabulary as predictor variables.

.

-

EssavParamcferrr

-

Numkr of Words [Model)

.O5

1,99

5.44

.O22

Number of Emotion Words
(Model)
Condition
Sexby Condn by F S

.5û

2.98

49.41

.O00

.55

2.98

60.44

-000

.37

2.98

29.27

.O00

.O5

1.99

5.44

-022

Condtion

.62
.19

8.14
2.47

.71

10.00 .O00

.62

25

8.53
3.48

9.65
.99

-4.87 .O00
7.44 .O00

.O00

.O15

Real Moâel)
Condition
Stresafiil (Model)
Condition
SexbyCond'nbyRS

.O00
.O01

Told ('Model)
no variables entered

-

Pœt-Essay PA (Mode11
- no variables entered

Poet-Essay NA (Model)

*by=
SexbyCond'ntryRS
Coenithiie krfonaatlce Variables

'Educaüona (Model)
'Alcohol" [Model)
- no variables entered

subjects. Likewise. writing Condition was a signiflcant predictor for
number of emotion words. and the ratings of the essays as revealing.
addressing real emotïons. and stressfuî to write. As well. the only
independent variable which made signiflcant contributions to the
preâiction of the *Educatlon"task was the Vocabukuy measure.
RS contributeci sgnl8cantiy to the preàiction of four dependent

measures. To aid in the interpretation of its relationship with these
dependent variables. RS was transformeà into a three level categorical
variable. Thirty-four subjects scoring between 6 and 39 on the RS were
categorized as Low RS or Repressors. Thjrty-one subjects scoring kom
39 through to 56 were categorized as Moderate RS. Thirty-six subjects

scoring fkom 57 through to 97 were categorized as High RS or
Sensitlzers. Means for number of emotion words, stressfulness of the
essay writing. Re-essay NA and Pmt-essay NA are broken d o m by
writing Condition. Sex of subjects, and three levels of RS in Table 33.
RS interacted with the variables Condition and Sex to add

significantly to prediction of number of emoUon words included in the
essays wrîtten. Among Fexnaie Disclosers. Sensitlzers appeared to use
more emotional words in their essays than did Male Disclosers. an effect
which is in the direction predicted h m hypotheses. Disclosers as a
group wrote more emotional words than Controls W.

RS interacted with the variables Conâition and Sex to add
signiflcantly to prediction of ratlngs of the degree of stressfiilness to
write the essays. Among Female Disclosers. Repressors appeared to rate
themselves as having experknced less stress in composing their essays
than did Moderates or Sensitizers: again. this is consistent with stated
hypotheses. Male Disclosers categorized as Moderate had higher ratings

Table 33: Dependent measuries predicted by RS in multiple regression anaipis :Means
and standard deviations (in parentheses). and r a n @of
~scores
~
by writing Condition, Sex
of subwt,and RS d e d as a three level categoricaivasiable.

Fernale

RS

RS
Low (Repressor),n=4

1.3( 1.3)
Moderate, n=9
3.3 (4.11
High(Sensitizer),n=12 2.6 (5.2)

Essav Rateci: Stressful
Mahe
RS
Inw ( R e p m ~ ~n=5
~r),

1.4 (0.5)
1.4 (0.5)
Moderate, n=9
High(Sensitlzer),n=11 1.5 (0.7)

Femak

RS
Inw (Repressor),n=11 3.5 ( 1.9)
Moderate, n=7

5.0 (2.21

High (Sensitizer),n=7 4.1 (2.0)

RS

RS

(Rep-r),
n=4 1.3(0.5)
Moderate, n=9
1.2 (0.4)
Higb (Sensitizd, n=12 1.6 ( 1.O)

Low (Repressor),n=14 3.4 ( 1.7)
Modemte!, n=6
5.7 (1.2)
High (Sensftizer),n=6 5.7 ( 1.O)

P o e t - w NA
Male
RS

RS

Low (Repressor),n=5 12.6 (3.6)
12.8(2.9)
Moderate, n=9
High (Sensitizer),n=11 13.3 (4.1)
Fernale

Low (Repressor),n=14 16.3(9.8)
Moderate, n=6
13.3 (10.1)
Htgti (Sensitizer),n=6 20.5 (11.1)

,(Repressor),n=11 14.4(5.11
19.1(4.6)
Moderate,n=7
High (Sensitizer),n=7 2 1.3(5.1)
1

RS

RS

Low(Repmssor),n=4 12.8(2.1)
11.4(1.2)
Moderate, n=9
High(Sensitizer),n=12 11.9 (2.6)

Iinw(Repressor),n=l4 18.5(9.8)
25.0 (11.O)
Moderate,n=6
Hi@ (Sensitizer),n=6 24.3 (8.51

L w (Repmssor).n=16 13.8(4.6)
15.6(4.9)
Moderate, a=16
Hlgh(Sensitlzer),n=18 16.4(5.9)

Femak

RS
b w @tepressor),n=18 17.2 (8.9)
Moderate, n=15
16.9(9.6)
High (Sensitizer),n=18 16.1(7.9)

(Acroes writing Conditions)

Rc--NA

RS
Male and
Female

Low (Repmssor),n=34 12.6 (3.0)
Moderate, n=31
14.2 (3.8)
High (Sensitizer),n=36 15.5 (4.7)

of stressfulness of WTIting the essay than did Repressors or Sensitizers.

As noted in previous analpes. Disclosers as a group rated the essay

mlting as more stressful than did Controls.
RS slgnificantly predicted Pre-essay ratlngs of NA. Consistent with
hypotheses. Sensitizers produced the hlghest ratings of NA prior to
writing. with Repressors proâucing the lowest ratîngs of NA at that tirne.

RS interacted with the variables Condition and Sex to add
significantly to prediction of Post-essay ratings of NA

. Whereas Male

Sensitizers gave higher ratings of NA after the easay writing than did

Male Moderates, who in tum gave higher ratings of NA than did
Repressors. Femak Repressors produced hlgher ratings of NA than
Female Moderates. who in tum gave higher ratings of NA than did
Female Sensitizers.
Additional Ex~loratorvA n m e s

As in Experiment One. Disclosing subjects wrote more emotional
words in theh essays than dld Control subjects. rated their essays as
more personlly rweahg, indicative of real emotions. and stressful to
write. and experience more negative &ct after wrîting. However,
flndings &om the cognitive performance tasks do not provide support for
the hypthesis that emotionally expressive writing about personal
experiences of trauma facilitates problem-sohdng. Additional exploratory
analyses were again conducted: correlations among variables were
measured within each of 2 X 2 (wrîtlng Condition X Sex of subject)
experimental cells. Thus. separate correlation matrices were again
generated for Male Controls. Female Controls. Male Disclosers. and
Fernale Disclosers.

To again Ilmit the number of variables in the correlation matrices.

summary vafiables were created. To represent subjects' raüngs of the
essay content. a varlable Degm of Msclosure was created, suxnming
subjects' essay ratings 'personaliy reveahg." "na1emotions". and
Ystressfidto write:" fmm this sum. rating of "told to others" was
subtracted. To represent change in negative and posiiîve affect from
initial measurement to poet-essay measurement. pre-essay ratings were

subtracted ftom p t - e s s a y ratings to create Change in Mect variables
for PA and NA. M e r variables were entered into the anaiysis without
transformation. including Number of Words in the essa... Number of
Emotion Words in the essays. Vocabuîary. the '%ducation" and "Alcohol"
performance measures, and RS.
The correlation coefficients and levels of signitlcance for Male
Controls, Female Controls, Male Disclosers, and Female Disclosers are
presented in Tables 34 to 37 respecthrely. For Male Controls. Degree of
Disclosure in the essays covaried signiflcanüy with Vocabulary (p.41.
p.041)and changes in PA (g=.44. p.028). For Male Controls. mean PA
decreased (not signi8cant)from pre- to post essay. so greater Degree of
Disclosures is associated with lower PA. Greater Number of Words in the
Essay is al80 associated with lower PA (p.52.p.008).though not with

changes in NA. For this group. score on the "Ncohol" question increased
with use of fewer emotional words: this was consistent wîth instructions

given both to express few emotlons in their e s s a . but to give their best
effortson the cognitive performance tasks (g=--44. p.029).lncreased
score on the "Alcohol" question was associated wîth încrease of NA
(although increase in NA was not significant in cornparisons of means).

Table 34: Pearson product-moment cordation coefIlcientsand sirrniflcan~e
leveh:
Within cell correlations h r male disclosers

Emotion

-.O779

wotds

p.711 p=.100

.3S8

2684
pc.195

-.1773 -.IO40 -.1247 -.1413
p.397 p.621 p.553 p.ml

"Education" 3384

ks!zz!

Mscbsure:Degree of discksure. summing subjects'essay ratings 'pusonal2y rrveallng.'
'real emotions*.and 'stressful to write," and subtracting rating of 'told to others."
'Alcohol" :'Alcohol" dependent varfhble
"Education":'Education" dependent variable
Change in PA: Change in Poeitive A&xtlkom prbr to post- writing
Change in NA. Change in Negativie An[ect fiom prior to p s t writing
Vocabulary:Voc8bukty memure
Number of words: Total number of words writtem in the essay
Emotion words: Total numbcr of likral emotîon wclrds included in the essay.

Table 35: Peatson product-moment correlation coefficients and signiflcance levels:
Within cell correlations tbr fémale dlsclosers
R S S Scom
'Alcohol"
'EducationW
Vn-

Em0ti00
wiords

p.098 p.611 p.395

'Alcohol"

.Cl326 .2969
p.874 p.141

.a319

.IO46

9.1741

.O569

p.782

Change in NA
chin PA

Mscbosure

Emotion
mrds

3149
-.5743 -3794
p.292 p.062 p.056

'Education" .O 198
p.923

4m!d

Dîscîcmure: Degree of disclosure. summing subjects'essay ratingg 'personai& revealing,"
' r d emotions",and 'strca8fbl to write,"and subtracthg
- mting- of 'told to others."
'Alcohol" : "Alcohol"dependent variable
'Education" :'Educatlon"dependent variable
Change in PA: Change in Positive A f k t mm prior to post- writhg
Change in NA: Change in Negative Anlect h m prior to poet- writing
Vocabulary: Vocabuby measure
Number of words: Total number of words Wtitten in the essay
Emotion words: Total number of Uteral exnotion mrds included in the essay.

Table 36: Pearson product-momentcorrelationcoefficients and signiîicance levels:
Within œîl correlations f
i
x male controis

RSS Score

'Aicoholœ
ChangeinNA
Mscbsure
"Educationa
vO=bulary
Ch=@=
EmoUon
in PA
uiords

Emotion
words

'Education*

Lsea

-.O271

-.O160

-.4379

-.O637

p.898 p.940 p.029 p.762

.3409 -1267 -0690
p.095 p.546 p.743

.l961
p.347

Disclosure:Degree of disdosure. summingsubjects' essay ratings 'personaJ@ reveallng,"
'real emotionsw,and 'stressfiil to write,"and subtracttng rating of 'told to others."
'Alcohol" :'Alcoholœdependent variable
'Education" :'Education* dependent variable
Change in PA: Change in Positive Afkct h m prior to p s t - writing
Change in NA: Change in Negatfve Mkct h m prior to p s t writing
Vocabulary: Vocabuiary measure
Number of wards: Total number of words Wtitten in the essay
Emotion words: Total number of literal exnotion uiiords included in the essay.

Table 37: Pearson product-moment correlation coefücients anâ signiflcance levels:
Within ce11correlations for &male controls
RSS Score

'Alcohol"
C-inNA
Msclosure
'Education"
vmbulary
change
Emotion
in PA
w~rds

.O411
p.845

.O740 -.O405 3199
.1944 .1415 .O988
p.352 p.5ûû pd38 p=.725 p.848 p.291

Emotion

-.O205

wiords

p.923

.O465
-.mm -3348 .O314 0.0776 2208
p.825 p.003 p.259 p.882 p.712 p.289

Numberof
words

'Education"

-0715
p=.734

-.2582

p.213

kea

subjecb'essay raüngs 'personal& re~allng,'
Msclosure: l k g p e of disdosure.
"realemotions",and "stressfito write," and subtracthg rating of 'told to others."
"Alcoholw:'Alcohol" dependent variable
'Education' :"Educationadependent variable
Change in PA: Change!in Positive Affiect h m prhor to poste writlng
Change in NA: Chaxmge in Negative A f k t h m prior to p s t - writing
Vocabulary:V'bulary measurie
Number of words: Total number of woràs written in the essay
Emotion words: Total number of litetal exnotion words included in the essay.

For Female Controls. Change in PA covaried inversely with Degree
of Disclosure (g=--44. p.030): thus. as disclosure increased. PA
decreased. Score on the uAlcohol"question was inverse@related to
number of emotional words used (g=-.57. p.003).as was found with
Male Controls. Again. this was consistent with instructions @en both
to express few emotîons in their essays but to gîve their best efforts on
the cognitive periormance tasks. Increased score on the uEâucation"
question was poeilively and slgnificantly related to Vocabulary
performance (g=.50. p . 011).
Among Male Disclosers. more emotional words were used as

increased Number of Words were used in essays (p.48.
p . 0 151.

consistent w i t h instructions. though Males in the study wrote
significantiy less than Females. Degree of Disclosure was positively
associated with an increase in NA Mer essay writing (p.72.
~ c . 0 0 0 )As
.
in Experiment One,the greater the number of words that Male

Disclosers wrote in their essays. the better they did on both the
uEducation"(g= .42. p .O36) and the uAlcohol"(g=.46. p.020) questions.
Vocabulary was not signîflcanüy associated with any other variable in
the matrix.

This relationship did not hold for Female Disclosers; of the two
cognitive pedormance variables. only uEducation"was associated with
another variable, namely Vocabulaq. Better performance on
'Education" was associated with greater score on Vocabulary &=.5 1.
p.008). As in Experiment One. greater Degree of Disclosure was

aseociated with increase in NA pt-wrîting (g= .63.p -001). Additionally.
for Female Disclosers in Experiment Two. Degree of Disclosure was
associated with decrease in PA pst-writing (ES-.51. p.008). Number of

Emotional words used in the essay was not associated with Change in
NA. as in Experiment One. but greater Number of EmoUonal words was

associate wiUi decrease in PA p t - e s s a y (g=-57. p.002). Degree of
Disclosure was associated with FtS (y=-54. p.004):greater self-rating of
discloeure was made as RS increases: that Is. as tendency to Sensitlze
inmeases. and tendency to Repress demases. ratings of disclosure are
higher.

As Ln Experiment One. within the Male and Female Disclosure
comlation matrices. there Is interesting evMence which pertains to the
hypotheses of interest. Femde Disclosers appear to be wrîting
emotionaîly. reporting that they are âisclosîng. and. covaxylng
slgniflcanüy with those factors. experiencîng le- positive affect. As selfreporteci rating of disclosure Increases. Femak Disclosers experlence
more negative affect. None of these factors signlflcantly correlate with
the two measures of cognitive performance. Male Disclosers àid not
demonstrate this pattern of disclosure. self-report of Degree of
Dbcloeure. and change in Nect. However. as noted in Experiment One.
the more that they wrote in their essays. in terms of sheer volume. the
better they did in terms of both measures of cognitive performance. No
signifîcant relationship exists between either length of essay or cognitive
performance and Vocabulary performance: thus. the comlation between
Degree of Disclosure and the two cognitive performance vafiables is not

an artlfact of Vocabulary performance. These results again suggest that
Males and Females may disclose in dinerent ways. and may beneflt
difEerently from their disclostues In terms of impact on cognitive
problem-soMng processes.

Discussion

Two experiments were conducted to examine the general
hypothesis that emotional self-disclosure leads to improved cognitive
processing of verbal information. Previous evidence indfcates that
signi8cant physi01ogical changes and impnwements in health status
occur after relatlvely brîef episdes of wrîting about personal experiences
of trauma or distress. These health-related benefîts appear to occur
without deliberate action taken to change the status of one's health. It
was hypothesized that indMduals who -te

in an emotionally expressive

manner about their own personal experiences of trauma would perform
better on verbal problem-sohring tasks than w d d indMduals who write
without emotional expression about a trivial topic. The following
discussion WU
rwlew the results of these two experiments. present
possible explanatîons for the Ilmlted supportlng data found for the
hypotheses. and. with this. present strengths and limitations of these
studtes to guide future research in this area.
Hvwthesis Testlm in Experiment One
In Experiment One. male and female subjects participated in &re
experimental sessions. For the first three sessions. subjects spent thirty
minutes writing e-ys

about either (a)their thoughts and feelings

regarding the most traumatic event(s)they had experienced (Disclmure
condition). or (b)an objective. factual description of their activities of
the p s t 24 hours (Control condition). At the fourth and fWi sessions.
subjects completed a set of seven verbal problem-sohrlng tasks.
Experiment One presented three hypotheses. The fîrst two of these
represented expectations regarding manipulation checks. These
manipulation checks were to ensun that subjects were compleüng. and

reacüng to. their essays in a manner similar to that reported in previous
research on the effects of brîef. expressive writîng (cf. Pemebaker &
BeaIî. 1986;Pemebaker et al.. 1988).
The first hypothesis was that subjects in the Disclosing condition
would write essays which were more personally revealing and indicative
of real emotions than wouid Controls. Disclosers' essays were rated as

signiflcantiy more personaily reveallng and indicative of real emotions
and stressfiil to write than were Con-

.

esaays. Disclosers' essays also

included more emotional words. particularîy negative emotion words. and
included more personal pronouns.

The second hypothesis was that Disclosers' ratings of their
emotions Immediateîy after writing wodd indicate more negative
emotions than they had reported prîor to writing and more negathre
emotions than were reported by Controls either prîor to or foilowing their
wrîting. Subjects reported lower positive affect after writing the essays
and generally lower positive aflect over the course of the week: however.

there was no Merential report of positive affect on the basis of writing
condition. Disclosers reported significantiy more negative a&ct than
Controls âid, partkularly in response to writing the essap. while
subjects generally reported higher negathre affect &er writing the essays
and generally Ngher negative a e c t over the course of the week.

The third. but most important. hypothesis of Experiment One was
that Disclosers's performance on a group of seven verbal problem-solving
tests presented at two sessions one week apart wodd exceed the
performance of Control subjects. This supexior performance was

expected to reflect facilitated thinking arising fkom emotionally
expressive self-disclomre. It was not supported by a multivariate

anaiysis whlch looked at the seven variables simultaneously~A

multlvarlate effect was apparent such that subjects across writing
conâitions perforrned better on tasks on the second rmday of testing
than they had on the h t Friday. Given counterbalancing of order of

presentation among subjects of two versions of each of the seven tasks.
it can be argued that any systematic Merences between the two versions

of each task cannot account for the Merences in performance fkom one
presentatlon to the next. However. it a possible that subjects*
famlllarlty with the tasks at the second sitting meant that less thne was
requfred in the reading and interpretation of instructions on each task.

less time was required for orienthg to the task demands. and that

thetefore more time was available for generating responses to test items.
Untvarlate anaiyses produced one signiflcant W5erence. on a task
requirîng subjects to speculate broadly about the impact of prohibiting
alcohol or providing govemment funding of all pst-second-

training.

With a large number of tasks k i n g analyzed using univafiate statistical
methods. there is a probability that dinerences in means on that task do
not re£lect real Merences in ability and thus represent Type 1 error.
Thus the result could not stand on its own as strong evidence to support
the stated hypothesis. However. because the dinerence in means on this
task favoured the hypothesis. inclusion of the task in a second

expxhnent was certainly viewed as king warranted.
The data collected generally supported the Brst two hypotheses.
such that subjects appeared to be wrîtîng. and reacting to. essays in a
manner sImllar to that reported in prewious research. However. the more
important hypothesis. that àisclosure would facilitate problem-solving.
received only Umlted. tentative support.

Some additional observations are noteworthy. Disclosers' ratings
of the degree to which they had told others of the content of their essays
indicated that they were not exclusively reporting material which
prevlously had gone unreporteci. This leml of nporting is similar to the
degree of previous reporting as rated by Pennebaker et al.'s (1988)
disclosing subjects. In that study. subjects responded to a seven point
Likert-type scale asking the degree to whlch they reported material which
they previously held back. Mean response Born Disclosers for that item
was 4.58. as compareci to ratings of IYold previousiy" (andtherefore

reversed scding) in Experiment One of 3.4 by Male Disclosers and 2.9 for
Female DiscIosers. Thus. in the present study. degree of previous
dlsclosure. indexed by ratings of extent to which content of essays was
told to others. is s W a r to that previously reported.
While reportîng of previously uncüsclosed materiai is a critical
element in an inhibition mode1 of the salubrious effects of self-disclosure
(Pennebaker, 1985; Pemebaker, 1990). Pennebaker et al. ( 1988) found
that health centre visits decreased. subjective distress decreased. and
lmmunological fùnctioning improved for Disclosers and that exclusive
reporting of previously withheld information was not required for
disclosure to have this impact. Greenberg and Stone ( 19921 observed
that ciifferences in prior disclosure of trauma did not significantly preàict
long term health utllization and reports of physical symptoms. These
authors reported that health benefits were in evidence for subjects who
reportecl more severe traumas as compared to subjects reporting lowse!~erltytrauma or control subjects. Disclosure of previously umeported
material may not be an essentiai factor for the salubrious effects of
diclosure to occur.

A second observation is that several interaction tems in the

analyses conducted on the e s s a . written and subject ratings of the
essays indicate that Females responded dinerentiy to the Disclosure
condition than Males did. Female Disclosers wrote more and used more
emotional words. including negative emotion words, in their essays than
did Male Disclo~ersand rated the&essays as more reveallng and
stressfhi to write than did Male Disclosers. W e this did not result in
group Merences on the cognitive performance tasks. it does suggest a
dlnerent process involved in the Wrfting. For Female Disclosers. the
process appears to have been somewhat more active and evocative of
emotion than it was more Males. though the signillcance of this is not
yet apparent în the context of the current studies.
A third observation cornes fiom the within cell correlations. which

offered some perspective on relationships among variables for each of the
Male Control, Female Control, Male Discloser, and Female Discloser
groups. Correlations suggest that Female Disclosers wrote emotionally
and reported that they were disc1osing. and, covarylng signiûcantly with
these factors. were experïencing more negative Mect. None of these
variables comlated significantly with a variable summarizing cognitive
performance. However. an intriguing correlation existed for Male
Disclosers such that cognitive performance covaried with the amount
that they wrote in their esays. For Male Disclosers. neither of these
variables correlated wlth number of emotional words included in their
essay. their ratings of the degree of ~ e ~ d i s c l o s uor
r echanges in positive
or negaiive a&ct. As was noted earlier in t u s cîiscussion. it appeared
that Males and Females responded dinerently to the demands of the
Disclmure condition. Correlational analyses suggest that Males may

have beneflted nom writing, but it may not have k e n a process
invoMng. as Female Disclosers exprienced. the reporting of explicit
emotions and evocation of change in a&ct. These results are intriguing.
Interpreted in a mamer consistent with the hypothesis. they suggest
that writing promoted problem soîving in that mon Wfiting coincided. for

Male Disclosers. with better problem solving. However. both variables
may also have been subject to the influence of a third variable. such as

verbal intelltgence. such that more ver-

capable Males produced

longer easays and performed better on the performance measures than
le- verblly capable Males. This variable was not evaluated in the Brst
study. but a measure of verbal abiiity (vocabulary)was included in
analyses conducted in Experiment Two.
In Experiment Two. male and female subjects completed a written

vocabulary test, the Revised Repression-Sensitization Scale (RSS; Byrne.

Ban-.& Nelson. 1963).wrote for thirty minutes in a Disclmure or
Control condition. and then irnmediately completed two verbal problemsolving tasks.
Experiment Two presented four hypotheses. the Brst three of which
parallel those of Experiment One. and the latter of which represents a
number of anticipateci effects invoMng RSS. The first two of these
h p t h e s e s again represented expectations regarding manipulation
checks. These manipulation checks were to ensure that subjects were
completîng. and reactîng to. their essays in a manner s W a r to that
reported in prevlous research on the effects of brief. expressive writing (cf.
Pemebaker & Beall, 1986; Pennebaker et al., 1988).

The first hypothesis was that subjects in the Disclosing condition
would mite e s s a . which were more person*

revealîng and indicative

of real emotions than would Controk. Disclosers' essays were rated as
significantly more personaily revealing and indicative of real emotions

.

and stressful to write than were Control e s s a . . Disc10sers*essays also
included more emotional words than Control essays did.
The second hypothesis was that Disclosers' ratings of the&
emotions immediately after writing would indicate more negative
emotions than they had reported prlor to writing and more negaüve
emotions than were reported by Controls either prïor to or following their
writlng. AU subjects reported lower positive a e c t af?er writing the

essays wlth no differential report of positive af5ect on the basis of writing
condition. Disclosers reported significantly more negative affect than
Controls did. particularly in response to writing the essays. while
subjects generally reported higher negathre af5ect after writing the essays.
Female Disclosers reported signiflcantly more negatlve mect than Male
Disclosers or Controls.
The third and most important hypothesis of Experiment Two was
that Disclosers's performance on two verbal problem-soMng tests would
exceed the performance of Control subjects. while controlling for the
infiuence of verbal abilîty by încluàing a vocabulary measure as a
covariate in analyses. This hypothesis was not supported by the data
whlch provided no evidence of ciifferences between Disclosers and
Controls on means for these measures.
The fourth hypothesis pertained to Repression-Sensitlzation. and
was represented by a set of predictlons. Because the Repreaslon-

Sensitization dimension pertains to individuals' typical styles of dealing

with threatening material. predictions were made wïth reference

particularly to subjects in the Disclosing condition who were most
expUcitiy, by instruction. d e a m with threatening personal material. It
was predicted that individuais identifieci as Repressors from their scores

on the Revised Repression-Sensitization Scaîe (Byrne. et al.. 1963)would
write less and use fewer literal emotion words than would individuals
identified as Sensitizers on the s d e . It was expected that Repressors.
more so Uian Sensitizers. would tend to rate their writing as expressing
content previously undisclosed to others. Furthemore. Repressors were
expected to beneflt from disc1osing such that the& performance on two
written problem-solving tasks. controlling for Wtitten language abiiity.

would exceed that of Sensitizers.

In an initiai anaiysis treating RS as a dependent variable in a 2 X
2 ANOVA with the independent variables writing Condition and Sex of

subject. it was unexpectedly found that Disclosing and Control subjects'
mean scores on the RSS dinered signiflcanüy. Disclosers had
significanüy lower scores. tending toward Repression. whlle Controls'

hlgher scores meant that they tended more toward Sensitization. It
certainly would have been more desirable to have a more equal
distribution of RSS scores within each condition. However. it would
have been expected that any Mas conmbuted by the greater
representation of Repressors among the Disclosers wouM be to see a
more exaggerated demonstration of the effects hypotheslzed. @en that
Repressors were expected to report less distress in their essays and self
ratings but to benefit most Born disclosure.

RSS scores were predictive of pre-essay Negative Affect for the

whole sample of subjects. As predicted. Repressors reported less initiai
NA than was reported by Sensitîzers.

RS was predictive of a number of interaction effects such that.
interacting with Condition and Sex. number of emotion words. ratings of
the essay wrîting being stres9ful. and post-essay Negathe Mect ratings
were signifîcantly predfcted. Moreaver. means generated to interpret

these effects generally demonstrate a pattern consistent with predictions.
Thus. among Female Disclosers. Repressars used fewer emotion words
than Sensltizers. though they used fewer than a comparison group who

had moderate RSS scores. Repressors rated their essays as leas stressfiil
than Sensitizers did. pertlcuiarly among Femaie Disclosers. Repressors

reported less pst-essay NA than did Sensitizers; this was true
particularly among Male Disclosers.
RepressionSensitization was not predictive of outcome on the
cognitive performance tasks. though it was expected that Repressors
would tend to benefit most (get higher scores) on these tasks following
disclmure than would Sensitizers.
The RS dimension seemed to have M t e d utillty in predicting the
reactîons of Males and Femaies when they are in a situation where they
are to disclose personal traumatic information about themsehres. RSS
scores appeand to be most useful in predicting variables explicifly
asaociated wlth threat or distress. That is. it predicted number of
emotfonal words used by Female Disclosers in their essaays but not their
total number of words. It predicted Female Disclosers' ratings of stress
mer Wfiting the essay but not the& ratings of the essay as personally
revealing. expressing real emotion. or containhg content prevlously

undisclosed. It was predictive of Male Disclosers' ratings of pst-essay
NA. and more generally of pre-es-

NA across Sexes and Conditions. but

was not predictive of PA before or Mer wrîtlng. WNle Bell and Byme

(1978)chronic1ed a number of personalily correlates and behaviours

which research up to that Ume had associatecl with RS. the current
sample suggests that applicability of RS is with criteria explicitly
associated with threat or distress.
Within ceîî comlations were again calculateci to investigate
reiationships among variables for each of the Male Control. Female
Control. Male Discloser. and Female Macloser group. As in Experiment

One Female Discloserd degree of disclosure ccnmyed significantly with
Iricreased negathn afEect and decreased negative afTect. but cognitive
performance was correlated only with verbal abillty (vocabulary). An
intriguing correlation from Experiment One existed for Male Disclosers

in Experiment Two. such that the more that they wrote in their essays.
the better they did on both cognitive performance tasks. For the Male
Disclosers. neither of the cognitive performance variables correlated with
number of emotional words included in their essay. their ratings of the
degree of self-disclosure or changes in positive or negative a e c t . More
important&. neither the cognitive performance variables nor number of
words in the essay correlated with the vocabulary rneasure. This
suggests that the correlation between Degree of Disclosure and the two
cognitive performance variables is not an artlfact of Vocabulary
performance. This pattern of relationship among variables appears to
be consistent wîth the hypothesis that ~ s c l o s u r leads
e
to fiaciiïtation of

verbal problem-solving. M a k s and Females appeared to respond
dlnerently to the demands of the Disclosure condition. but neither group

evinced stronger performance on the cognitive measures than did Control
subjects.
Accountlnn for Limited Sumort for the Hvpotheses
While subjects in two experiments wrote essays as they were
instructeà to. and reacted to the&Wfiting with essay ratings and
emotional ratings as they were expected to. Disclosers âid not
demonstrate perfbfmance on verbal problem-sohring tasks wNch was
superior to that of Controls. Two general explanations for the current
lack of supporting data can be conceiveci. One is that the effect in
question. the facilitation of probkm soMng after emotionally expressive

writing about personal experîences of trauma. does not exist.
Conversely. this effect may exist. but was not evident in the data
presented because of limitations of the design. In addressing these
explanations. future directions for research will be indicated.
One way to explain the lack of evîdence which would indicate that
emotive disclosure facilitates problem-solving is to suggest that no such
effect occurs. Pennebaker and other researchers have identiIled
signiflcant physical effects and improved health of their subject
populations consequent to relative& brief episodes of self-dlsclasure. and
they have speculated on cognitive changes that accompany those healthrelated benefits (Mendolia& Kleck, 1993: Pennebaker & Bealî, 1986;
Pemebaker. 1990). Mendolia and Kleck ( 1993)reported that subjects
who disclosed their emotional reactions to a dlstressing video later
expressed themseives with less difflculty. more animation. and less
tension than âid a group of subjects who had descrîbed the same video in
factual. nonemothre terms. This suggests a Eacilitation in thought and
expression foilowing âisclosure of emotional reactions to a novel

stressor. Pemebaker (1990)also nported observing cognitive changes in
subjects who write about a traumatic experience from the p s t . He
noted that subjects who -te

with emotional expression about a

traumatîc experience develop the abmty 90stand back and consider the
complex causes of the event and theh own mjxed emotionsw(p. 106).
However. these reports do not present empirical support of faciltated

thinking following emotional self-dlsclomre. It may be that the
individual who emotionaily self-discloses personal material. particularly
that which previously has not been reporteci to others or acknowledged to

the self. enjoys a physiologicaî release and discovers information about
his or her iMer Me but d a s so in the absence of qualitaUve changes to

his or her thinking that would impact on other areas of his or her Me.

While logically one cmnot prwe that an effect does not exist.
dismissing the existence of an effect also leaves evidence. albeit
anecdotal. without explanation. Whlle neither of the current
experlments presented reliable data demonstrating group Merences on
task performance as a function of disclosive versus non-disclosive

Wfiting. correlational data suggests that at least Male Disclosers may
beneflt from some form of disclosive wrîting.

Male Disclosers and Female

Disclosers appeared to express themseives in Merent ways. and benetit
dif5erently fkom their disclosure: the explanation which will result will
not be simple. Moreover, the data generated add liffle to king able to
explain cognitive beneflts of ~e~disclosure.
However. the data do keep
alive the hypothesis that self-disclosure has cognitive beneflts.
A more plausible explanation for the current lack of evldence in

support of the hypothesis that emotive self-disc1osure facilitates thinking
is that a true effect exîsts which was not entirely evident in the two

experiments reported. This effect may not have been evident because of
methodologkal variations h m previously reported studies and
limitations to the design which are apparent in retrospect.
It may also be that the tnie cognitive impact of emothre self-dlsclosure
M e r s nom that which was expected and operationaiized in the studies
which ha= been presented. The discussion wiil consider each of these
potential reasons in tum.
Work by Pemebaker and hia associates has generated intriguing
evidence of a link between emothre self-dlsclosureand subsequent health
of the individual (Pemebaker & Beall. 1986: Pemebaker et al., 1988:
Pennebaker et al., 1990) and has also stimulateci considerable research
interest in the ana (Greenberg& Stone. 1992: Mendolia & Kleck, 1993:
Murray. et al.. 1989: Murray & Segal. 1994: Petrie. et al.. 1995). Efforts
to replicate this paradigm have inconsistently demonstrated health
effects following ~ e ~ d l s c l o s u(cf.
r e Murray et al.. 1989) or have not
found an effect attributable to reporting of previously inhibited personal
material (Greenberg & Stone. 1992). It appears that replication of the
effects reported by Pemebaker's lab is not a stralghtfonuard matter. but
it Ls not possible. with the information avaitable. to compare research
settings to determine discrepancies in procedures. It remains plausible
that the element or elements necessary for expression of health changes.
or, by extension. cognitive changes foïîowhg ~ e ~ d l s c l o s uhas
r e or have
not been identüled. In the current study for example. Female Disclosers
wrote longer essays with greater expression of emotion. However. in two
experiments. cognitive performance by Male Disclosers covaried only with

sheer volume of written output in the dfsclosive esaay. and not with
expression of emotion. Whiie mood seems a plausible mediating variable

for cognitive peflormance (Murray.Sujan, Hirt. & Sujan, 1990:

Kavanagh. 1987).emotional expression in disclosure may not be required
for cognitive performance to be enhanced. Reliable fiiture replications of
Pemebaker's paradigm wiU depend on iden-

essential variables

involved and the mechanism by which change in health and cognition
occur. These are missing from our current understanding of this efkct.
Dinerences in the populations investigated may account for
~ c u l t i e other
s
researchers have had repiicatlng Pemebaker's fîndings
and the present lack of fîndings supporting the hypothesis of facilitateci
problem-solving foilowing emoWe seWdisc1osure. The distress
experienced by individu& regarding traumatic experience tends to be
greater with earlier age of occurrence of the trauma,varies depending on
the type of trauma (e.8.. sunial assault as compared to car accident], and
is subject to mediating variables such as prior treatment (Burnam, Stein,

Golâing. Siegal. Samson, Forsythe. & Telles. 1989: van der Kok,
Pelcovitz, Roth, Mandel, McFarlane. & H e m a n , 1996). In neither the
current studies nor Pemebaker's studks were subjects identified for
inclusion or exclusion on the basis of prevtously reported distress. It
remains a possibîlity that the trauma history of the group of subjects

studied would significantly impact outcornes of an experimental
manipulation. While this invites speculation, the impact of population
Merences between the current studes and others reported before cannot

be evaluated and as such cannot account for the current lack of expected
findings. To the extent that Pennebaker's populations and that of the

current studies were undergraduate students. it would appear that there
Is no particular reason to suspect that the populations dinered

signiflcantly on dimensions relevant to the disclosure of trauma.

However. that having been said. the use of measures of trauma hîstory
as inclusion criteria would be an asset in hiture research.

The current experiments had a number of ljmitations which very
likely irnpacted their ability to detect the effects of interest. First. no
measures of physical heaith were included: whik parameters of easay
writing and subject ratings of their essaya and their &ct were evidence

of partial replication of prevîous research. the longer term lmpact of this
wrlting could not be evaluated or compared with that reported previously.
Inclusion of health indices. dong with measurements of self-report.
affect. prior trauma experiences. verbal abiiîty. and cognitive pedormance
would Uely be a valuable design. A design incorporating these variables

would aîlow for a cornparison wîth previously conducted research. test
hypotheses m e r regsudlng cognitive functioning after seif-disclosure,

and test the hypothesis that both cognitive and health benefits resulted
fkom a dfsinhibitory process.
A second limitation in both experiments was that measurement of

the cognitive performance variables occurred after the primaxy

experirnental manipulation (the easay writing). and cornparisons of
cognitive performance were between groups. A repeated measures.
within-subjects design with presentation of cognitive measures pre- and
pt-manipulation may decrease error variance and increase the
likelihood of finding a slgniflcant effect.
A third concem about the current experiments is that the response

ranges of the performance measures may have k e n too limiteci to detect
Merences between groups of subjects. Attenuated range may have
resulted from subjects reaching a c e m g of performance on the tasks
presented to them. Future research needs to identify a variable or

variables with a continuous range which is presented within a üme
frame such that a ceiling of performance is not reached. Additionally.
other cognitive processes may be impacted by self-àisclosure. such as
ability to sustaln attention or memory encodlng. The impact of written
self-disclosure on clinid variables. including anrdety or depression.
woukl be important to ascertain.

A fourth concern is that the time fiame for measuring cognitive

performance may also have bem too brkf. In Pennebaker's research.
health beneflts were noted six weeks (Pemebaker. et al. 1988)to four
months (Pemebaker & Beall, 1986)after disclosive writing. In
Experiment One. the significant effect found with the speculative
'suppose" questions was found on the second F'riday of testîng (2 X 2
Condition X Sex ANOVA. F(1.8l)=4.90.p.030).but not on the First
Frîday. (EL1. 81)=.80.p.183). In Experiment Two. subjects went aimost
immediately nom se~dlsclosivewriting into the cognitive performance
tasks. and an effect of writîng condnion with the speculative "suppose"
questions was not found. These results suggest that a passage of Ume
may need to occur before measurable changes in cognition occur. Future
research would do weïi to include a series of measurements over Ume.
including longer term ( 1.5 to 6 months) measurement of cognitive
performance pt-disclosure. Pemebaker and his associates noted that
disclosing subjects reported more negatiw Mect immediately following
disclosure but reported more positive afFect than âid Control subjects
three months later (Pemebaker et. al.. 1988);simllarly. changes in
intelîectual processing may be srnail. subtle. and cumulative over time.

Concludina Comments
The impact of relatively brief eplsodes of self-disclosive writing on
general health appears to have a reasonable body of evfdence (Greenberg
& Stone. 1992: MendoUa & Kleck. 1993: Murray. et al.. 1989: Murray &

Segal. 1994: Pennebaker & Beall. 1986: Penneôaker et al.. 1988:
Pemebaker et al.. 1990: Petrie. et al.. 1995). It is a task which can be
perfomeà without signiflcant financial expense: there are few social
contraindicatlons. As such it could be promoted as a self-help strategy

or as a valuable adjunct to counselllng. The emotional bene-

of

written self-disclosure could conservatively be expected to include
eventual increase of positive afEect. although this happens after some
delay afker writing: immediate a&ct is significanüy more negative &er
self-dlsclosive wrîting. An individual might also generate helpful
information about the self. allowing for strategic change in behaviour.
It has not been estabiished that self-disclosing writing faciîitates
the quaiity of one's problem-solving. Lîmited evidence suggests that this
is sa but that evidence also suggests that individu& benefit in different

ways from different kinds of writing. Writing which merely chronicles

behavlour. without emotional expression, does not evoke the klnd of
emotion reported by Disclasers. who wrote about the most traumatic and
âistressing experience or experîences of the& entire lives. This emotional
expression. and resulting negative afiect appears to be associated with
hfgher levels of positive Mect later in üme (Pennebaker et. al.. 1988). In
the current stuàies. it appeared that Female Disclosers wrote in a
manner that included use of emotional words and evoked an emotional

response. This may be expected to later beneflt this group in terms of
increased positive affect. However. it appeared that the amount that

Male Disclosers' wrote. emotionally toned but rated as less distressing
and evoking less emotîon. was as9ociated with increased performance on
the cognitive tasks. It may be that an emotîonal beneflt cornes from
emotional expression. though there is Ilkely a tlme delay invohred for this
change to come about. Cognitive impact of sewdlsclosure may be greater

or more immediate when the disclosure îs less emotionally evocative or is
more W t e d in scope. Thus. cognitive benefits ofself-dlpclosure appear
to be dependent on the timing of the self-disclosure and subsequent
measurement of cognitive performance. may depend on the degree and
nature of the self-disclosure. may beneflt Males and Females
dinerentiaily. perhaps due to reasons other than typicaî styles of
emotlonal responding. and may vary according to the type of trauma
reported and history of reporting that trauma. It is diffîcult to predict
how self-disclosive writing would affect cognitive processing in other
settings or with populations other than introductoxy students. including
identifîed cîinical populations. There la therefore much that can be done
with future research.
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Appendices

A~uendixA: Experiment One. Consent to Participate

Consent to Partiapate in Experiment Treheme"
As a participant in îhis experiment, 'Treheme" 1I v e been informed, and
understand, that 1wili be asked to write about topics that may reveal personal
information and that may be unpleasant or distressing.

1have been informed and understand that any material that 1write will be
treated as confidentid. As such,this material wiü not bear my name or other
identifying information and will be stored in a locked room accessed only by
researchers a d a t e d with this project. 1
read for the p oses of this research,
project who e ept unaware of m y identity. 1
re rüng of this material will be in aggregate form, that is, any reporting will
re er to p u p s and not to sp&c individuals.

P"

"T

I have k e n informed and understand that, as a participant in
psychologid research at the Universi of Manitoba, it is my right to withdraw
from any experiment at any time sho d 1find the procedures too unpleasant or
too distressing; in such citcumstances, 1will inforxn the experirnenter. 1
understand that 1will not be penalized for doing so and wiU receive credit for the
tirne 1 have contributeci. 1 adaiowled e that 1have agreed, in principle, to
participate in a i l of the five sessions w 'chhave been scheduled for me, and in
doing so will eam five experimental credits to be appiied to my h a 1grade in
Introductory Psychology.

9
k

Name

Date

A~wndixB: Experiment One. Tuesday Experirnent Script

Treheme
TUESDAY Control and Disclosure PROCEDURES

Befiwe the session:

Be sure that you have all of your su plies. The writing room should have:
Two pads of paper on the esk
two pens on the desk
a box of tissues on the desk
the lamp tumed on, the overhead light off
garbage or other meterials off the floor and desktop.

i

Your shouid have:
a file folder to shield your materials
these instructions (!)

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE forms
questionnaires
Code name instruction sheet
Greetinp fhe subitxt(s):
"Are you [subjds Cirst name]?"
"My name is
. Please follow me."
(a comment about the appearance of the hallway will d u c e subjects' anxiety.)

'This is the rmm we'll be us@

Are you daustrophobic?"

'These are soundproof rooms, which means that you will have a great
deal of privacy, but they are pretty intimidating when you f h t see t h e a
Have subject place 'acket and/or other materials on the floor behind chair.
Sit d o m oppsite d e subject.

F

d instructions:
'Tm gohg to be reading some instructions to you today.
'First off, thank you for agreeing to arüapate in this shidy. You are
expected to attend al1 five sessions w 'chyou have already scheduled.

k

"1want you to know that as a subject in any psychology experiment at
this University, you have the ri t to withdraw £rom any experiment at
any time should you find that t et procedures are upsetüng or unpleasant
for you*

"YOUmay do this without penalty, which means that you wodd still
receive credit for the t h e that you had put in.
"Should you find that the procedures h o m e intolerable for you, please
let me know, and you can be excused.

"If you do mt attend a session and do not give notice, however, you may
be penaiized by losing al1 five creciits.
"Be sure that you give notice ahead of time if you absolutely must miss a
session.
***
"1also want you to know that for today, Wednesday and mrsday, you
will be writhg about information Uiat is of a personal nature, and which
may be unpleasant for you.

"What you write will be read by researchers with this pmject, but 1want
you to know that I pmsonally wiU not be reading what you write.
"AU the materials that ou write on will be stored in one of these locked
labs, and wiil be stordwithout any indication of your icientity.

"Do you have any questions about what I've told you to this point?

[if not] ''1wodd like you to read this Consent to Partiapate, which covers
what 1have told you, and, if you agree, sign and date it.
''This consent wül be s t o d separately Lrom other materials that you
complete."
Give CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE form to subject for completion.

n i d subject and collect form.

"I'd like you to fill out this brief questionnaire now.
"Please read the instructions carefully. It should take you only a few
minutes to complete."
Give pteessay questio~aire
to subject.
Remain with subject, but stay unobtrusive.
DOUBLE CHECK THAT VOU HAVE THE CORRECT INSTRUCTIONS FOR
THIS SESSION.

"Before we continue further, we need to create a code so that you cm
label all the matenals that you produce in this experiment.

'Thiscode wiU link different pieces of data for the researchers.
"It will also protect your identity; that is, the code will be something other
than your narne or student number."
Give Code Name instructions, have subject complete.

"Yom code will be eight digits long.
"You will using it to label all of your materials, so please keep this slip of
paper with you.
"It you forget your code, let me know and we wiU reconstnict it.
"Please label this questionnaire with your code MW."
collect questionnaire.

"For each of the next three days, 1will be leaving you alone in this room
for approximately 30 minutes.
"When1retuni at the end of that 30 minutes, 1I
b ~ angenvelope that
you can seal yout writing in, and 1wül have another brief questionnaire.
"At the end of each session, 1would like you to submit your
questio~aireand your writing.

"As1have said, what you write will be treated confidentidly, and will be
regarded only for the purposes of this research.

''Should you feel strongly at the end of any session that you do not want
to submit your writing because of the material you have written, you will
not be forced to leave it,
"Do you have any questions up to UUs point?"

(Put aside questions about the content of writing)

DISCLOSURE
READ SLOWLY AND DELIBERATELY:
''During each of the next three days, 1want you to write about the most
traumatic and upsetthg experiences in your entire Me.

'You can write on different topia each day or on the same topic for a l l
three days.

'The important thhg is that you really let go and explore you deepest
thoughts and feelings.
"Ideally, whatever you write about should deal with events or experïences
that you have not talked about in detail with others.
'Won't worry about your speIling, or even if you are writing in complete
sentences; try to Wnte continuously for the next thirty minutes.
'Do you have any questions?"
Repeat (portions of) instructions as neeâed. Make note of questions, your
repeated instructions and other responses.
"Please begin writing. 1will retum in 30 minutes."

CONTROL

READ SLOWLY AND DELIBERATELY:

'Puting each of the next three days, 1want you to write about what you
have done in the previous 24 hours.

"Your description should be as detailed as possible.
"Aswell, you should try to Wnte about events which have occurred
without writing about your feelings about them or your thoughts or
opinions about them.

'Try to write as objeCavely as you can.
'Pon't worry about your spehg, or even if you are writing in complete
sentences; try to write continuously for the next thirty minutes.
'Do you have any questions?"
Repeat ( rtions of) instructions as needed. Make note of questions, your
repeat instructions and other responses.
"Please begin wriüng. 1will retum in 30 minutes."

e$

Leave subject, but note to them that the door does NO?'lock.

Afier 30 minutes of writin~.

Take manila envelope, pst-essay questionnaire into subject's mm.

If the subject is not finished, iwtnict to finish sentence thqr are working o n
"I'd like you to fill out this questionnaire now. Ill leave you with it for
about five minutes, and then I'U rehini."
Leave subject for approximately 5 minutes.
When you return, check to see that subject has coded both the d
and the questionnaire.

a envelope

Ensure that subject seals envelope

'That is all that 1need you to do today. Tomorrow, when you return here
at [thne], you will again be writing. We'li review the instructions at that
tirne.
*'Doyou have any questions or concems about your participation here

today?"

Make note of any questions or concems. For anl e s than major problems,
put offanswering any questions until they are debrie ed in the last session.

f

"Experimentalcredit will be assigneci on the last day of your parüapation.

"Alsoat that t h e , an overview of this project wili be presented and you
can have your questions answered.
"Before you go, 1have one very important request of you.

'This experiment will be taking lace durhg this term and the next, and
you are parücipating on more
one occasion.

tKan

"It is very important that you do not taik to othea about your experiences
in these procedures, especially others in your ùitroduction to Psychology
class.

"Talkingabout this experiment changes others' experience in the
experiment; it gives them special knowledge that you yourself did not
have.
"Havin pre-conceived ideas about an experiment can ruin an experiment
- and I'f that happens yow time hem will have been wasted.
'Therefore, I'm asking you not to talk with othea about this experiment,
at least until you receive feedbadc that the experiment is over.
'Tan you agree to that?"

Thank subject; explain M h e r if needed.
Dismiss subject. Say, as a reminder:

."

'Sec you tornorrow at [ M e ]

Mer the session, staple subject's materials together, i.e, envelope and two
questionnaires - keep consent forms separate.

Aaoendix C: Experiment One. Wednesday Experiment Script

Treherne
WEDNESDAY Control and Disdoshg PROCEDURES

Be sure that you have a l l of your su plies. The writing rooms should have:
Two pads O€ paper on the esk
two pens on the desk
a box of tissues on the desk
the lamp turnecl on, the overhead light off
garbage or other materials off the floor and desktop.

1

Your shouid have:
a file folder to shieid you materials
these instructio~is(!)
SRS-PRE questionnalles
Code name forms
Greetinp the subiect:

"Hi, [subject's names]. I'm glad to see you again. Please foilow me."
Have the subject place outerwear and / or other materials on the floor behind
chair.

"I'd like you to fil1 out this brie€questionnaile.
"Please read the instructions carehiy..

"I'U leave you with it for a few minutes, and give you more instructions
when you fïnish."
Give preessay questionnaires to subject.

Stay with subject, but remain unobtrusive.
DOUBLE CHECK THAT YOU HAVE THE CORRECT INSTRUCTIONS FOR
THIS SESSION.

If subject does not code his/ her questionnaire, respond:
"Ili get you to label this questionnaire with your name code, please."
If subject has forgotten name code, have them complete new forrn.
Coiiect questio~aire.

"As we did yesterday, 1wiil be Ieaving you alone in this rooms for
approximately 30 minutes.

"When1retum at the end of that 30 minutes, 1wiIl bMg an envelope that
you will seal your writing in, and 1will have another brief questionnaire.
"At the end of each session, 1would like you to subrnit your

questionnaite and your writhg.

"As 1have said before, what you Wnte will be treated confidentially, and
will be regardecl only for the parposes of this research.
"However, should you feel stron y at the end of any session that you do
not want to submit your writingf!xa use of the material you have
written, you wiii not be forced to leave it.
'Do you have any questions up to this point?"
(Put aside questions about the content of wrïting)

READ SLOWLY AND DELIBERATELY:
"During the next 30 minutes, 1want you to write about the most traumatic
and upsetting experiences of your entire life.

"You can write on different topics today or the same topic or topics you
wrote about yesterday.
'The important thing is that you really let go and explore your deepest
thoughts and feelings.
'ïdeaily, whatever you write about should deal with events or experiences
that you have not talked about in detaii with others.
'Pon't worry about your spehg, or even if you are writing in complete
sentences.
'Try to write continuously for the next thirty minutes.
"Do you have any questions?"

CONTROL
REAO SLOWLY AND DELIBERATELY:

''Thring each of the next three days, 1want you to write about what you
have done in the previous 24 hours.
"Your description should be as detailed as possible.
"As we4 you should try to write about events which have occurred
without writing about your feelings about them or your thoughts or
opinions about them.

'Try to write as objectively as you can.
"Don't worry about your speUing, or even if you are writing in complete
sentences; try to write conünuously for the next thnty minutes.
"Do you have any questions?"

Repeat ( rüons of) instructions as needed. Make note of questions, your
repeatztructions
and other responses.
"Please begin WRting. 1wül r e m in 30 minutes."
Leave subject, but note to them that the door does NOî lodL
A t h 30 minutes
Take manila envelope, pst-essay questionnaire into subject's mm.

IE the s u w is not finished, instcuct to finish sentenœ they are working o n
'Td iike you to 6ü1 out this questionnaire now.
'TU leave you with it for about five minutes, and then III retum."
Leave subject for appmximately 5 minutes.
When you retum, check to see that subject has coded both the manila envelope
and the questionnaire.
Ensure that subject seals envelope.
Fill out Attendance Sheet
(Closingû
'That is aii that 1need you to do today.
'Tomomw, when you retwn here at [name time], you will again be
writing.
"We'll review the instructions again at that tirne.
"Do you have any questions or concems about your partiapation here
today?"

Make note of any questions or concems. For an
l e s than major pmblems,
put off answering any questions until they are ebrie ed in the Iast session.

P
P

"I'd like to remind you of the request 1made of you yesterday.

'That is, because this experiment will be taking place during this term and
the next, and you are parüa aüng on more than one occasion, it is very
important that you do not tafk to others, especially othm in your
Introduction to Psychology dass, about your experiences in these
proceaures.
"Can you agree to that?"
Thank subject; explain M h e r if needed.

Dis&

subject. Say, as a reminder:
''Seyou tomorrow.at [time]."

After the session, staple subject's materials together, i.e, envelop and two
questionnaires - keep consent form separate.

A~wndix
D: Experiment One. Thursday -riment

Script

Treherne
THSJRSDAY D PROCEDURES

B&e

the session:

Be sure that you have a i l of your supplies. The writing roorns should have:
Two pads of papa on the desk
two pens on the desk
a box of tissues on the desk
the lamp turneci on, the overhead iight off
garbage or other materials off the floor and desktop.

Your should have:
a file folder to shield you anaterials
these instnictions (!)
pre-essay cpestionnaire
Code name form
Greetinp the subiect:

"Hi, [subject's name]. I'm glad to see you again. Please foiiow me."
Have the subject place outerwear and/ or other materials on the floor behind
chair in the room.

"rdIüce you to fil1 out this brief questionnaire.
"Please read the instnictions carefdy.

T U leave you with it for a few minutes, and give you more instructions
when you finish."
Give pre-essay questionnaire to subject.
Stay with subject, but remain unobtnisive.
DOUBLE CHECK THAT YOU HAVE THE CORRECT INSTRUCTIONS FOR
THIS SESSION.

If subject does not code his/ her questionnaire, respond:
"1" get you to label this questionnaire with your name code, please."

If the subject has forgotten name code, have them complete new form.
Collect questionnaire.

"As we have done previously, 1will be leaving you alone in this rooms for

approximately 30 minutes.
"When 1rehun at the end of that 30 minutes, 1will bring an envelope that
you can seal your writing in, and 1will have another brief questionnaire.
"At the end of each session, 1would iike you to submit your
questionnaire and your Wnting.
"As 1have said before, what you write will be treated confidentially, and
will be regarded only for the pur pose^ of this research.

"Should you feel strongly at the end of any session that you do not want
to submit your writing because of the material you have written, you will
not be forced to leave it.
"Do you have any questions up to this point?"
(Put aside questions about the content of writing).

READ SLOWLY AND DELIBERATELY:

'During the next thirty minutes, 1want you to write about the most
traumatic and upsetting experiences of your entire Me.

"YOU can write on different topics today or the same topic or topics you
have written about previously.
T h e important thing is that you r e d y iet go and explore your deepest
thoughts and feelings.

"Idealiy, whatever you write about should deal with events or experiences
that you have not talked about in detail with others.
"Don't worry about your spelling, or if you are wriüng in complete
sentences.

'Try to write continuously for the next thirty minutes.
"Do you have any questions?"

CONTROL

REAO SLOWLY AND DELIBERATELY:

"During each of the next three days, 1want you to write about what you
have done in the previous 24 hours
"Your description should be as detailed as possible.
"As weU, you should try to write about events which have occurred
without writing about yow feelings about them or your thoughts or
opinions about them.

'TVto write as objectively as you m.
"Don't worry about your spelling, or even if you are writing in complete
sentences; try to write continuously for the next thirty minutes.

"Do you have any questions?"

Repeat ( rtions of) instructions as needed. Make note of questions, your
repeat instructions and other responses.
"Please begin writing. 1will retum in 30 minutes."

e$

Leave subject, but note to them that the door does NOT lock.
Afler 30 Minutes
CHECK ON'THE TlME OF SUWECT'S NEXT (Friday) APPOINTMENT.
Take manila envelope, post-essay questionnaire into m m .

If subject is not finished, instruct to finish that the sentence that they are working
on.
''rd like you to fill îhis questionnaire now.
"Ill leave you with it for about 5 minutes, and then Ill retuni."

Leave subject for approximately 5 minutes; give instructions to second subject.
When you retum, check to see that subject has coded both the manila envelope
and the questionnaire.
Ensure that subject se& his or her envelope.
Fili out ATTENDANCESHEEI:
(Closiczg)
'That is ail that 1need you to do today.
'Do you have any questions or concerns about your participation here
today?"

Make note of any questions or concems. For an
l e s than major problemç,
put off answering any questions until they are ebrie ed in the last session.
"Tomorrow you wiil be meeting with another researcher with this project.
,at yow
"You won't be meeting in this room; instead, go to robm
appointment t h e .

P
B

"You w i l l be attending that session with otheis who are parücipating in
riment.
"It
be very important at that t h e not to t a k about your own
experiences in the expriment with those others.
"At the last session, next Frida ,the researcher in char e of this project
will explain the purpose and e procedures of the stu y.
"However, until then, I'm asking you to maintain your silence about your
own participation. Oka ?
'Thank you for yow e orts ovet these past üuee days."

""3

X

f

g

Dismiss subjects.
After the session, staple subject's materials together, Le., envelope and two
questionnaires keep consent forms separate.

-

A~mndnrE: Experiment One. Mday One ExpetLment Script

Treherne
FRIDAY 1 PROCEDURES

Behre the session:
You should have:
FILLED COLOURED ENVELOPES - make sure letter on bottom of
measms matches letter of week (A or B)

*Pm

" E e e n t in Pmgress'' sign
'tape
PANAS questionnaire
experimental credit cards (in case)
stopwatch or ümer
Code name instruction sheet
attendance sheets
"Instructions for sheets, numbered with order of task presentation.

..."

Place piles of envelopes on desks with pen and with PANAS questionnaire on
top.

Greeting the subiecfs:
"Please corne in, and find a seat at separate desks where there is a stack of
envelopes. Please do not open these envelo es or remove the contents
unol you are told to do so. Please put your
and bags on the flmr
b i d e you. Then should be nothing on your table except the materials
provideci."

gwks

Wait for stragglers if more are expected.

"I'mexpecting a few more people, so we'U wait just a few more moments
before we begin.

,and this is the fourth session of Treheme.

"My name is

"You're going to be doing something different today than you have been
asked to in the sessions earlier in the week.
'The first thing that I'd like you to do is to put the code name that you
have been usin in this experiment on the bottom of the papea extending
out of the enve opes, Again, DO NOT remove the papers h m the
envelopes.

f

"While you're doing that, I'U pass around an attendance sheet for each of
you to sign.

P a s out attendance sheet.
Hand out code name for- and/ or pens where needed.

"Please complete the questioiuialle on top of the stack of envelo s, which
begins "Below are a number of words that describe different fee g and
emotions." When you've finished with that, just put it to the other side of
the desk."

E

Wait for Or subjects to finish.

"You're going to be doin a number of tasks today, which are contained
in these envelopes. AU O these tasks are pen-and-paper tasks. AU of the
tasks have a t h e b i t , so in generd, you will be trying to work as quiddy
as you Can.

f

'There's how it will work 1wiii tell you the colour of the envelope; you
wiil take that envelope out, WïïHOUT REMOVING THE CONTENTS
YET, and put the other envelopes to the side. 1will teil you how much
t h e you have, and then 1will tell you to be
At that point, you will
remove the contents of the envelope, read e instructions, and da the

tr.

task. There wiU be no furthet instructions other than what is writtei' on
each sheet of paper, so ou will have to respond to each task as best you
thinkis ap priate.
p u r time is up, 1will say S OP"; please put
your pen own, put the paper under the envelope, and put them aside at
the other end of the table. We wiü then go on to the next task.

8"

"Do you have any questions?"

Respond Y needed.

"Please be aware that assignment of experimental aedit does not depend
s them to get
on your perforomance on these tasks: you don? have to p
your aedit for being here. However, I do exped you to give your very
best effort on each task.

'The first envelope is the -*- envebpe."

..."

'Refer to the "Instructions for sheet. Present tasks in order numbered 1to 7.
Note that BKx is BMCK, while BLx is BLUE.xxA is form A of each task,
corresponding to the weeks designated " A while XXBis fonn B of each task,
corresponding to the weeks designated 'W.
"Please take that envelope out WïIHOUT REMOVING ïiS COmNTS.
You wiU have minutes to work on this task. Please begin."

-

Time out 3 or 5 minutes.
"Stop.

"nit that sheet undemeath the envelope, and just put that to the other
side of your de&
'The next envelope is the -*- envelope. For this task you will have minutes. Please begih"
Continue through all six remaining tasks.

I have three thin that rd like to say before you go. First, thank you for
your t h e and e ort here toda .These taski can take a lot of
concentration and wrîüng, an that's real work. 1appreciate your efforts.

r$

(r

Second, next week, at the same tirne and in this same m m , will be y o ~
last session. At that üme you'll be supplied with some background
information about this e riment, and there will be any questions that
you have, or comments E t ou may wish to malce. Also at that
assigneci, so please bring your
your expeimental aedit
experimental credit d s .

mYbe

The last thin that I'd lüce to mention is request that has been made of you

&(e your continued cooperation and sup

rt in not
discussing your experience in Uiis e riment with O ers who may be in
and Inhoductory PsychoIo
would indude each other. As
much as possible we woul like individuais to have the exact same
experience in this experiment as do other people in the experiment. This
means that we don't want people to corne in with prior knowledge or
expectations or knowledge that other people didn't have. You may
appreciate for yourseif that if you had known what ou would be doing
in this expetiment prior to participating, you might ave felt l e s &ous
or more anxious, you rnight have thought more about what you might
write, and so on. These kinds of expectationscan aiter experimental
findings, and can ruin experiments. That would mean your time here
would have been wasted. Ço please, your silence and coaperation is
appmdated.
aii week. I'd

'

rd"=

tK"

K

Are there any questions?
Dismiss Subjects after answering questions.
Have a good weekend. See you next week.

Amendix F: Experiment One. Friday Two Experiment Script

Treheme
FRIDAY Day 2 PROCEDURES
W

e the session:

You should have:
FILLED COLOURED ENVELOPES - make sure letter on bottom of
measures matches letter of week (A or B)

P==

Experiment in Progress" sign
tape
PostExp questionnaile
experimentalcredit cards (in case)
stopwatch or timer
PANAS questionnaire
Code name instruction sheet
attendance sheets
"Instructionsfor sheets, numbered with order of task presentation.

..."

Place piles of envelopes on desks with pen and with PANAS questionnaire on
top.
Greeting the subiects:

"Welcome back, and find a seat at separate desks where there is a stack of
envelopes. Please do not open these envelo a or remove the contents
uniü y w are told to do so.P1ease put your k
k
s and bags on the fioor
beside you. There should be nothing on your table except the materials
provideci."
Wait br stragglers if more are expected.
"I'mexpecting a few more people, so we'll wait just a few more moments
before we begin.

'Thisis the last session of Treheme, and as you may have athered, the
rocedure we'll be following WUbe identical to the proce me we used

d

Est week

'The first thhg that I'd like you to do is to put the code name that you
have been usin in this experdent on the bottom of the papers extending
out of the enve opes, Again, DO N<TTremove the papers fiom the
envelopes.

P

" m e you're doing that, Pll pass around an attendance sheet for each of
you to sigh

Pass out attendance sheet.
Hand out code name fonw and/or pens where needed.

,

"Please complete the questionnaire on top of the stadc of envelo

which
g and
emotioiis." When you've finished with that just put it to the other side of
the desk."

begins "Below are a nurnber of words that describe different tee

Wait for aii subjects to finish.
"You're going to be doing a number of tasks today, which are contained 1
these envelopes. AU of these tasks are pen-and-paper tasks.AU of the
tasks have a time limit, so in general, you will be trying to work as quickly
as you can.
'Theretshow it will work 1will tell you the colour of the envelope; you
will take that envelope out, WïïHOUT REMOVING THE CONïENTS
YET, and put the other envelopes to the side. 1will tell you how much
time you have, and then 1wiîl tell you to be .At that point, you will
remove the contents of the envelope, read e instructions, and do the
task. There will be no further instructions other than what is written on
each sheet of paper, so ou will have to tespond to each task as best you
~iink
is apgropriate. d e n youi time is up, 1wiii say **SOT;please put
your pen own, put the paper under the envelope, and put them aside at
the other end of the table. We wiU then go on to the next task.

di'='

' P o you have any questions?"
Respond if needed.
"As 1 mentiomed last week, please be aware that assignment of
experimental credit does not depend on your perforomance on these
tasks: you don't have to p s s them to get your credit for being here.
However, 1do expect you to give your very best effort on eadi task.

The first envelope is the -*- envelope."
*Refer to the "Instructions for ..."sheet. Present tasks in order numbered 1to 7.
Note that BKx is BLACK., while BLx is BLUE.xxA is form A of each task,
cofzesponding to the weeks designatecl "A*',while xxB is fomi B of each task,
correspondhg to the weeks designated 'a".
"Pleasetake that envelope out WiTHOUT REMOVING ITS CONENTS.
minutes to work on this task. Please begin."

You will have

-

Time out 3 or 5 minutes.
"Stop.

'Tut that sheet undemeath the envelope. and just put that to the other
side of your desk
'The next envelope is the -*- envelope. For this task you wili have minutes. Piease begin."
Continue through all six remaining tasks.
'Thank you very much for your efforts.
'The last thing that 1would We for you to do is to complete one last
uestionnaire, but this t h e it is a questionnaire about our experiences in
&s aputiment. That is, what 1would W<eto find out &3 m you is your
honest opinion of what it has been like to be in this experiment. We intend
out what it really
the
you wondered
guesses about why
about, or that
certain things
is an attempt to nnd out from
you what you
all the questions, but if
you have an opinion please respond. If there is something you're
wondered about, but this questionnaire doesn't ask for, please write that
down."
Hand out pst-exp questionnaires.
"Whileyou are working on this, I'U also hand out a summary of rationale
behind this experirnent. When you've anished the questionnairefyou can
read through this summary, and if you have questions or comrnents to
makef 1can cespond.

Respond to questions/ cornments h m subjects.

&mendix G: Experiment One, Posilîve and Negathre M e c t Schedule

Beîow are a number of words that describe different feelings
and emotions. Read each item and then indicate to what extent you
feel this way right now, that is, at the present moment. Use the
following sale to rate the degree to which you feel this way. Mark
the appropriate ansver in the space next to that word.
2

1

very siightly a little
or not at aU
.

interesteâ

.

excited

-upset

-strong
-scared
-hostile
-enthusiastic
proud

3
moderately

4

5

quite a bit

extreniely

,

irritable

,

ashamed

-inspireci
-newous
,

,

attentive

-jittery
.

active

Amendlx H: Experiment One. Post-Essay Questionnaire

Please cornplete the questions below with regard to what you just
written (which WU
be referred to as "your essay").
1. To what degree does your essay contain material that is deeply

personal and revealing?
1
2
Not at

3

4

5

6

7

a great
deal

all

2. To what degree does your essay reveal your real feelingsand

motions?
1
2
Not at

3

4

5

6

all

7
a great
deal

3. To what degree was it stressful to write this essay?
1
2
Not at

3

4

5

6

aU

7
a great
deal

4. ûverall, how much have you told other people about what you

wrote today?
1
2
Not at

all

3

4

5

6

7

a great
deal

A~mndlx1: Experlment One. Post Experimental Questionnaire
Thank you for your participation in this study today and 1st week.
Without your time and efforts, this research could not be conducted; 1appreciate
your input very much.
Below are a series of questions regarding your exjeriences in this study.
There are no right or m g anmvers; 1hope you WU
provide honest thoughts and
opinions as best you can. The aim of these questions is to find out what it has
been like for you to be a subject in this experiment, so that I can better
understand the impact of different elements of the study. If you have additional
comments, please add those.
Generally, what did you think (or what would you now guess) was the
purpose of this study?
Did you feel you had SuffiCient privacy &or confidentiality to write a
candid essay? Could you have written more than you did?
1s there anythïng that would have made you feel more assured of pirvacy
andlor confidentiality?

Was your experience in this study in any way helpful or harmful to you?
Did any part of the experiment especiaiiy intrigue you or upset you?
Additional comments:

Piease complete the foiîowing questions. This information will help me to
understand the population of students who have participated in this experiment.
This information, like al1 the other information you have contnbuted toâay, wïii
be kept confidentid and will not be linked with your identity.
What is the first language you learned to speak?

What are yow parents' first or primary lanuages?
Father
Mother
If English is not your first language, when did you learn to speak English?

What other languages do you speak? At what age did you leam this/these
lwwUF(s)?

In what language was your schooling?
Kindergarten, grades 1 to 3
Grades 4 to 6
Grades 7 to 9
Grades 10 to 12 What is your age?

In what faculty and year are you registered?
Are you

Male

Thankyou!

or

Female

(please circle)

-

-

_____--

A~mndix
J: Experiment One. Written Feedback to Subjects

Experiment T~eheme:
Theoretical Foundatiom

Sharing idormation about ourselves is important in our relationships.
Revealing information about ourseIves to others allows us opportunity to
compare thoughts, beliefs and opinions; in reveahg ourselves, we a h leam
about ourselves.
We can reveal ourselves by talking, but we can also write about thoughts
and feelin in letters, journais, or diaries. These are also avenues for increased
self-know edge.

P

Previous research (Pennebaker & Beall, 1986; Pe~ebaker,Kiecolt-Glaser,
& Glaser, 1986)has reported significant benefits to health (Le., improved selfreports of health, decreased d i t s to hedth care providers, increase in immune
system functioning) which occur as a function of writing self-discloshgessays of
personal trauma. The health benefits seem to occur espedally when the trauma
which has been e rienced has not previously been reported to others. Peo le
appear to become ealthier by Whie of having wcitten about upsetting, p
aspects of their past.

"Ir

&

With changes in health, these researchers also suggest that changes in
cognition occur consequent to written self-disclosure. Thlliking seems to
become broader, in terms of conce hial or temporal focus, and incorporates a
greater consideration of the indivi ual's own emotional status. However, these
mearchers have not operationalueci and measured these cognitive changes. The
study you have partia ated in is investigating the cognitive consequences of
writing about pers0 trauma.

1

J

Whereas some individuals were asked to write about "the most upsetting
experience of [the4 enüre Me," some individu& wrote without feeling or
opinion about details of the past 24 hours. The latter grou represents a
"control" or comparison group; the comparison between t e p u p disdosing
and the control oup represents the primary independent variable of the study.
You were plac$into a control p u p or a p u p aslced to disclose solely on the
basis of random assignment*

R

A number of questionnaires were competed, to measure mood at various
points during the procedure, and, at the end of the shidy, to uery your own
personal experience of this study and to collect demographic ata.

a

a

Some mentally didengin tasks were presented to you today and last
Friday. The tasks represent the ependent variables of interest; my hypothesis is
painhil experiences
that expressing thoughts and feelings regatding upse
that one has been through leaves one with a thinking sty e which is conceptually
or temporally broadened, which faditates rformance on mentally M e n g i n g
tasks. The support, or lad<of support, for
hypothesis wid be borne out in
statkticalcomparisons.

Es

7

Please be assured that a l l essays, uestio~airematerials, and other
materials you produceci/ com leted will treated as stRctly confidential. No
information with you personally. You have
attempt will be made to link
shared information which is, to a p a t e r or lesser extent, personal and revealing;
1wish to be respectful of that, as a matter of appropriate, ethical conduct, but
also in gratitude to your contribution to my research.

&

%e

Some individuals may find that, through the writing that they have done.
they become more awam of personal feelings and issues which they are not
cornfortable dealing with on their own. They may wish to seek counseling for
themselves, an opportunity to explore feeüngs and experiences with an
individual who is trained to be hel ful and compassionate. A number of
opportunities eaist for counsehg'/or students at the University of Manitoba,
Service in UMSU, and the Psychological Service Centre.
quality s e ~ œ which
s
are £reeof charge. If
you have uncovered by re rting your
experiences in this study, and you would like to pursue counserg, 1would
invite you to contact me thn,ugh the Psychology General Office, 474-9338. 1
would be pleased to awist you by providing further information about services
available and, if appropriate and at your request, by making a r e f e d You can,
otherwise, contact the Coumeling Service or the Psychologid Service Centre
independently; a referral is not requited.
1would be leased to address an further uestions that you may have
regarding this stu y; contact me throu& the PsyS(01ogy General Office, 4749338. 1have a request of you: because this research is ongo- 1would
appreciate your cooperation and su rt in not telling your peers about your
experience in thg study. Others wEParticipating - it is very important that
they are not informed about the procedures ahead of t h e , or theV e dations
will alter their performance of the tasks 1p-nt
to t h e a That woulrh effect,
ruin the experiment which you have just invested two hours of your time in.
Feel free to talk with famil and friends who are not in Introductoiy Psychology
- if you want to! But
p u for not discussing this study with others in your
htro Psych dass.

1

thaX

Thank you for a l l your efforts here today.
Kent Somers, M.A.
PhD. Candidate
Department of Psychology
University of Manitoba

Ao~endncK: Experiment Two. Subject Conmnt to Participate

Consent to Partiapate in Experiment "JaspeP
As a participant in this experitnent "Jasper"I have been informeci, and
understand, that 1will be asked to write about topics that may reveal personal
information and that may be unpleasant ur &s?ressing.

1have been informed and understand that any material that 1write wiU be
treated as confidentid. As such, this material will not bear my name or other
idenûfying information and will be stored in a locked room accessed only by
researchers assodateci with this project. 1understand that m writings will be
read for the p oses of this research, but will be read only researchers in the
project who are
"P(ept unaware of my identity. 1understand that any scholarly
re rting of this material will be in aggregate form, Uiat is, any reporting will
re et to groups and not to speahc individuais.

$

P"

1have been informed and understand that, as a partiapant in
ch010gicai research at the Universi of Manitoba, it is my right to withdraw
any experiment at any time sho d 1find the procedures too unpleasant or
too distressing; in such circumstance, 1wilî inform the experimenter. 1
understand that 1will not be penaiized for withdrawd but will receive aedit for
the time 1have contributed. From my full parücpaüon I will earn two (2)
experimental credits to be appiied to my £inalgrade in Introductory Psychology.

9

Name

Date

Ap-pendixL: Experiment M.
Experiment Script

Expriment: Jasper 41
PROCEDURES
Before the session:
posted signs?
Dividers up?
Random numbers on desks?

Be sure that you have ail of your supplies-The wriîing are& should have:
pad of paper on the desk
two pens on the desk
a box of tissues on the desk
garbage or other materials off the floor and desktop.
packet of experiment materials
Your should have:

a file folder to shield your materials
these instructions (!)
Greetinp
- the subie&):
"Welcome to the experiment

;my name is

.. . .

"I'U be giving you instructions throughout today's session. Please do not
begin any task or turn over any papers mol 1ask vou to do so. Your
cooperation is appreciated.
"First off, thank you for agreeing to parücipate in this study. You will be
here for two hours - we will take a brief break approximately bai€ way
through.

"1want you to know that as a subject in any psychology experixnent at
this University, you have the ri ht to withdraw Erom any experiment at
any time should you h d that t.fe procedures are upsetting or unpleasant
for you.
"You may do this without penalty, which means that you would still
receive credit for the tirne that you had put in.

"Should you find that the procedures become intolerable for you, please
let me know, and you can be excused.

Subiecf Rinhts

- Contimed

"You will be writing today about information that is of a personal nature,
and which may be unpleasant for you.
"What you write ardl be read by researchers with this pmject. Because of
that you are N m to write your name, student numberOor any other
personal information on the materiais given to you today. Your identity
will not be linked to the materials you produce.

"AUthe materials that you write on will be stored in a locked Lab, and wiU
be stored without any indication of your identity.
*'Doyou have any questions about what I've told you to this point?

[if not]
"Please turn over the top page h m the stack of papers in front of you.
1would like you to read this Consent to Participate, which covers what 1
have told you, and, if you agree with it, please sign and date it.

"Please be aware that this consent will be stored separately from other
materials that you complete."
Collect Consent iOnns
Panas1

"So that all of the materials that you produce today can be linked
together, a number has been taped to your desk. These are random
numbers that will label di the materials that you produce without any
indication of your personal identity. I'l refer to it as your Table Number.
"Please tutn over the next paper £rom the stack in front of you.

'Tlease copy your Table Number onto the bottom right hand corner of
the questionnaire.
"I'd like you to 6.U out this brief questionnaire now.

"Please read the instructions carefully. It should take you only a few
minutes to complete.

When you have finished with that questionnaire, please put it face d o m
on the other side of your desk."

"Next, I have a lon et questionnaile for you to complete. Please tuni over
the stadc in front of you. It shouid read T h e
Health and Opinion Survey.'

the stapled pcket

"Please copy your Table Number ont0 the bottom right hand corner of
the questionnaire.
'Tlease tum to the second page; I'il read the instructions aloud:
This inventory consists of numbered statements.
Read each statement and decide whether it is
true as oppIied to you or falm as applied to you.
You ore to mark your answers on this booklet.
If a statement is true or moatly tnia as applied
to you circle the letter T in the column beside
the statement.
If a statement is Mse or wually not tnn.as
applied to you. circle the letter F in the column
beside the statement.
If a statement does not apply to you or if it is
something thot you do not know about, it is
pertnissible to leove that item unmarked.
howevar you shoutd try to give a response to
every statement,
Remember to give your own opinion of yourself.
Please complete al1of the pages.

You will have ap roximately 20 minutes to complete this.
Don't linger too ong on any one item, but give the first
response that occurs to you. 1 WU
make an announcement
when 15 minutes have passed.

l"

1m o t give you any further information as you complete
this task, so complete each item as you see fit.

Please tum Ihe page and begin. Put your
questionnaire face-down on the other side of the table
when you have finished.

Tlease tum over the next sta led packet h m the stadc in front of you.
Please copy your Table Num r ont0 the bottom right hand corner of the
front page.

ge

'This next task lists a number of words. 1wiU say each w o d aloud. 1
want you to write the meaning of that word in the space pmvided.
'Tou shodd put your answer down promptly, as there is a limitecl
amount of time for each word.
A l h 40 stxonds ver m r d
'The k t word is Conceal; What daes Conceal mean?
"The next word is Consume; What does Consume mean?

Terminate
Domestic
Ponder
-ctwry
- please turn the ppge
'The next word is Evasive; What does Evasive mean?
Perimeter
Makhless
Tangible
Orninoirs

Audacious

Br&
-

Preamble to ControllL~sclosurecondition
"For the next 30 minutes, 1will be having you write - on a topic which I
will supply to you in just a minute.
"At the end of that 30 minutes, you will seal your writing in the manila
envelope supplied, and 1will have a few other brief tasks for you to do.
"At the end of today's session, 1would like you to submit your writing
dong with the rest of your materials. This writing is valuable to this
research.
"As 1said previously, what you write will be treated confidentially, and
wili be regarded only for the purposes of this research.

L

"However, shodd you feel stron y at the end of the session that you do
not want to submit your writing
use of what you have written, you
wiU not be forced to leave it.
"Do you have any questions up to this point?"

READ SLOWLY AND DELIBERATELY:
'During the next thirty minutes, 1want you to write about the most
traumatic and upsetting experience or experiences of your entire life.

"You am write about a single topic or about a number of topics.
'The important thhg is that you reaily iet go and explore you deepest
thoughîs and feelings.

'ïdedy, whatever you write about should deal with events or expenences
that you have not talked about in detail with others.
"Don't worry about your spelling, or even if you are writing in complete
sentences. Try to write continuously for the 30 minutes.
'Do you have any questions?"
***
"Please begin miting. 1wül announce the end of the 30 minutes."

CONTROL
READ SLOWLY AND DELIBERATELY:

'Puring the next UUity minutes, 1want you to write about what you have
done in the previous 24 hours.
"Your description should be as detailed as possible.
"As weU, you should try to write about events whîch have occurred
without writing about your feelings about them or your thoughts or
opinions about them.
'Try to write as objeeüvely as you can.
"Don't worry about your spelling, or even if you are writing in complete
sentences. Try to write continuously for the 30 minutes.
'Do you have any questions?"
***
"Please begin writing. 1will announce the end of the 30 minutes."

"Please stop writing. Separate the pages that you have written on, and
put those into the m a d a envelope.
Copy your table number ont0 the envelope.
Gt,. please
put the envelope to the uther side of

'Tlease seal the envelo
When you have done
your table.

"Please turn over the next page, copy your table number to the bottom
right hand corner, and complete that questionnaire. Put it to the other
side of your table when you have completed it.

Problem-Solvina
- Masures
"Please do not turn over the next two pages und1 ask you to do so.
'We will be completing them one at a time; 1will tell you when to start
each page.
"On each page is a word problem. When 1ask you to, you will hun over
the page, read the instructions, and do that task.

"Icannot give you further instructions beyond what is printed, so you will
have to respond as you see fit.

'Tach task has a time limit, so work as quiddy as you m.
Please try your very best on each task
***
'Tlease tum over the k t page now. You have five minutes.
***
'Tlease turn over the next page. You have five minutes.
"Please copy your table number to each of those last twp pages, and put
them to the other side of your table.

"Ihave one last task for you today before you are excused.

'The experiment itself is actudy over; that is, the independent variable
has been systematicaily varied, and the dependent measures have been
completed.
Wowever, it is helpfd for me to know what it has been like for you to be
a subject in Uiis e riment. Have you been d o u s or uncornfortable?
Did you have an i ea of what this experiment was about, or were you
uncertain? I f s important to know the informa1 effects of the experiment
to be able to reasonably interpret the formal effects.

T

"For this reason, 1have a Post-Experiment Questionnaire for you to
complete. It asks these kinds of questions; if you have other comments,
please feel free to add them.
"The second page of the questionnaire indudes demographic information,
such as age, gender, and languages that you speak. As with a l l other
information coUected, this information wili not be used to identify you
personally, but allows me to dexribe the population of subjects in my
experiment.
"To link this information with the other material you have produced
today, please copy your table number to the front page of the
questionnaire."
Feedback

"One last thing. Once you have finished that questionnaire, you are
excused.
Y want you to know that 1am grateful for your presence and your efforts
hem todag t h o u c
mwt do this for aedit, you make t h e and
expend e ort to
ere, and 1thank you for that.

y

"At the front of the room is a printed synopsis of the rationale for this
research,
'% you're curious about why you did some of the things you did and

what it's al1 about, it will give you some Wback.

'ayou would like to wait around to ask uestions or to speak with me
about the expriment or yow experience ere, 1will be available d e r the
session, and 1wouid be pleased to speak with you.

1

"Thank you once again for your time and efforts here today."

Amendix M: Experiment Two. Positive and Negative Anect Schedule

Beiow are a number of words that describe diff'ent feeiings
and emotions. Read each item and then indicate to what extent you
feel this way right now, that is, at the present moment. Use the
foiîowing scale to rate the degree to which you feel this way. Mark
the appropriate answer in the space next to that word.
1
2
very slightly a little
or not at aU

3
moderately

4
quite a bit

-interested

.

.-.

-alert

distressed

-ImtY
,

scared

-hostile
-enthusiastic
-.

proud

irritable

.

determined

-.

attentive

-jittery
,

,

active

5

extremely

Ap~endhrN: Expeiriment Two. Revised RepressionSensitization Scale
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This inventory consists of numbered statements.
Read each statement and decide whether it is
true as applled to you or fa/= os applied to you.
You are to mark your answers on this booklet,
If a statement is tnre or mostîy îme,as applied
to you, circle the letter T in the column beside
the statement.
If a statement is îùb or usually not me,as
applied to you, circle the letter F in the column
beside the statement.
If a stotement does not apply to you or if it is
something that you do not know about. It is
permissible to leove thot item unmarked,
howaver you should try to give a response to
every statement.
Remember to give your own opinion of yourself.
Please complete al1five pages.
P1-e

h m îhe page and m i n .

1. Ihave a good appetite.

21. Much of the Wne my head seems to

hurt all wer.
2.1 wake up f
i
a and rested rnost

22.1 do not always tel the truth.

mornlngs.
23. My juâgment k better than it ever was.
4.1 Y ke to read newspaper articleson

crlme.
5. My hands and feet are rcsually warrn

enough.

7.1 am about as able to work as Iever
was.
8. There mto be a lump in my throat
much of the thie.

10. Once In a whYe Ithink of thlngs too
bad to talk about.
11. Iam vety seidom troubied by

24. Once a week or ottener Isuddenly
tee( hot ali over, wtthout opparent
Ca-.
26.1 am In as good phydcal heatth as
moat of f r n d s .
26.1 prefer to pas by schod triends, or
people Iknow but have not seen for
a long the, unlesthey speak to me

tlrst.

27.1 am aimo6t never botheced by palns
wer the heart or in my chest.

28.1 a m a good mixer.
29. Everythlngb turnlng out just Yke the
prophetsof the Bible said It would.
Ml. Ido not read every editorld in the

newspaper every day.

consllpatlon.
12. At iimes Ihave fits ot laughlngand

31.1 sometimes keep on at a thing untll
0th- kse thelr patience wlth me.

crylng that Icannot contrd.
32.1 wkh Icouid be as happy as othefs
13.1am troubled by aîtacks of nausea

seem to be.

and vomMng.
14.1feel that it ls certalnly bestto keep my

rnouth shut Intimes of trouble.

33.1thlnk that a great many people
exaggerate thdr misfortunesin order
to gain the sympathy and help of
others.

15. At tlmes Ifeel Yke sweailng.
34.1 get angry m e t h e s
16. Ifind it hard to keep rny mindon a

ta& or lob.

36. Most of the tkne Ifeel blue.

1 7. Iseidorn worry about my heaith.
18. At times Ifeel llke srnashlng thlngs.

19.1 have pedods of dam weeks, or
maths when Icolldn't take care of
thlngr because I couldn't 'get

38.1 ribualy feel that Ufe îs worth whHe.

gdng'.
20. My sleep Is Itttul and disturbed.

39. lt takes a lot of argument to convince
most peopleof the truth.

40. Once In a whüe Iput off untitomoriow
what Icould do today.

41.1thhkthatmpeoplewouldlet0

get ahead.
42.1do rnanythings whkh Iregret

ottemards (1regret thlngs more otten
than others seern ta).
49.1 go to church dmod evecy weelt.

44.1 havevefy few qwrrslr wmi rnembefs
of my f a m .
45.1 beUeve in the second comlng of
Christ.

60.1 do not wofry about catchhg

dlseuas.
61. A t thes rny thought have raced
ahead f d e thon
~ Icould speak

them.
62. ilIcould get into a m
i
e wHhout
paylng and be aire Iwus not seen I
wauld probobly do It.

65.1commorily wonder what hidden
reasm anoîher peson rnay have for
ddng sunethhg nlce for me.

46. My hardest batliesare wlth mysd.

64.1 beQeve that my homeMe Is as
pleciaantas that of rnost people I

47.1 have lime or no trouMe wiîh my

66. Crttîcisn or scoidlng hurts me terribly.

4û. 1don't seem to care what happemsto

66. My conduct k largely controlled by the
cUaoms ot thode around me.

know.

musclestwltchhg or lunping.

me.
49. Sometlmeb wheri f am not feelng w e l I
am crogs.
50. Much of thetime lteel asthough I

have done somethlng wrong or evi.
61. Iam happy moJt ot the tlme.

68. At ilmes Ifeel iike picklng a ftst tight

with someone.

69.1have otten loa out on thlngs
because I couldn't m a k e up my mlnd

sooneriough.
52. Some people are so bossy that Ifeel
~ k ddng
e
me opposite ot what they
request even though Iknow they are

Wht.
59. Often I feei ostnough there were a

tlg(ht bandabout my head.
54. My table mannefs are not qulte os
good at homeas when Iam out ln

Company.
56. Iseem to be as capabie and smart as

rnost othw aroundme.
56, Most p80P)8 wiîi use somewhat untalr

70. it rnakes me Impatientto have people

ask my advke or otherwise interrupt
me when Iam worklng on samethbig
tnportont.

71.1 wou#rather wln thon kse o game.
wlthotd
72. Most nlghts I go to
thoughts or ideasbotherlng me.
79. Durhg the past few years I have been
w d l most of the.
74.1have never had a 3or convulsion.

meansto gain protit or an

advantageruther thon to h e It.
57. me

ot ~ o o neither
d
frlghtens me
nor maka me dck.

58. Often I can't understandwhy I have

been so cios6 and grouchy.

69.1 have nwer vomited or coughed ul,
Mood.

77.1 cannot understandwhat I readas

wea ab lusedto.
78.1have never teit better In my Ufethan I

do now.

79.1resent having anyorre take m e Inso
cleveily mat Ihaveto admit îhat It
W a s one on me.

W. ldo not have spells of hoy fever or
asthma.

100.1do not lke weryone Iknow.
80.1 do not îire qulckiy.
81. 1like to study and read about t h l m

mat i

~

w~rmgcrt.
m

82.1 Yke to know mme Importantpeaple
because it makesme fee4 Important.

102.1enjoy many ditferent klnds of play
and recreatkn.

83. ~ h u0tht
thlnk of me does not
bothetr me.
84, ît makes me uncomfoncibieto put on
o stunt at a party even whm otners
ore ddng the arme smt of things.

104. in walklng I a m very caieful to step
over sidewalk cracks.
106.1frequeniîy find m y d f worrying
about somethlng.

85.1trequentiy have to llght agalnst
showing that Iam ba6hfil.
86.1have nwer had a talnting W.
87.1seldom or never had dbzy spdk.
88. My rnemory seems to be al rlght.
89.1am worrled about sex rnatters.

107.1hardly evef notice my heart
poundlng and Iam selcfom short of
breath.
108.1haveottimesdOOdlnthewayof
people who were trylng to do
somethîng, not because It amounted
to much but becauseof the prlndple
of the thlng.
1W. 1get mad ecisly and then get over it

90.1and it hard to make talk when Imeet
new people.

m.

92.1un ogdnst givlng mmey to
beggars

111.1have perbds of such great
restlesness thut Icannot sit long ln a
chalr.

93.1frequeniiy notlce my hand shokes
when Itry to do someWng.

112.1dream frequentty about thlngs that
are best kept to rnyself.

94. Icon read a long whh wltnout tirlng
my eyts.

113.1beOeve Iam nomore nervousthan
rmdothers.

95.1teel weak a l over much of the tlme.

114.1have few or no pdns.

96.1hove very few headaches.

11S. Sometlmes without any reason or
even when thhgs are going wrong I
feei exdtedly happy, 'on top of the

97. Sometlme5.when emborrassed, I
break out In a weot whkh annoys
me greatly*
98.1have M d no diffkkdty In keepingmy
bdanceIn walking.

w0Mm.
116. Ican be trîendly with people who do
things whkh Iconsiâer wrong.

117. Sometlmes at eletctlons I vote for
men about whom Iknow very Rme.

118.1hove dtliîcutty In startingto do
thlngs.

197.1thlnk m i i y anyone would tell a Ile
to keep out of trouble.

120. ît ksufmto trust nobody.

139.1worry over money and business.

121. Once a week or oftemer Ibecorne
very exdteâ.
122. When Ina group of people Ihave
trouMe thinking of the right things to
talk about.
123.When Ileove home Ido not woriy
about whether me door Is lacked
and the wlndowsc-.
124.1do not Mame a personfor taking
advuntageof sememe who iays
h
W open to R.

141.1easiiy becorne knpatlent with
people.
142.1 feel anxiety about SOrnethltYJot
somme almoa a l the the.

143. SometLnes ibecomeso excited thot
Iflnd R dttfkult to get to -p.
144.1fotget rQht away what people scry
to me.
14s. 1 usua)y have to stop and thlnk
before loct even In Ming matters.

126. My eyedght k as good us It as been
for yeon.

146. Otten Icrom the street In order not to
meetsomeoneIsse.

127.1hove otten fett that shangers were
looklng at me crttrcolly.

147.1otten feei as if thlngs were not real.

128.1ddnk an unusucrlly large amount of
water evay day.

148.1havea habit of counting thlngs mat
are not Importantaich as bulbson
e(ectifc mns, and so torth.

129. Once in a whk 1 kugh at a dlrty
joke.

149.1 have-ange and peculiar thought.

130. !am always disgusted wiîh the law
when a crhiinal Is freed throqh the
arguments of a smurt lawyer.

1Sû. 1get anrlousand upset when Ihave
to make a short trip from home.

191.1work under a great deal of tension.

161. Ihave been atraid of thlngs or
peoplethat Iknew c o M not hurt

132.1amlkelynottospeaktopeople
until they speak to me.

162.1have no dread of gobig int0 a
roam by myself where other people
havegathemd and are talking.

133.1 have perlodsin whlch Ifeei
unusualy cheerful without any special
ream.

163.1have moretrouble concentrating
than others seem to have.

m.

134. U f e k a drain for me rnuch of the

thle.
136. hschod I found R very hard to talk
betore the cJaa
196. Even whemlœnwmipeoplelfeel
lonely much of the tirne.

164.1have severd the6 ghmn up ddng
a thlng because Itnought too Yme of
mY a m .
166. Bad words, otten terrible words.
come lntomy mlnd and 1 cannot get
rld of them.

156. Sometimed some uilmportant
thought wY run through my mindand
bother me for days

174.1am apt to pus up somethlng Iwant
to because0th- feel thot Iam not
gdng aboutit the rl(iht woy.

157. Almoet every day sunethhg
happensto ffighteri me.

176. Iflndit hard tosetasldeu taskthatl
have undertaken, even for a short

168. ian inclnedto take thhgs hard.

tlme.

174.1have several îlmes had a change
of heart about my Ife's work.

160. At pmbds my mind seems to work
more siowly thon mal.
161. Ivery seldom have spas of me
Mues.
162.1wkh Ic o u get over worrylng about
what Ihavesa# that may have
lnjured other people'sfeelingp.
145. P e o p l e often disappoint me.

177.1 mwt admit that I have at tirnes
worrled beyocid reasori over
aomething that dM not r e a l y matter.
178.1 like to let people know where I
stand on Wngs.
179.1have a daydrecrm W
e about whkh I
do not tel other people.
180.1have 0fbfI felt g w because I
have pretendedto feel more sorry
about sometthlngthot Ir e d y was.

181. Ifeel tlred a gcmâ deal of ?Fiethe.
164. lteel unableto tell anyone about

W.
165. My pians have frequeritly mmwd so
fuY of drmculth that Ihave had to
glve m m up.
166Often, even though everythlngis
gdng fine for me, Ifeel that ldon't
care about onythlng.
167.1have sunetimes felt th& dmlcWbs
were pâng up so hQh thot Icould
not overcome them.
168.1often thlnk, '1 wish Iwere a chld
ogain'.
169.1have often met people who were
aippoeed to be experts who were
no beitef thon 1.
170. Ct m k e s me feetl Yke a fallure when I
hear of the succeus of someone I
know w d .
171. Iam apt to take dimppolntmentssa
keenly that Ican't put them out of my
mlnd.

173.1worry quit a bit over posalbk
misloftunes.

182.1s o m e tee(
~ îhat Iam about to
go to pieces.

A ~ ~ e n dO:
f x Experiment Two. Vocabuïq Measure

Conceal
Consume
Terminate

Ponder

Perimeter
Matchless
Tangible

Audacious

-,-

A~mndorP: Experiment Two. Post Essay Questionnaire

Please complete the questions below with regard to what you have
just written (which will be reférred to as "your essay"j. For each
numbered question, indicate your response by circling a number from 1
to 7.
1.To what degree does your essay conmin material that is deeply personal
and revealing?

1

2

3

4

5

6

not at

7

a great
deal

all

2. To what degree does your essay reveal your real feeIings and ernotions?

1
not at

2

3

4

5

6

7

a great
deal

all

3. To what degree was it stressful to write this essay?

1
not at

2

3

4

5

6

7

a great

all

deal

4. Overall, how much have you told other people about what you wrote

today?
1

not at
all

2

3

4

5

6

7

a great
deal

A~oenànrO: Experiment Two. Post Experimental Questionnaire
Thank you for your participation in this study today. Without your time
and efforts, this research could not be conducteci; 1 appreciateyour input very
much.
Below are a senes of questions regarding your experiences in this study.
There are no right or wrong answers; I hope you will provide honest thoughts and
opinions as b a t you can. The aim of these questions is to find out what It has
been like for you to be a subject in this expiment, so that 1 can better
understaud the impact of different elements of the study. If you have additional
comments, please add those.
Generally, what did you think (or what would you now guess) was the
pwpose of this snidy?

Did you feel you had sufficient privacy andlor confidentiality to write a
candid essay? Could you have written more than you did?

1s there anything that would have made you feel more assured of pWacy
W o r confidentiaiity?

Was your experience in this study in any way helpful or harmful to you?
Did any part of the experiment especially intrigue you or upset you?

Additional comments:

Please complete the following questions. This information will help me to
understand the population of students who have participated in this experiment.
This information, like aîi the other iaformation you have contributed today, will
be kept confidentid and wiU not be ünked with your identity.
What is the first language you learned to speak?

What are your parents' first or primary lanuages?

if higlish is not your first language, when did you leam to speak niash?

What other languages do you speak? At what age âïd you learn this/these
l~~guage(s)7

in what language was your schooling?
Kindergarten, grades 1 to 3
Grades 4 to 6
Grades 7 to 9
Grades 10 to 12
What is your age?

in what faculty and year are you registered?

Areyou

Thankyou!

Male

or

Female

(please &de)

-

A~pendbrR: Experiment Two. Written Feedback to Subjects

Experiment laspec Theoretical Foundations
Sharing information about ourselves is important in our reIatiomhips.
Revealing information about ourselves to others allows us opportunity to
compare thoughts, beliefs and opinions; in revealing ourselves, we also l e m
about ourselves.

We can reveal ourselves by tallang, but we can also write about thoughts
and feelin s in letters, journals, or diaries. These are ais0 avenues for inaessed
self-know edge.

f

Previous research (Pennebaker & Be& 1986; Pe~ebaker,Kiecolt-Glaser,
Glaser, 1986)has reportecl significant benefits to health (Le, improved selfreports of heaith, decread visits to health care providers, increase in immune
system functioning)which occur as a function of writing self-disclosing essays of
persona1 trauma. The health benefits seern to occur especially when the trauma
which has been e rienced has not previously been reportecl to others. People
appear to become ealthier by virtue of having written about upsetting, painhil
aspects of their past.

"fP

With changes in health, these researchers also suggest that changes in
cognition occur consequent to written seIf-disdosure. Thinking seems to
become broader, in terms of conceptual or temporal focus, and incorporates a
greater consideration of the individual's own ernotional status. However, these
researchers have not operationalized and measured these cognitive changes. The
study you have just participated in is one of a series of a studies investigating the
cognitive consequences of wriüng about personai trauma.
Whereas some individuais were asked to write about "the most upsetting
experience of [their]enüre Me," some individuals wrote without feeling or
opinion about details of the past 24 hours. The latter grou represents a
"control" or comparison group; the comprison between &e grou disdosing
and the control oup represents the primary independent variab e of the study.
You were placefkto a conhol group or a group asked to disdose solely on the
basis of random assignment.

P

cr

A number of questionnaires were com ted, to measure mood at various
points during the procedure, to survey attitu es toward health and wehess,
and, at the end of the study, to query your own personal experience of this study
and to coUect demographic data.

Some mentally challenging tasks were presented to you. The k t ,
defining a list of words, was intended to detemiine verbal abiîity in a written
context, prior to the assignment of an essay topic The tasks after you wrote
your esMy represent the de ndent variables of interest; my hypothesis is that
expressing thoughts and fee ' gs regardhg upsettin painhil experiences that
one has been through leaves one with a Uiinking sty e whidi is conceptuaiiy or

El

f

temporaily broadened, which facilitates performance on mentally challenging
tasks. The support, or lack of support, for this hypothesis will be borne out in
statistical comparisom.
Please be assured that d essays, uestionnaire materials, and other
materials yau pmdvced, completed d % etreated as strictly confidential. No
attempt will be made to link this information with you personally. You have
shared information which is, to a p a t e r or lesser extent, personal and revealing;
1 wish to be berespect of that, as a matter of appropriate, ethical condud, but
also in gratitude to your contribution to my research.
Some individuals may find that, through the writing that they have done,

they become more aware of persona1 feelings and issues which thqr are not

cornfortable dealing with on theu own. They rnay wish to seek counseling for
themselves, an opportunity to explore feelings and experiences with an
individual who is trained to be hel hil and compassionate. A number of
opportunities exist for counseling or students at the University of Manitoba,
S e ~ c in
e W U , and the Psychologid S e ~ cCentre.
e
quaüty services which are free of charge. If
you have umovered by reporting your
experiences in this study, and you would Iüce to pursue counseling, 1would
invite you to contact me through the Psychology General Office, 4749338. 1
would be pleased to assist you by providing further information about seMces
available and, if appropriate and at your request, by making a referral. You c m ,
otherwise, contact the Counseling S e ~ c or
e the Psychologid SeMce Centre
independently; a refend is not required.

P

1would be Leased to address an further uestions that you may have
regarding this stu y:contact me thmu$: the Psy&ology General Office, 4749338. 1have a request of you: because this research is ongoing, 1would

1

appreciate your coopecation and su rt in not telling your peers about your
experience in this study. Others w d . Kparticipating - it is veiy important that
they are not informed about the procedures ahead of t h e , or their e
wiU alter their performance of the tasks 1present to them. That
niin the expriment which you have just invested two hours of your time in.
Feel free to taik with famil and fiiends who are not in Intrductory Psychology
- if you want to! But thad you for not discussing this study with others in your
Inho Psych dass.

Thank you for all your efforts here today.
Kent Somers, M.A.
PkD. Candidate
Department of Psychology
University of Manitoba

